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Abstract
Abstract
Crowd-sensing is the ability of a crowd to utilize sensors embedded in mobile
devices to sense the surroundings and then send data to a centralized server
or the cloud. With crowd-sensing, a wide range of applications have been em-
powered, such as smart city, healthcare and marketing, of which the smart city
is the domain of interest in this research. However, sending a large amount of
data to the cloud has introduced several challenges, such as data truthfulness,
redundancy, transfer cost, bandwidth consumption and the way data are stored
and managed in the cloud.
This thesis presents a crowd-sensing architecture for smart city applications.
This architecture contains several services that play a key role in solving a num-
ber of the challenges listed earlier. Services are distributed between the cloud
and public local servers. The local servers are distributed around a city to im-
prove citizens’ quality of life. Services located on public local servers are called
edge services and are concerned with trust, the scheduler and compression.
Services located in the cloud are known as cloud services and contain a parti-
tioning method along with two reduction techniques: optimization and context
extraction.
The trust service calculates trust using different factors. Then, if the trust value
is above a predefined threshold, data are trusted; otherwise, they are discarded.
The scheduler removes redundant data and schedules sending data to the cloud
depending on their priority. The compression service compresses singlepreci-
sion floating-point data using two lossless compression algorithms. The parti-
tioning method in the cloud highlights the importance of data en- tries using
time, access rate and singularity factors. Then, based on the output of this
method, users can apply optimization and context extraction to optimize data
entries and extract important information, respectively. The order in which
these services are performed and how they work and communicate are pre-
sented.
Evaluations and use cases are performed on the mobile, local server and the
cloud using Android-based mobile devices and the Amazon EC2 cloud. The
results show the effectiveness of the proposed work by meeting predefined re-
quirements, such as reducing the amount of the data transferred.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Mobile Cloud Computing and Crowd-sensing
In recent years, a cloud computing model has been widely used due to the re-
liable, fast and practical services clouds can offer through the Internet. The
adoption of cloud computing has seen rapid growth in different domains, such
as business, government and academia. Cloud computing offers powerful com-
putational ability and storage, which has attracted different technologies such
as mobile devices. Today, mobile devices play an important role in people’s lives
in terms of socializing, gaming, conducting business and commerce. However,
mobile devices suffer from low storage capacity and computational capability
and energy constraints. Therefore, the emergence of cloud computing and mo-
bile devices has introduced the notion of mobile cloud computing (MCC), en-
abling mobiles to use cloud capabilities. This means that mobile devices do not
need powerful computations or storage in the device itself, as they can utilize
different resources in the cloud. MCC is a motivating technology for crowd-
sensing, which utilizes the different sensors in the mobiles and can upload a
large amount of data to the cloud to be analysed, managed and stored.
Crowd-sensing can enable a broad range of applications, such as smart city (en-
vironmental, planning, traffic, etc.), healthcare, social and advertising, which
are powered by a crowd’s abilities to sense using mobile devices. The smart
city is the domain of interest in this thesis. As an example of a crowd-sensing
application and the type of data produced by it, consider a pothole application
that is implemented for citizens to send locations of bad or dangerous potholes
in the roads in a particular city. Citizens can start sensing by taking pictures of
1
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the potholes and tagging them with the location, time and an optional descrip-
tion. Alternatively, a mobile device can perform the detection automatically
by sending a voice note of the noise when a pothole is detected using the ac-
celerometer. Therefore, data produced in this application are: GPS readings,
photographs, voice notes and text descriptions (if any). The data produced
from crowd-sensing can be large or, sometimes, extremely large depending on
the number of users contributing data through crowd-sensing applications.
1.2 Motivation
With the increased utilization of mobile devices in recent years, citizens can
now exploit crowd-sensing applications as a communication tool between them-
selves and the local government (i.e. city council or government initiatives).
Furthermore, local government can measure citizens’ satisfaction and receive
their community-oriented problems (e.g., traffic congestion, potholes, environ-
mental issues, etc.) by issuing crowd-sensing applications. Thus, citizens can
reflect their opinion about a particular issue in order to improve the quality of
life in the city.
However, these applications have several challenges in terms of the battery life,
cost and bandwidth consumption involved in the huge data transfer of mobile
devices and the reliability of the data transferred. The way in which crowd-
sensing applications are heavily dependent on cloud computing to store these
large amounts of data also causes other challenges to arise. These challenges
reside in the way data are stored and managed in the cloud and the amount
of time these data need to be there. This is due to the cloud pay-as-you-use
model, whereby the cost increases as time passes for continuously storing new
data and keeping these data in the cloud without filtration (i.e. the removal of
unwanted or useless data).
From this perspective, crowd-sensing and a cloud architecture that can tackle
these challenges (or at least some of them) is very much needed. This archi-
tecture needs to introduce a new model of computation that can make the data
and the transfer of that data from the crowd to the cloud as trustworthy and as
low in cost and bandwidth as possible. Furthermore, this architecture needs ef-
ficient managing criteria for data stored in the cloud in order to benefit different
applications (particularly smart city applications).
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1.3 Challenges
Crowd-sensing has a number of challenges that occur either on the user’s side
or on the cloud’s. User-side challenges are all the difficulties that the user
faces during the sensing task and while the crowd-sensed data are sent to
the cloud. Cloud-side challenges are all the complications that occur after the
crowd-sensed data are received in the cloud.
1.3.1 Challenges Related to the User End
1. Users might have mobile preferences and privacy concerns that are not
supported by crowd-sensing applications. Some users will have concerns
about disclosing their personal information, such as name, date of birth
and location.
2. Battery life: the energy consumption in terms of mobile battery life is
another challenge for crowd-sensing applications due to the huge battery
consumption when using the sensors located in a mobile device.
3. Costs and user incentives: there are costs in terms of price and users’
efforts when they utilize their mobile device for sensing tasks. The costs
occur when users send crowd-sensed data using their mobile operator
(3G/4G). Therefore, convincing users to take part in sensing tasks and
avoiding higher energy consumption as well as costs are major challenges
for the implementation of crowd-sensing applications. Therefore, for a
crowd-sensing application to succeed, there must be a proper incentive
mechanism to engage users in participating in the sensing task.
1.3.2 Challenges Related to the Cloud End
1. Trustworthiness: different user applications, particularly smart city appli-
cations, depend on users’ involvement and the sensed data received from
them. However, data should be trustworthy and truthful in order to ben-
efit and improve the quality of life for citizens in the smart city context.
2. Data origin: tracing the origin of data without affecting users’ privacy is an
important aspect. The cloud receives a large amount of data and stores
these data for a long time. Therefore, if errors occur in the data and
nothing indicates the origin of those data, the applications that should
benefit will generate the wrong results and incorrect information. Hence,
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ideally, it should be possible to identify the source of data in the cloud
when an error occurs. Furthermore, tracing the origin of data might be
useful in other scenarios such as, data analysis purposes. For example,
calculating percentages of damaged roads in different locations in a city
can only be captured by locating data origin.
3. Large data transfer: transferring large amounts of data from a mobile de-
vice to the cloud is not ideal, since the transfer will take a long time due to
the bandwidth limitations of different networks, especially 3G/4G/Long
Term Evolution (LTE).
4. Data storage: with the limited resources of mobile devices, sensed data
are usually offloaded to the cloud. However, in smart city applications and
others, such as scientific applications, data volumes will increase at a very
high speed and this will introduce the challenges of storing these data as
the costs are also increased. Managing and reducing data in the cloud
might cause the loss of important information. Therefore, the managing
process must be efficient enough to avoid the loss of critical features and
values.
In this thesis, only the cloud-side challenges are taken into consideration, since
only the challenges occurred after collecting crowd-sensed data are the main
concern in this thesis and ,therefore, the proposed work is based on overcoming
these barriers.
1.4 Summary of Thesis Contributions
The contributions provided by this thesis to the crowd-sensing and mobile cloud
computing domains are as follows:
• An analysis of related works employing the integration of crowd-sensing,
mobile cloud computing and smart city applications.
• The adoption of local processing using public local servers (i.e. edge
servers) for implementing different services with data produced by
crowd-sensing applications before sending them to the cloud. These
edge servers will include different filtration processes applied to the
crowd-sensed data. The local processing adopted in this thesis will have
several benefits, particularly in reducing the amount of data sent to the
cloud and bandwidth consumption.
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• A novel reputation system for data produced by crowd-sensing applica-
tions to assess the trustworthiness of these data. This reputation system is
located in the proximity of the users (i.e. data contributors) using public
local servers (i.e. edge servers). Data are assessed by different factors, as
presented in chapter 4, whereby trusted data are considered for sending
to the cloud and untrusted data are simply discarded. The history of the
trust values for all the previous contributions of every user is combined
and calculated in the cloud. Therefore, every user will have a reputation
history that will play a significant role in further decisions throughout the
edge computation.
• Support for the utilization of traceability for data produced from crowd-
sensing applications without exposing users’ identities, in order to ensure
anonymity. This will help in identifying the origin of data and the source
of errors if any occur. With the element of traceability, different smart city
applications in the cloud will benefit most from the data sensed.
• A scheduling service that is located in public local servers (i.e. edge
servers) that will schedule the transmission of trusted data to the cloud
depending on their priority. This service will also remove data contribu-
tions that are captured in the same location; this removal is based on the
reputation values of the users who contributed to the sensing process.
• A novel lossless compression service that takes advantage of the distribu-
tive nature of local servers around a city. This service is performed on
single-precision floating-point data sets and contains two compression al-
gorithms: one for location-based data (latitude and longitude) and the
other for an accelerometer’s three-dimensional data.
• A novel smart city data management architecture that contains a par-
titioning method. This method is performed with smart city relational
databases located in the cloud in order to reduce the cost and the amount
of data stored. The partitioning method highlights the importance and
sensitivity of certain data parts (i.e. chunks) in order to perform reduc-
tion services. Using this method, users can freely perform reduction ser-
vices on unnecessary data, which will improve storage and reduce costs
without losing important data.
• Two storage reduction services (optimization and context extraction) lo-
cated in the cloud and part of the smart city data management archi-
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tecture. These services are applied to the databases depending on the
sensitivity of the data.
1.5 Thesis Structure
The remainder of this thesis is ordered as follows:
• Chapter 2, “Background and Literature Review”, outlines the background
to the topics related to this thesis and presents previously implemented
and theoretical works in the areas of crowd-sensing and smart city appli-
cations and architectures.
• Chapter 3, “Architecture and Design”, describes the challenges for imple-
menting a crowd-sensing architecture and lists the requirements for such
implementation. Furthermore, this chapter introduces the design and ar-
chitecture of crowd-sensing that meets requirements and overcomes the
challenges listed.
• Chapter 4, “Towards Reduction Before the Cloud”, presents the local pro-
cessing model that is located on the edge servers. These servers are public
local servers that are distributed around a city to improve citizens’ quality
of life. The server contains three services: the first service is the trustwor-
thiness evaluation of the data received; the second is the scheduling of
the trusted data based on their priority; and the final one is a reduction
service that includes two compression algorithms for floating-point num-
bers. This chapter presents the design of each of the three services and
evaluations performed on these services to demonstrate their outcomes.
• Chapter 5, “Data Management in the Cloud”, introduces the partitioning
method for the smart city databases located in the cloud and how this
method can partition data in a way that highlights the sensitivity and
importance of certain data entries. Based on the partitioning method out-
comes, two reduction services are presented: optimization and context
extraction. This chapter demonstrates how the partitioning method is
performed and on what data parts (i.e. chunks) the reduction services
can be applied without losing any important features or values.
• Chapter 6, “Evaluation”, presents two use cases that demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of the approaches presented in chapters 4 and 5. The first use
case presents an evaluation that demonstrates how the edge services will
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work on real crowd-sensed data. The second use case will show how data
management will take place in the cloud.
• Chapter 7 is the conclusion and outlines future work.
1.6 Publications
Chapters of this thesis are put together from the following publications:
[7] A. Alkhelaiwi and D. Grigoras, “The origin and trustworthiness of data in
smart city applications,” IEEE/ACM 8th International Conference on Utility and
Cloud Computing, 2015, pp. 376-382.
[6] A. Alkhelaiwi and D. Grigoras, "Scheduling crowd sensing data to smart city
applications in the cloud," 2016 IEEE 12th International Conference on Intelligent
Computer Communication and Processing (ICCP), Cluj-Napoca, 2016, pp. 395-
401.
[5] A. Alkhelaiwi and D. Grigoras, "Data reduction as a service in smart city
architecture," 2017 IEEE 3rd International Conference on Big Data Computing
Service and Applications (BigDataService), San Francisco, CA, 2017, pp. 172-
178.
[3] A. Alkhelaiwi and D. Grigoras, "Smart City Data Storage Optimization in
the Cloud," 2018 IEEE Fourth International Conference on Big Data Computing
Service and Applications (BigDataService), Bamberg, 2018, pp. 153-160.
[4] A. Alkhelaiwi and D. Grigoras Challenges of Crowd Sensing for Cost-
Effective Data Management in the Cloud. In: Zbakh M., Essaaidi M.,
Manneback P., Rong C. (eds) Cloud Computing and Big Data: Technologies,
Applications and Security. CloudTech 2017. Lecture Notes in Networks and
Systems, 2019, vol 49. Springer, Cham
The end of each chapter will indicate from which, if any, of the above publi-
cations the materials were taken. Parts of this chapter were published in the
Springer book chapter [4].
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Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
The proliferation of mobile devices with sensing capabilities (e.g., the Global
Positioning System GPS, accelerometers, cameras and microphones) has made
them a rich source of sensing data [88]. People-centric sensing can be used to
develop a wide range of applications to improve citizens’ quality of life, includ-
ing environmental, traffic monitoring, smart city and healthcare apps. However,
due to the limited resources of the mobile devices themselves, sensed data are
usually offloaded and processed in the cloud.
Cloud computing provides resources to clients on an on-demand basis using
the Internet. Mobile cloud computing (MCC) has the added benefit of being a
motivating technology for context awareness and crowd-sensing by uploading a
large amount of sensed data (from mobile phones) to the cloud to be processed
and to feed different applications. Furthermore, by using clouds, mobile devices
will, in most cases, avoid short battery life and memory constraints. Thus, cloud
computing for mobile devices is a very attractive and productive trend.
The cloud not only offers sensor data collection and scalable storage, it can also
be used as a hub that is accessible to users or third parties who have permission
to use the data and can then produce useful applications that can serve a city
in different ways. From this perspective, the cloud has unlimited potential for
smart cities. In this chapter, an investigation of previous work takes place in the
area of mobile cloud crowd-sensing in the context of smart city applications.
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This chapter is organized as follow. Section 2 introduces the background. Sec-
tion 3 presents the characteristics of and previous studies on context awareness,
crowd-sensing and crowdsourcing. Section 4 presents smart city applications
and previous mobile cloud platforms that benefit these applications. Section 5
is the chapter summary.
2.2 Background
This section introduces and defines the main concepts considered in this thesis.
The concepts are cloud computing, mobile cloud computing and mobile crowd-
sensing.
2.2.1 Cloud Computing
Cloud computing is a smart technology that offers on-demand computing ser-
vices to users while ensuring scalable and reliable storage. The National In-
stitute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [106] defines cloud computing as:
model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared
pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, appli-
cations, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal
management effort or service provider interaction. (p.6) [106] Cloud computing
has several benefits, such as reliability, being easy to access, availability and
robustness. However, there are also challenges, such as privacy and security
[14].
Cloud computing offers different deployment services and users can choose
whichever suits their needs. These deployment services are [121]:
1. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): delivers the cloud infrastructure
(servers, storage, etc.) in a pay-as-you-go model.
2. Platform as a Service (PaaS): delivers everything needed for application
development, without worrying about the infrastructure setup.
3. Software as a Service (SaaS): delivers applications over the Internet.
2.2.2 Mobile Cloud Computing
MCC is a combination of cloud computing and mobile systems, whereby mo-
bile users can overcome the limitations of mobiles (e.g., limited storage and
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processing) and benefit from cloud computing capabilities. The MCC Forum
defines MCC as follows [113]:
Mobile cloud computing at its simplest, refers to an infrastructure where both the
data storage and data processing happen outside of the mobile device. Mobile
cloud applications move the computing power and data storage away from mobile
phones and into the cloud, bringing applications and MC to not just smartphone
users but a much broader range of mobile subscribers.
MCC is useful in extending the battery life of mobile devices, since the process-
ing and computations takes place in the cloud. MCC increases the data storage
capacity and improves processing by utilizing the cloud.
2.2.3 Crowd-sensing
With the large sensing capabilities of mobile devices, users can use their mobile
devices to sense different aspects of their environment, which introduces the
mobile crowd-sensing area. Therefore, instead of deploying immutable wireless
sensor networks around a city, crowd-sensing takes advantage of user mobility
and the powerful mobile devices users have with them to sense around the
city using different mobile applications. This approach makes crowd-sensing
more cost-effective than immutable wireless sensor networks, as well as more
scalable if users’ sensing data are reliable and truthful.
There are numerous application areas that can benefit from crowd-sensing,
some of which are [166]:
• Smart city applications:
With the large populations in cities, there is a major need for effective city
management in order to make cities smarter and improve the quality of
life for their citizens. Smart cities contain several domain applications,
such as those for the environment (e.g., weather and water quality), traf-
fic, roadworks and road surveillance. Crowd-sensing engages citizens in
the management of their city to make it smarter and safer.
• Healthcare applications:
Mobile crowd-sensing is a promising paradigm for the healthcare area. It
is a useful tool for gathering day-to-day information from large numbers
of patients at a lower cost than medical body sensors [129] [130].
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• Advertising applications:
With users sharing their locations and other data using mobile crowd-
sensing, advertising companies can use this information to promote their
products [112].
• Social applications:
Mobile crowd-sensing can be used as a tool for users to socialize with peo-
ple and friends and share different information with them, such as their
exercise data. One example is a mobile app called Swarm [164], devel-
oped by Foursquare [48]. Using Swarm, users can share their locations
and experiences with their friends.
The smart city is the domain of interest in this thesis. Crowd-sensing in the
context of the smart city is defined as a subset of users, called a crowd, located
in the same area in a particular city who use mobile apps to utilize the sensors
of their mobile devices and then send the data to a centralized server or cloud.
2.3 Mobile Cloud Sensing: Related Work
Mobile devices and the sensors [12] available on them (see Table 2.1) have
led to sophisticated context-aware applications and systems. This area has cap-
tured a large amount of interest with regard to how mobile phone users can
contribute sensor data to enabling awareness of the environment (e.g., air pol-
lution and transportation), community, healthcare, etc.
Context awareness is considered the first generation of sensing and is defined
in [124] as the ability of devices to sense, infer and interact with a user’s local
environment. Today, the second generation of sensing is also drawing a great
deal of attention and is called crowd-sensing. Crowd-sensing is the acquisition
of sensor data from multiple (not only one) mobile devices. Crowd-sensing is
the capability to collect sensor data from a large number of mobile users upon
request to be used towards a specific goal (e.g., locating events or road works)
[133]. It enhances the efficiency of information collection in order to facilitate
collective intelligence [167].
Crowd-sensing might go beyond collecting processed sensor data from mobile
users to tasking them with human intelligence tasks, such as image recognition,
tagging or translation. This is called a crowdsourcing system, an example of
which is Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT [9]).AMT provides infrastructure that
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enables hundreds of thousands of people to perform paid work on the Internet.
AMT is used for a number of simple tasks, such as labelling or tagging content,
and for complex tasks, such as translating or proofreading [9].
Mobile crowd-sensing applications have a number of characteristics that distin-
guish them from other sensing classes [52] as follow:
• The processing, communication, storage resources and sensing capabil-
ities allow different and flexible capabilities for sensing the user’s sur-
roundings.
• Mobile devices do not need to be deployed; users carry their mobiles
wherever they go.
• The different conditions of mobile devices due to device mobility, energy
consumptions, communication, and users’ preferences. It is, therefore, a
difficult operation to guarantee the required quality.
• Different applications can benefit from the same sensor data.
• Users can be involved in different sensing tasks, since they carry their de-
vices everywhere they go. However, some users have privacy and personal
preferences that might not be compatible with some applications.
• There must be proper incentives to attract and involve users. Since user
devices may suffer energy and monetary costs, this can lead to users being
unwilling to participate unless there is some incentive.
2.3.1 Crowdsourcing
Mobile crowdsourcing applications can be classified into either stand-alone ap-
plications or extensions of Web-based applications [27]. Web-based applica-
tions target users who do not have access to an organization and offer them
the ability to add their real-time location-based information to a service, such
as Gigwalk [57], Jana [72], and work done in [92]. Stand-alone applications
offer functionalities via crowdsourcing, such as collecting and searching, road,
traffic and location-based applications, as well as applications that assign tasks
to users.
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Table 2.1: Mobile sensors
Sensor Format Usage
Accelerometer
Floating-point numbers for all
three axes
Used for detecting
acceleration and
movement.
GPS
Longitude and Latitude as
floating-point numbers
Used for determining the
mobile phone user’s
location.
Camera Images (BMP, GIF, JPEG, etc.)
Used for taking
photographs.
Microphone AAC, MP3, FLAC, etc.
Used for dealing with
recordings.
Light sensor Floating-point number (e.g. lx)
Used for detecting light
levels.
Gyroscope
Floating-point numbers for all
three axes
Used for revealing complex
orientation features.
Proximity Floating-point number
Used for detecting the
location of a phone near a
human ear.
Fingerprint
Different formats (Images,
electrical charges, etc.) depending
on the detection method used
(optical, capacitive, etc.)
Used for authentication and
verification.
Magnetometer
Floating-point numbers for all
three axes
Used for detecting North
and usually used with GPS.
2.3.1.1 Crowdsourcing by Collecting and Searching Data
Several works have been based on crowdsourcing. Authors of [49] argue that
there are queries that cannot be answered by database schemes and search
engines. Therefore, they propose CrowdDB, which utilizes individuals’ entries
through crowdsourcing to process queries. Although CrowdDB has many of the
characteristics of traditional database systems, the conventional closed-world
assumption [111] of query processing does not apply to individuals’ entries.
This important change makes the system more accurate and robust, since some
crowdsourced data need to be merged and removed.
CrowdSearch is a crowdsourcing image search system for mobile devices pre-
sented in [188]. It integrates an automated image search implemented both lo-
cally and on remote servers with real-time human support for search outputs us-
ing AMT [9]. Search outputs are sent to the user after validation. With Crowd-
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Search, there are some tradeoffs between battery consumption, efficiency, delay
and validation costs. CrowdSearch tackles these tradeoff issues by creating a
predictive algorithm that helps decide what to validate and how then to dis-
tribute the image search tasks between mobile devices and servers. Another
crowdsourcing framework is the Crowdsourcing Data Analytics System (CDAS)
[97]. Different applications with high user involvement for verification tasks
can be performed by the CDAS system to ensure a high degree of accuracy. The
CDAS system takes a two-phase approach: the given task is first implemented
by a high-performance remote server; the result is then split into chunks and
sent to AMT for verification and the result is achieved by combining the differ-
ent chunks of the results.
Turning now to the area of disasters, today’s disaster response protocols do
not consider citizen collaboration [40]; they are still based on a centralized
system that originated with the military [104]. In [60], authors propose a
crowdsourcing system that allows people to share data for the area they are
in, using their devices (equipped with GPS) to sense and guide them to safety.
Other systems for disasters are Usahidi [172] and Sahana [148], which are
crowdsourcing systems for the management of aid attempts deployed in several
countries with the use of maps. Furthermore, a mobile application that observes
the spread of dengue fever using GPS is proposed in [139]. The patient inputs
the symptoms using the mobile app and waits for a response and guidance
on how to avoid dengue fever or to call a doctor. The user’s information and
location (captured using GPS) are stored in a database for medical use. A map
that displays the zones with a high incidence of ill people is also created.
Finally, Portolan [59] is a crowdsourcing system that relies on mobile devices to
structure an annotated graph of the Internet. After the mobile devices observe
the measures of the network around them, the information is gathered in a
central server.
2.3.1.2 Crowdsourcing with Roads and Traffic
CrowdSC [19] is a crowdsourcing platform that utilizes citizen contributions in
the context of a city. It converts queries such as “What roads are in need for
repair?” into easy tasks: gather, filter the data contributed by citizens, and send
the outcomes back to the citizens. After the requester posts a query, such as
roads in need of repair, a number of images are received with different evalua-
tions for the same location. To make the right evaluation, authors suggest three
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phases: a data collection phase that gathers images from contributing citizens;
a data selection phase that requests other citizens to choose the picture that
best describes the problem; and, finally, a data assessment phase that requires
citizens to evaluate each picture nominated from the previous phase. Further-
more, the platform offers three general policies to manage the process: buffer,
deadline, and first in, first out (FIFO). Policy selection is based on the user and
the degree of urgency.
CrowdOut [15] is a crowdsourcing system for ensuring street safety in cities
by asking citizens to record dangerous traffic situations (e.g., speeding) in real
time and to apply them on a city map. The CrowdOut system has been used
in an experiment in Nancy in France. The promising architecture can benefit
future systems that utilize crowdsourcing and visualize the data sensed into a
map. Another work is presented in [44] and is called “The Pothole Patrol”, as
it uses vehicles with installed sensors (vibrations and GPS) to collect data that
are used to evaluate the road status. Authors installed their system in seven
taxis in Boston, in the US, and show that their system identified a number of
potholes. However, by using mobile devices to sense the road during a journey
instead of deploying sensors in the vehicles, they might have avoided wasting
the time and cost of deployment.
Other systems that address traffic and exploit mobile devices in their research
work are VTrack [168] and SignalGuru [84]. VTrack’s goal is to estimate jour-
ney time, while SignalGuru’s goal is to anticipate a traffic light schedule.
2.3.1.3 Crowdsourcing and Location-based Services
There is a number of crowdsourcing projects for searching, routing and map
creation in outdoor environments. However, recent statistics show that people
allocate the majority of their time (80-90%) to indoor environments [163], such
as shopping centres and libraries. Therefore, more research is being directed to-
wards indoor location-based services (LBS), such as in-building assistance and
navigation. For example, CINA [142] is a crowdsourcing system that creates an
indoor navigation adviser using relative position. CINA utilizes mobile devices
to provide path information and navigation for pedestrians inside buildings.
The interesting aspect of CINA is that it does not need floor designs (e.g., [16]
[31]) or building sensors (e.g., [171] [87]). CINA also uses gamification to
raise user involvement. Similar to CINA is Airplace [89], another indoor local-
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ization system, which allows users to locate themselves and view a floor design
map using the received signal strength (RSS) of Wi-Fi access points.
Further systems that are based on crowdsourcing for map construction but for
outdoor environments are OpenStreetMap (OSM) [62] and Waze [152]. In
OSM, users provide data using a map system or sensors on a mobile device.
Waze utilizes traffic metadata to improve road navigation. In Waze, only mobile
devices placed on vehicles are utilized for sensing.
Furthermore, a Crowdsourced Linked Open Data Architecture (CLODA) is pre-
sented in [90]. Using mobile devices, CLODA integrates crowdsourcing, local-
ization and location-based facilities to provide useful information and public
datasets. One of the benefits of CLODA is that it can be run indoors by in-
stalling it on recent mapping systems. Ear-Phone [136] and NoiseTube [162]
are two other systems that work on building maps using the microphone sensor
in mobile devices.
Another location-based service is presented in [27].Authors present three ap-
plications that improve location-based searches based on the data gathered:
SmartTrace+, which supports matching paths; Crowdcast, which records user
surroundings; and SmartP2P, which works on improving the energy and time
spent on search tasks using proximity features. Authors implement and eval-
uate the applications using SmartLab. SmartLab is their programming cloud
and consists of more than 40 Android smartphones and a number of emulated
devices. Their work shows that energy consumption, privacy preservation, and
application performance are new spots for future mobile applications. Another
work is CityExplorer [103], which uses location-based games to collect location
data to benefit other applications (other than games). CityExplorer works as a
location-based service.
Finally, in [98], authors investigate the idea of using strangers as sensors
through social media. They use MoboQ, a location-based real-time system in
the form of questions and answers. By exploiting the idea of crowdsourcing
via MoboQ, users can request location-oriented questions and obtain responses
from different users in real time. The authors improve system accuracy by
evaluating the answers received using a microblogging system called Sina
Weibo to detect users who are currently at the location that is embedded in a
question.
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2.3.1.4 Crowdsourcing and Assigning Tasks
In terms of assigning tasks to users through crowdsourcing, authors of [85]
introduce Turkomatic, a system that binds crowds to task requesters in order
to help perform complicated queries. They first propose a set of simple tasks,
select a set of interesting ones and, finally, replace a complex task with a set of
simpler ones. This approach represents a tradeoff between delay and accuracy,
since the system requires observation during the runtime to ensure the level
of quality desired. Another crowdsourcing system is Soylent [20], which is a
word processing system that supports authors by asking AMT [9] workers to
reduce, proofread, and correct their documents. They offer the Find-Fix-Verify
approach, which divides authors’ requests into a set of phases to ensure quality
progress.
In addition, authors of [80] propose new techniques for allocating the maxi-
mum number of tasks to users. Users forward their locations to a centralized
server that allocates a task to an adjacent user. The experimental evaluations
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed techniques. However, verifying
the correctness and trustworthiness of users’ outcomes is a challenge with spa-
tial crowdsourcing. To overcome this issue, authors provide a reputation score
for every user and a confidence score for each task. The reputation score reports
how well a user completes a task. The confidence score decides if the outcome
of a requested task is accepted, and this is achieved when the confidence score
is greater than a predefined threshold [81]
Crowdsourcing is also used in creating news, by motivating users (i.e. volun-
teers) to provide data that are used to make news. In [154], authors offer
location-based crowdsourcing, in which a news company refers a task based on
users’ mobile device location. However, some users believe that their location
is personal information that should not be sent or shared and this is one of the
main challenges in this work.
2.3.2 Crowd-sensing
Mobile crowd-sensing applications can be classified into three categories: en-
vironmental, situational and social. Environmental applications are those con-
cerned with the natural environment and city features such as noise. Situa-
tional applications relate to public surroundings and transportation, such as
road and building conditions, parking availability and traffic. Social applica-
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tions are those that allow users to share sensed data about themselves, such as
their exercise routine information [52].
2.3.2.1 Environmental
One environmental application is Common Sense [39], which measures air pol-
lution (e.g., CO2) using special sensing devices that send the data sensed to mo-
bile phones via Bluetooth. Common Sense is inspired by “citizen science” [70]
and “street science” [33], which enable citizen collaboration in collecting data
and making decisions. Another application is CitiSense [199], a location-based
system that measures air pollution using special body-worn sensors that collect
data and send them to the user’s mobile device. The data are displayed to the
user on the mobile device and sent to a back-end server for different purposes,
such as inferring a detailed regional air-quality map. CitiSense captures more
detailed information at a regional scale than any other air pollution monitoring
system, as it exploits crowd-sensing to provide regional information.
Another system is AirSense [38], an air-quality monitoring system that gathers
sensor data from around a city to observe air pollution. Users can gather data
using mobile devices, a proposed air-quality monitoring device (AQMD) or both
to collect data opportunistically and offload them to the cloud. After that, the
data received in the cloud from mobile and AQMD devices are analysed to
provide an air pollution map of the city. When evaluating the system, users can
successfully ascertain the air quality in the neighbourhood and an air-quality
index map (AQImap) of the city. Other work is presented in [47], in which
authors develop a mobile application that enables users to benefit in real time
from an air pollution (e.g., PM2.5, which is particulate matter less than 2.5 µm
in diameter) monitoring service and share their images. The authors utilize the
cloud in their platform to gather historical data from different public places,
while users send and share pictures at the same time. Their experiment shows
high evaluation accuracy for PM2.5 estimation.
A mobile crowd-sensing architecture based on publish/subscribe middleware
is presented in [128]. The middleware makes sure data are aggregated and
filtered in a real-time manner to mobile crowd-sensing applications. Authors
demonstrate that their middleware is energy efficient by conducting an air-
quality application experiment, as it avoids unnecessary data transmission and
controls the sensing process. OptiMoS [189] is a mobile sensing system that
tries to reach optimal mobile sensing, taking into account the cost of sensing
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and coverage. Another air-quality system is the Open Sense project [2], which
monitors air pollution by deploying sensors on buses and maintaining sufficient
sensing coverage. Finally, CreekWatch [34], an iPhone application developed
by the IBM Research Center, empowers citizens to observe water quality in
creeks and send reports (e.g., pictures and messages). These reports are sent to
local water authorities to locate and manage pollution.
Authors of [195] propose a mobile crowd-sensing platform that creates large-
scale noise maps in order to reduce noise around a city and uses microphones
in mobile devices to do so. Their system received encouraging feedback when
it was planned, established and tested in Southern Italy. Another work is Nois-
eSense [132], a real-time noise-mapping service. Since mobile devices have
limited noise measurement sensors, authors propose a noise standardization
algorithm that gathers noise levels from different locations (e.g., road networks
and points of interest) with minimal user involvement. Their results confirm
the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in deducing noise levels with only
a few measurements from mobile users.
2.3.2.2 Situational
CarTel [68] is a situational application that uses special sensor devices placed
in cars to determine the speed and location of the vehicles. The sensed data
are sent to a central server that will provide information about the routes with
the least delay and other traffic queries. The Nericell [114] application uses
mobile devices to sense roads, which will lower the cost and time of installing
special sensors on vehicles to define speed, traffic delays, potholes, etc. The
data sensed using Nericell are sent to a server for aggregation. A similar system
to CarTel is proposed in [144], the difference being that the system in [144]
uses a cyber-physical system to gather traffic, behavioural and environmental
data, while the data in CarTel are gathered using GPS and On-Board Diagnostics
(OBD).
In [29], authors provide design guidelines for a mobile crowd-sensing sys-
tem that combines parking guidance with a navigation system called the
COntribution-based Incentive Design (COIN) [30]. The authors’ approach is
different from others as it avoids manual entries in the road navigation system
while driving, in order to ensure safety. This is unlike other applications that do
not take the safety issue into account, such as Open Spot [83], which requires
drivers to perform a manual task while driving in order to search for parking
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places. Another parking application is ParkNet [102], which uses small sensing
devices connected to vehicles along with mobile devices to gather information
on available parking places while driving.
A crowd-sensing system is introduced in [193], based on the argument that GPS
is sometimes not sufficient in cities with large buildings. Therefore, authors
deliver a mobile location search service that enables users to capture a short
video clip or take photographs of nearby buildings and send them to the cloud.
The cloud processes the data, extracts important features, and then sends them
to a large database for the matching process. After that, the cloud returns an
image with the location and the facilities attached to it [37].
With regard to road conditions and traffic, authors of [76] have developed a
mobile crowd-sensing application called CRATER. CRATER estimates road con-
ditions by using the accelerator to measure the acceleration readings in the road
to detect the locations of speed bumps and potholes and then sends them to the
cloud. In the cloud, the data are received and processed to provide a clear esti-
mation of the road conditions for users. The processed information is issued on
a map to benefit both citizens and municipal authorities in locating potholes,
speed bumps and roads that need repair around the city. The evaluation in
[76] shows that CRATER successfully detected a high percentage of potholes
and speed bumps. Another work is presented in [53], in which authors gath-
ered GPS data from users using a quality-aware sensing data collection system
for road and traffic condition monitoring. They based their work on a scenario
in which, when a user arrives, the system will use a previous quality method
to estimate the amount of high quality data received by that participant. The
system then chooses whether to select this participant from the estimated re-
sult, which is then merged with a requested reward. To estimate the amount
of high-quality data sent by a participant, the authors use binomial-Poisson dis-
tribution (BPD) and a two-level iterative algorithm (expectation maximization
[EM]). They compare their work with [127] and show, using the simulation
results, that their research could provide higher-quality data using a real data
set. Furthermore, [95] propose SafeRNet, which uses mobile cloud computing
and crowd-sensing to collect and analyse traffic and historical data in order to
deduce safe routes (using a Bayesian network) and send them back to users in
real time. They present a case study with real traffic data that demonstrates
the effectiveness of their approach in inferring safe routes and increasing the
chance of safe driving.
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Finally, authors of [73] present a Mobile Sensor Data EngiNe (MOSDEN), a mo-
bile sensing system that is used by mobile devices to take sensed data and share
them between several users and applications. A common and important fea-
ture of the proposed system in this thesis and MOSDEN is that the application-
oriented processing is detached from collecting and sharing the sensed data.
MOSDEN is considered a well-structured framework in terms of its simplicity
and reusability due to the least development potential needed.
2.3.2.3 Social
A number of social applications have been created for crowd-sensing , one of
which is “iSee” [120], a crowd-sensing system that senses and identifies events
in outdoor public surroundings. Authors use their approach for two events:
(1) identifying smoking in surrounding areas; and (2) identifying graffiti in
cities. For example, if an “iSee” user observes someone smoking in a smoking-
prohibited area, the user only needs to swipe on the mobile screen to detect the
event. The data produced (i.e. GPS location, compass direction, user angle and
time) are transferred to a central server. With the data collected from “iSee”
users, more events can be discovered more accurately. Another localization sys-
tem, but one which takes place indoors, is given in [143]. This system is based
on Gaussian processes [137] for estimating the spatial field of a quantity and
utilizing users’ information once they cross some area of interest. In the evalu-
ation, the proposed method showed good results for estimating user positions
and, when the number of measurements increased, the computational cost did
not.
Another crowd-sensing system is presented in [91]. Authors create a public
human sensor web using a sensor data request application. In their system,
anyone can register and post a task and then receive sensor data for that task.
Furthermore, every user has to provide an individual profile that includes in-
formation about the user’s data and location, so that tasks can be automatically
sent to the most appropriate user. One benefit of this approach is the evolution
of manageable geodata. One major challenge in a social network is the number
of registered users, as the larger the number of users, the more valuable the
network becomes.
Furthermore, mobile users can use clouds to share photographs and videos and
tag their friends through social networks, such as Twitter. In [93], authors
introduce Mobile/Multimedia Experience bLOGging (Melog), a mobile cloud
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system that utilizes automatic blogging to share real-time experiences (e.g.,
travel) by analysing the GPS data and photographs captured on the journey
[37]. Similarly, DietSense [141] is an application that allows users to share
pictures publicly of what they eat in order to compare different eating habits.
Middleware for social crowd-sensing applications, called mobile edge capture
and analysis (MECA), is presented in [192]. MECA provides efficient sensed
data gathering from mobile devices to be used by different applications. MECA’s
architecture has three layers: the first is the data layer (mobile phones); second
is the edge layer, which selects devices to collect data; and the third is the
application layer, which processes and responds to application requests.
CenceMe [109] is a crowd-sensing system under the MetroSense project [107]
that develops different mobile-sensing projects. CenceMe allows users of social
networks to share their sensing data with their friends securely. The CenceMe
application on mobile phones observes user activity (e.g., running), mood (e.g.,
happy, sad), daily places (e.g., at the office) and contexts (e.g., cold), then sends
them to social networks, such as Facebook.
Bikers can also benefit from using crowd-sensing to sense new routes. For ex-
ample, Biketastic [140] is a system on which bikers can send information to
other bikers and show them routes and directions. While using new roads, bik-
ers can employ the Biketastic application on a mobile phone and capture the
location, road conditions and noise level of the road using GPS, an accelerom-
eter and a microphone, respectively. Furthermore, bikers can take images and
video clips of points of interest during the ride. These data are sent to a back-
end server to present these data on a map to ease information sharing between
bikers. One major problem with Biketastic is the battery life of the phone, since
a biker’s phone continues to sense during the route and the data are processed
in the phone before being transferred to the back-end server. However, authors
can reduce battery usage by processing the data in the back-end server.
BikeNet [42] is another system for bikers and represents a sensing system that
collects personal (e.g., heart rate), bicycle (e.g., speed), and context (e.g., noise
level) information. BikeNet uses sensors installed on bikes (Moteiv Tmote In-
vent motes) and mobile phones. The system sends data using sensor access
points (i.e. static or mobile) to a back-end server in real time. With BikeNet,
bikers can send their sensor data at a different time during the day. After up-
loading data, BikeNet enables the biker community to share the data from the
back-end server using a Web portal called “BikeView”. BikeNet is a full sensing
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system for bikers and the results of the authors’ experiments are encouraging.
However, installing sensors on every bike and the need for sensor access points
along the route make it a little harder and more costly and time consuming to
use. This would not be the case if every biker only used his/her phone as a
sensor and uploaded data whenever Wi-Fi is detected or 3G is used.
CrowdWatch is proposed in [175] and takes advantage of mobile crowd-sensing
to identify momentary problems and create alerts for unfocused walkers. After
studying walkers’ activities, authors use Dempster-Shafer evidence theory to
learn their behaviour and surroundings, and then calculate the likelihood of a
problem existing. They also trigger alerts for unsafe areas by tracing walkers.
With these experiments, the authors demonstrate the effectiveness of Crowd-
Watch in detecting surrounding problems.
Finally, in [179], authors propose PublicSense, a crowd-sensing system for pub-
lic facility management in a smart city (i.e. information reporting, issuing in-
telligent classifications and intelligent tagging). Users can report issues using
the camera in their mobile device alongside GPS to tag the location. The sen-
sor data are sent to a back-end server, where the data management will take
place using a proposed image classification technique that is based on a Fourier
descriptor algorithm. Their experiments show that PublicSense can identify the
type of issue using sensor data.
2.3.2.4 Offering Incentives and Offloading Data
Many crowd-sensing applications recruit users to contribute sensor data for dif-
ferent crowd-sensing tasks. There is a large number of studies on how to moti-
vate users to contribute to different sensing tasks. One of the common methods
used for successful crowd-sensing is offering incentives to users to increase in-
volvement and the quality of the sensing task. In [198], authors propose an
incentive mechanism that is based on a reverse auction and a Vickrey auction.
Their mechanism overcomes an important problem in the existing incentive
mechanisms, which is bad competition. They based their work on a scenario
in which the payment is calculated before a given task and users are paid af-
ter they complete it, taking into account the quality of the sensed data. With
the simulation results, the authors show the effectiveness of their incentive sys-
tem by improving the bid mechanism and the quality of the data received from
users.
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Another incentive system is proposed in [185]. Authors propose PIE, a person-
alized incentive for location-aware mobile crowd-sensing that can be online or
offline. PIE is not based on auctions or server-dominant incentives. Overall
payment for all the users depends on their participation as a group, while every
user is rewarded based on their individual input. The authors use a Voronoi di-
agram and Shannon entropy to calculate the contributions of every user and the
participation level of all the users. Their experimental work demonstrates that
PIE can successfully take participation level and different users’ contributions
into consideration. Although there are several incentive mechanisms for mobile
crowd-sensing, none of them addresses the idea of users’ cooperative compat-
ibility in joint tasks. Therefore, in [187], an incentive mechanism is proposed
that reduces the social cost of joint tasks. Authors define two bid types and a
number of compatibility models, in which the Social Optimization Compatible
User Selection (SOCUS) issue is framed for each bid type and users’ connections
are used for the compatibility models. They propose two reverse auction-based
incentive mechanisms that contain two steps: compatible user grouping and
a reverse auction. The authors demonstrate the efficiency of their work using
analysis and simulation
Authors of [184] offer MagiCrowd, an incentive mechanism for mobile crowd-
sensing that is based on negotiated bargain theory and motivates users to be
part of the sensing tasks. In MagiCrowd, users are sorted into numerous groups
to deal with the sensing tasks’ initiators. Authors present K-least in order to
group the users and accomplish K-anonymity location privacy. In the evalu-
ation, the authors show that MagiCrowd can attain a large number of users
involved in sensing tasks with the location privacy guarantee.
Finally, [75] presents an object tracking system, called CrowdTracker. Crowd-
Tracker tracks and predicts movement by assigning users to take photographs
of an object. The main goal of CrowdTracker is to accomplish a tracking job
in real time at lower cost. The CrowdTracker incentive is measured by the
number of participants in a given task and the distance needed to finish that
task. Furthermore, authors propose a prediction model for object movement
(MPRE) and two task distribution algorithms (T-centric and P-centric) that are
used by CrowdTracker. T-centric picks the participants and P-centric assigns
tasks to the participants. According to the experimental results, CrowdTracker
demonstrates effectiveness in tracking objects at a low cost.
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In mobile crowd-sensing, data offloading usually takes place either in real time
or whenever Wi-Fi is available (after the task is over). Authors of [174] pro-
pose a data-offloading system called effSense, which addresses the challenges
of energy consumption and data-transfer cost. effSense uses adaptive offload-
ing patterns that allow users to select a suitable timing and network to offload
data. The users in effSense can either be NDP (non-data-plan) or DP (dataplan)
users. For NDP users, they suggest eliminating data cost while offloading by us-
ing the least costly connection (e.g., Bluetooth or Wi-Fi); DP users can select
suitable events (e.g., a voice call) that need less energy while offloading data
instead of using a 3G network. The experiment results show how effective it is
to use effSense when offloading data in mobile crowd-sensing.
Offloading data to the cloud has a number of challenges, such as energy con-
sumption and data transfer cost. Therefore, in [ [28], authors propose a frame-
work that takes into consideration the energy consumption when uploading
data to the cloud using only a Wi-Fi network. They upload data to the cloud
when Wi-Fi is available and is not being used by any other application, by using
Wi-Fi Ready Conditions (WRCs). Their framework will choose optimal WRCs in
order to minimize energy consumption. According to their evaluation results,
30% of the energy is saved when uploading data compared with a greedy-based
technique.
Finally, in [94], authors present a Quality-of-Information (QoI) satisfaction ra-
tio metric, a user sampling behaviour model and a QoI-aware energy-efficient
user selection method. The metric is used to measure the sensor data needed
for different tasks, whereby the behaviour model will measure the connection
between the initial energy and the user contribution. The user selection method
offers a solution to the optimization issue described. After conducting evalua-
tions, the results validate the effectiveness and strength of the approach.
2.3.2.5 Crowd-sensing Architectures
This section presents a number of current-state crowd-sensing architectures.
These architectures highlight the different building blocks of any crowd-sensing
architecture and their functionalities.
In [61], authors propose a general crowd-sensing and computing architecture,
depicted in Figure 2.1. Their architecture contains five layers: crowd-sensing,
data transmission, data collection, crowd data processing, and applications.
These layers are distributed between three different locations: sensing devices
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(e.g., mobile devices and vehicles), a back-end server (i.e. the cloud) and ap-
plication interfaces.
Figure 2.1: Generic crowd-sensing architecture [61]
The crowd-sensing layer in Figure 2.1 consists of data gathered from mobile
devices, vehicles, etc. The data transmission layer is where sensed data are sent
to a back-end server or the cloud. The data collection layer is located in the
back-end server or cloud. This layer consists of different functionalities regard-
ing the sensed data, such as data storage, filtration, anonymization to ensure
user privacy, and incentivizing users to become involved in the sensing process.
The crowd data processing layer contains extraction services, data quality mea-
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surement services, etc. Last is the application layer, in which the results from
the previous layer are visualized and presented in application interfaces.
Another crowd-sensing architecture is DTRF [54] (dynamic-trust-based recruit-
ment framework). However, DTRF is different from the previous generic ar-
chitecture as it selects trustworthy users to perform a crowd-sensing task, as
depicted in Figure 2.2. After the service requesters publish a task, the DTRF
platform chooses an appropriate number of users, depending on their locations
and trust values. The users who accept the task start the sensing process and
send the sensed data to the DTRF platform, which is located in a cloud or a
centralized server. The quality of the data is calculated in the DTRF platform
and the sensed data are then sent to the service requesters. Finally, the service
requesters send their feedback regarding the sensed data to the platform and,
depending on the feedback, users receive rewards or penalties.
Figure 2.2: Dynamic-trust-based recruitment framework [54]
The majority of crowd-sensing systems and applications presented in the liter-
ature above (sections 2.3.2.1, 2.3.2.2, 2.3.2.3 and 2.3.2.4) follow the generic
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architecture shown in Figure 2.1, or part of it. In the following chapter, the
architecture offered in this thesis will be presented and will introduce a new
layer of processing located between the crowd and the cloud.
2.3.3 Context Awareness
There are several context-awareness systems that help individuals, such as blind
people, to deal with their environment by using their mobile phones to sense
their surroundings. A system to identify traffic lights for blind navigation is pre-
sented in [13] The system contains two main parts: the mobile, which can be
any mobile device with sensors (e.g., a camera with GPS); and the cloud, which
offers context awareness via a set of servers. Mobile devices are utilized to take
videos and capture location using sensors and send them to the cloud. The
cloud, on the other hand, manages the data received and sends the existence
and status of traffic lights back to the mobile device. The system shows an ac-
ceptable response time and is promising in terms of gaining accurate results in
real-time problems. However, delivering real-time responses about the status of
traffic lights has some challenges. One of the main challenges is the time taken
from sending the video to the cloud until getting a response. Utilizing data pre-
processing services prior to the cloud could solve this. Another major challenge
is the battery life of the mobile device, since it continues to record videos. To
overcome this problem, videos could be taken using prior information of the
location of traffic lights using GPS.
Another context-awareness service is proposed in [159], where authors have
developed a service, called MobileMiner, that is located on a mobile device.
MobileMiner service educes co-occurrence patterns using limited resources to
highlight context cases that happen at the same time. MobileMiner occurs com-
pletely on the mobile device and thus guarantees privacy for users, which is
considered a challenge with cloud computing.
In [149], a context-awareness system that provides the proper context to users
is proposed. This system takes into account different users’ situations when try-
ing to obtain the right context. Authors use Case-Based Reasoning and Nearest
Neighbour algorithms in modelling the system. Furthermore, a soundawareness
application, called Sound Chat, is implemented and proposed in [100]. This ap-
plication concentrates on the interaction between and convenience of visually
impaired individuals and collaborative Web applications, such as Google Docs.
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The results of Sound Chat indicate the necessity for such applications and that
users were sufficiently accepting of the interaction.
In the area of healthcare, [125] proposes MECA, a system that utilizes context
awareness to help health providers in Brazilian society. MECA supports health
providers in a context combination task that provides agents with useful infor-
mation. This information is systematized by different contexts, such as location
and time.
2.3.3.1 Middleware for Provisioning Context-aware Mobile Cloud
Services
A key feature of mobile devices today is their ability to sense users’ contexts,
such as location, acceleration and movement. A key technical challenge is to
monitor user contexts and provide the right services for every context change.
Consider a mobile phone that runs an application that subscribes to appropriate
cloud services. Once the user moves, the context may change, so the application
must be able to invoke another service to adapt to the changed context. This
activity is called context-aware service provisioning.
Several works have been conducted on context-aware service provisioning in
mobile cloud services. One is VOLARE [122], which is middleware that dy-
namically adjusts cloud services while observing the context of a mobile device
connected to the cloud to ensure the quality of service (QoS). VOLARE observes
the context of a mobile device, such as battery consumption, central processing
unit (CPU) usage and network bandwidth, while receiving service discovery re-
quests from applications. It compares the existing QoS with the thresholds for
dealing with each service request. If the QoS level and the mobile device con-
text change at any time, it will search for a service that fulfils the requirements
and reconnect to it.
Similarly, in [86], authors propose an architecture for context-awareness ser-
vice provisioning. This architecture prompts the mobile user to invoke a cloud
service and select the most suitable based on the context information. The au-
thors identify a model consisting of four layers of context elements: the first is
monitored context, which refers to the device context (e.g., environmental and
device settings) and user preference; second, the type of gaps that happen when
content changes; third is the type of causes of the gaps; and last, the adapters,
which refer to the actions taken to remove the causes of the gap.
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Authors of [196] present a context-awareness middleware platform called Senz.
They exploit context recognition algorithms and merge the data coming from
users with data that already exist online. Senz successfully identified different
patterns in experiments, the system obtaining around 83% accuracy in pattern
recognition. Authors believe that using Senz with a cloud platform will produce
interesting mobile applications in context recognition.
2.3.4 Discussion
From the works stated earlier relating to crowd-sensing and crowdsourcing, it
can be seen that they have several points in common. First, they usually use
a backend server, which can be in the cloud, for processing the sensed data.
Second, the battery life in the context of mobile sensing is always considered a
challenge. Therefore, this must be taken into consideration when using crowd-
sensing applications.
One important concern shown in the context of crowd-sensing is that of incen-
tivizing citizens to participate in the sensing process. The literature showed
different works that used different ways to incentivize citizens. However, the
citizens’ motives for contributing in the sensing process as a consequence of
being offered incentives are not the main concerns of this thesis; the main con-
siderations of this thesis are data trustworthiness, scheduling, management and
reduction that well be shown in details in the next chapters.
Therefore, with the large amount of data sent to the cloud (or servers) and
the open nature of crowd-sensing applications, a number of challenges appear.
The first challenge is the trustworthiness of the sensor data contributed. For
example, some users might contribute incorrect data unintentionally or their
mobile device might be in the wrong position. A second challenge is the origin
of the data contributed, taking into consideration the privacy of the user. This is
really important in identifying the source of errors in the data received. Another
challenge is the size of the data sent to the cloud (or server). The fewer the
data the better, in terms of network traffic and bandwidth. The last important
challenge is the way big sensor data are managed, stored and processed in the
cloud. Since the cloud offers a pay-as-you-go model, the data in the cloud need
to be managed efficiently in order to be cost effective. This can be achieved by
numerous services, such as removing redundant data or non-used data without
losing important features or values.
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The above challenges and gaps are taken into consideration in this research and,
therefore, a number of methods and algorithms are proposed. These methods
will help improve the way data are trusted, sensed and managed in the cloud.
2.3.5 Participatory and Opportunistic Contributions
A key characteristic of mobile crowdsourcing and mobile crowd-sensing is
whether the crowd’s contribution is participatory or opportunistic. Participatory
contributions include users in sensing and generating data, while the input for
opportunistic sensing is data produced automatically from the users’ devices
without user involvement. In general, participatory sensing usually relates to
the crowd services on the Web because they need users’ involvement. Oppor-
tunistic sensing, on the other hand, is transparent to users [27]. Tables 2.2 and
2.3 show the mobile crowdsourcing and mobile crowd-sensing applications
listed above, whether they use participatory or opportunistic sensing (if any)
and the types of sensors they use.
Table 2.2: Crowd sourcing applications
Application Sensing Sensors Application Sensing Sensors
CrowdOut
[15]
Participatory
Camera /
GPS
Travelling
through
disasters [60]
Participatory
Camera /
GPS
CrowdSearch
[188]
Participatory Camera Airplace [89] Opportunistic GPS
CrowdSC [19] Participatory
Camera /
GPS
OSM [62] Opportunistic Camera/GPS
PotHole [44] Opportunistic
Vibration /
GPS
Waze [152] Both
Camera /
GPS
VTrack [168] Opportunistic GPS CLODA [90] Opportunistic GPS
SignalGuru
[84]
Opportunistic
Camera /
GPS
CityExplorer
[103]
Participatory
Camera /
GPS
SmartTrace/
Crowdcast/
SmartP2P
[27]
Opportunistic GPS
Ear-Phone
[136] /
NoiseTube
[162]
Opportunistic
Microphone /
GPS
2.4 Smart City Applications
The concept of the Smart City has been introduced as the application of per-
vasive computing models in urban spaces focusing on developing city network
infrastructures, optimizing traffic and transportation and improving the citi-
zens’ quality of life. Emerging technologies, such as mobile devices, wireless
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Table 2.3: Crowd-sensing applications
Application Sensing Sensors Application Sensing Sensors
iSee [120] Participatory
Camera/GPS/
Compass
Biketastic
[140]
Participatory
Microphone/
GPS /
Accelero-meter
[193] Participatory Camera
GreekWatch
[34]
Participatory Camera/GPS
[93] Participatory Camera/GPS CarTel [68] Opportunistic Special sensors
CommonSense
[39]
Opportunistic Special sensors ParkNet [102] Opportunistic
Special
sensors/GPS
CitiSense [199] Participatory Special sensors [29] Opportunistic GPS
PublicSense Participatory Camera/GPS
CenceMe
[109]
Both
Accelero-meter/
camera/
microphone/
virtual software
sensors
MOSDEN [73] Opportunistic
Internal and
external
mobile
sensors/virtual
sensors
AirSense [38] Opportunistic
Internal mobile
sensors/ special
sensor
Open Sense
[2],
Opportunistic Special sensors
DietSense
[141]
Participatory Camera
BikeNet [42] Both
Microphone/
GPS/special
sensors
Nericell [114] Opportunistic
Accelero-
meter/GPS/
microphone/
radio
networks, cloud computing and vehicular networking, promote the develop-
ment of urban computing within a smart city by enabling a way to track and
sense people’s use of mobile devices [21]. Therefore, people’s interaction is re-
quired in the Smart City concept. This interaction makes people an important
and integral part of the system, which is sometimes called a living lab [69].
There are a number of smart city experiments and projects that have been run
successfully. Some of these works cover smart city applications (which is the
interest of this study), while others are plans for an entire city. One example of
the latter is Masdar City [64] in Abu Dhabi, which has an area of 6 square kilo-
metres and about 50,000 citizens. This city has an integrated public transport
system to minimize the need for private vehicles. Another example is Zaragoza
[64] in Spain, which has large sensor networks over approximately 90% of its
routes to monitor the traffic in real time in order to improve the road network
through effective policies [22].
Furthermore, there is a smart city campaign in Seoul, in Korea, called “Smart
Seoul 2015” [157]. This campaign concerns delivering healthcare services for
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disabled and elderly citizens and providing them with smartphones and tablets
to ensure they obtain the required and suitable medical care. Another is the
“Smart City Wien” [156] project in Vienna. This project is aimed at achieving a
smart vision for the city’s energy in the long term (2050). This project contains
three settings: “Smart Energy Vision 2050”, “Roadmap for 2020 and beyond”,
which allows the city to start achieving its energy goals by 2020; and finally,
the “Action Plan for 2012-2015” for executing the processes for the roadmap.
Amsterdam is one of the European cities that are making major efforts to-
wards innovation. Amsterdam has introduced two effective programmes: Star-
tupDelta [161] and StartupAmsterdam [160]. The first programme’s goal is
to combine the Dutch startup ecosystem with government and corporations
in order to have one connected hub. The second programme is to provide
Amsterdam’s startup ecosystem. The city works hard to maintain innovation
and be energy efficient by using electric rubbish collection lorries, solar panels,
energy-efficient roofing, smart meters, etc. London also aimed to increase cit-
izen satisfaction by launching the largest European free Wi-Fi network by the
O2 operator [118].
“Smart Town” [158] is a smart town in Fujisawa City in Kanagawa in Japan,
which was built with the help of Tokyo and large companies such as Pana-
sonic and Tokyo Gas. This town has zero carbon emissions, is supplied with
renewables and contains 1,000 households. Furthermore, Tokyo is considered
a “green island” after planting one million trees in 2015 and providing smart
parking and large Wi-Fi hotspots. On the other hand, San Francisco [155] is
one of the cities that have considered smart parking the most. It also has a high
number of charging stations for electric vehicles. San Francisco is helps visually
impaired citizens on public transportation by offering different apps that help
them navigate the city.
Finally, there are a number of European-funded projects in the context of the
smart city. One of these projects is CITYOPT [32], which was established in
Helsinki in Finland, Vienna in Austria and Nice Cote d’Azur in France. The
main goal of CITYOPT is to have more energy-efficient environments. The de-
sign of CITYOPT is user-centred and users are engaged in the application and
connection of all the different stakeholders in the decision making of these
energy-efficient neighbourhoods. Another European-funded project is e-SAVE
[41], for an energy-efficient supply chain. e-SAVE’s goal is to assist different
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companies in providing and monitoring energy use to help in the supply chain
design decision process.
2.4.1 Special-purpose Systems
A number of systems have been designed to serve specific purposes, such as
monitoring environmental changes in cities, locating objects of interest, sens-
ing by vehicles and more. First, in [101], a framework that empowers the gath-
ering and distribution of city data is introduced, called CityWatch (CW). Two
different methods of sensing are utilized by CityWatch to collect data: fixed
sensing and crowd-sensing (i.e. participatory or opportunistic sensing). City-
Watch allows citizens to sense the environment in a city by using crowd-sensing.
Furthermore, authors use an interesting approach, gamification, to encourage
citizens to sense data. The main components in the CityWatch framework are
the CW middleware, the CW application server and the mobile application. The
CW middleware provides an interface for data gathering and distribution. The
CW application server runs the CW application located on the Web and mo-
bile phones, the Web side is used only to observe data, and the mobile device
side is used to both observe and sense data. A similar but smaller approach is
presented in [165]. Authors present a general architecture for mobile crowd-
sensing that is developed on top of the Extensible Messaging and Presence Pro-
tocol (XMPP) [146] and uses a publish-subscribe communication model [108]
to feed smart city applications.
Another system is introduced in [22], whereby authors present a location-based
smart city service designed to help citizens collect information relating to inter-
esting nearby objects. The clients are users who have a client application on
mobile devices. This application is called “around me” and is a case study to
consider the challenges in developing such an application and delivering knowl-
edge to users regarding their surroundings. This application helps citizens to
locate useful objects ordered by distance around their current location and dis-
tances are updated with the user’s movements. The data queries are performed
using a complex On-Line Transaction Processing (OLTP) server platform. Their
work has focused on many issues in the improvement of smart city applications
and has been adopted by the Italian city of Cesena to make it a smart city.
In the context of vehicular computing, MobEyes [55] is middleware that sup-
ports urban watching applications using vehicles. A number of sensors are in-
stalled on vehicles, such as a wireless connection, video cameras and other
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sensors, to sense surroundings and events, then to process and categorize the
data produced. MobEyes stores sense data in mobile node storage instead of up-
loading the sensed data directly to the Internet. The sensed data are managed
by on-board processors to extract important features, e.g., car number plates.
This knowledge is then sent regularly to the cloud and can then be found on
the Internet for different sensed events. A different vehicle-sensing application
is presented in [178], where authors exploit a mobile device for sensing (us-
ing accelerometers and gyroscopes) the movements of a vehicle to define the
driver’s mobile device location (e.g. is it going left or right?). They believe their
work could ease the development of safety applications. They refer to this as
a low infrastructure approach, as it does not use a built-in Bluetooth system.
Their experiments also show that their approach is highly accurate.
Furthermore, a system called MineFleet [79] was designed for a commercial
fleet to measure and analyse different vehicles’ features in order to reduce op-
erational costs. In MineFleet, the vehicle data are gathered and processed using
custom devices that run MineFleet software, whereby these devices are located
on fleet lorries. The software observes the current status of the vehicle, such as
driver behaviour. The stored data are transferred to an external server for more
processing when a network connection is detected.
2.4.1.1 Traffic in Smart Cities
Traffic is considered one of the major issues in city management and is a widely
explored topic. Authors of [105] propose the CityWatcher application, which
is used by citizens to send their video recordings about road accidents or any
other city problems, e.g., potholes. CityWatcher contains three key compo-
nents: Internet-connected objects (ICOs), middleware, and user software. ICOs
utilize an application developed for recording videos, which are tagged with a
time stamp and location. These ICOs can be mobile devices, vehicle-mounted
surveillance cameras (VMSCs), which have become widely used in recent years
[25], special cameras, etc. The middleware is created using an open source
middleware system for intelligent Internet of Things (IoT) applications, called
OpenIoT [119]. Finally, the user software is simply a Web application for users
to send requests for videos and watch them. In other work in [182], authors
present how in-vehicle sensors that are used to determine accidents [26] can be
replaced by mobile devices that are equipped with sensors, such as accelerom-
eters, cameras and microphones. They have developed a model that combines
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mobile sensors and the surroundings in order to decrease the time between an
accident occurring and the emergency response.
2.4.2 General-purpose Systems
There are a number of frameworks that are not designed for a specific applica-
tion. One is [8], which presents a smart city architecture that exploits different
sensing devices (e.g., mobile devices and sensors) to serve a city. The frame-
work permits users to collect surrounding data, and then the data are managed
and analysed in the cloud to obtain information about the surroundings. With
this information, a number of functions can be implemented to improve urban
management, such as healthcare and smart traffic. As stated above, this cloud-
based framework is not designed for a specific application; instead, it provides
cloud services for urban management. It allows handy extensibility of different
components, since it contains a group of components.
Another system is introduced in [123], where authors use cloud computing
techniques to process a large amount of data for a ubiquitous city (U-City) sys-
tem in order for citizens to be able to use different services at different times
and places. They propose a system called “SOUL”, which supports Web services
in mobile devices with Android operating systems. SOUL interacts with virtual
machines automatically without the need to have knowledge of cloud infras-
tructure. The authors believe that SOUL is the first mobile cloud portal for a
UCity. However, they also believe they need to improve their work to include
more operating systems.
A new flexible sensor cloud architecture that is used for smart cities is provided
in [131]. This architecture would enable users to provide different forms of data
from different sensing infrastructures and is based on the Sensor Web Enable-
ment (SWE) standard defined in [150]. An integrated sensing architecture for
different sensing applications is proposed in [45]. The architecture is located in
the cloud, which makes it robust and reliable. Authors consider their architec-
ture as a basis for a Mobile Application as a Service (MAaaS), as they provide
a foundation for developing different applications with different sensing mod-
els. With their emergency response system case study, the authors reduce the
energy consumption of the mobile devices used in sensing. A similar system
in [63] uses wireless sensor networks instead of mobile devices to connect to
the cloud to serve different city applications. In [110], authors propose sensing
architecture for mobile devices. Their architecture is intended to process meta-
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data instead of sensor data. The authors argue that keeping metadata is more
useful than maintaining sensor data, as the latter are not well-structured and
are not easy to process [74]. Their evaluation results show high effectiveness
with processing metadata; however, the privacy of the mobile devices is still a
problem.
Finally, in [82],authors propose a cloud-based service that helps in managing
smart cities. To manage the data generated from smart cities, they use informa-
tion and communications technology (ICT) tools and a software service, since
ICT has a major effect on smart cities’ management in terms of better commu-
nications services and helps citizens to exploit their surroundings by delivering
essential information. Cloud computing has the potential to manage, store,
and process city-oriented data; however, different tools are required to process
these data efficiently.
2.4.3 Discussion
From the work referred to above, it can be stated that data availability and user
involvement are important keys to the success of smart city architectures. Thus,
involving users by crowd-sensing can play a major role in providing sensor data
in the context of a city for achieving improvements in their cities (education,
transportation, etc.). The modelling and organizing of data once received in
the cloud (or servers) are essential, as they can have a significant effect on the
way the data are analysed and knowledge extracted.
For the success of a smart city, important features need to be tackled, such as
user privacy and trust. User identity and information should come with a high
level of privacy and security and the data contributed for the sake of the city
should be trusted and truthful. Furthermore, with the major usage of mobile
devices, low-cost communication is required and this can easily be achieved
with the use of wireless communication. The challenges of crowd-sensing in
the context of a smart city are illustrated in Table 2.4.
The architectures in Figures 2.1 and 2.2, show that sensed data are all offloaded
to a cloud or a back-end server in order to perform several services on these
data. However, this will consume resources (e.g. bandwidth and cloud stor-
age) and, therefore, increase the necessity to adopt some kind of preprocessing
before data transmission to the cloud. This processing must consist of impor-
tant services such as data filtration, redundancy removal, data reduction, etc.
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Therefore, an architecture that can overcome all (or some) of these challenges
and the challenges in table 2.4 is required. This architecture needs to introduce
a new layer of processing located between the crowd devices and the cloud.
The processing of data in the middle layer before the cloud has several advan-
tages such as, data filtration. The architecture and the benefits behind it will be
discussed in detail in the following chapters.
Table 2.4: Smart city application challenges
Challenge Description Requirement
Bandwidth
consump-
tion
Sending large amounts of data will
consume bandwidth and thus
increase cost and cause major
network traffic.
Efficient data reduction
services.
Mobile
power con-
sumption
Exploiting the built-in sensors of
mobile devices for crowd-sensing
applications will reduce battery life.
Improvements and new
designs in mobile devices to
increase the battery life.
Data trust-
worthiness
With the explosion of data, smart
city applications are exposed to
untrustworthy data that might
affect the city in terms of decisions.
Trust evaluation criteria that
calculate how truthful data
are.
User
privacy
When using different
crowd-sensing applications, users
will be worried about the exposure
of their identities.
Either provide strong
encryption and cryptographic
tools or ensure anonymity for
user identities.
Data man-
agement
With the notion of big data that are
transferred and stored in the cloud,
these data need to be managed
efficiently to increase storage
effectiveness and reduce storage
cost.
Effective data management
techniques need to be
adopted in the cloud
platform.
Low-cost
communi-
cation
Different connection protocols can
be used in crowd-sensing
applications, such as Wi-Fi, 3G and
Long Term Evolution (LTE).
Users can either use a Wi-Fi
connection to avoid any costs
or use the other protocols
intelligently to manage the
costs as much as possible.
2.5 Chapter Summary
Previous work offered in mobile cloud sensing shows a promising area that
can be used by local authorities and by public and private organizations. This
chapter presented different methods of mobile cloud sensing for different ap-
plications that increase the quality of life for citizens and provide comprehen-
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sive understanding of how crowd-sensing is a good method for making cities
smarter. The difference between crowd sourcing and crowd-sensing was pre-
sented, whereby crowd sourcing requires human intelligence, while crowd-
sensing does not. Crowd sourcing applications are organized into either stan-
dalone applications or extensions of Web-based applications. On the other
hand, crowd-sensing applications are classified into environmental, situational
and social. Smart city applications that can be either special purpose or more
general were also presented.
A number of challenges in the area of crowd-sensing and smart city applications
were stated, as these increase the importance of providing architecture that can
tackle some if not all of these challenges.
Through this thesis an architecture that includes methods and algorithms to
overcome some of the challenges is given. In the next chapter, the design of
the system components and the architecture that include different middleware
services are presented.
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Design and Architecture
3.1 Introduction
The works in the literature review in the previous chapter demonstrate that the
amount of data drawn from crowd-sensing and smart city applications is large
and difficult to manage. Since mobile devices have limited resources, a num-
ber of studies have considered offloading data to be stored and processed in
the cloud. However, offloading data to the cloud introduces a number of chal-
lenges, such as the trustworthiness of the data, which is an important element
that plays a large role in the success and improvement of a city. Furthermore,
the size of data that are transferred to the cloud and stored must be taken into
consideration, as the challenges of mobile energy and bandwidth consumption
then arise. Therefore, a mobile cloud architecture that can articulate the chal-
lenges in the literature is needed. This chapter first presents the challenges that
this system is designed to address. A set of requirements is then introduced
that shapes the components and properties of the proposed system, which is in-
tended to make data management and the transfer of crowd-sensing data more
efficient. The design and architecture of the proposed system are also shown.
3.1.1 What are Crowd-sensed Data?
Before introducing the design of the system, crowd-sensed data need to be
clearly defined. Mobile devices have a variety of sensors that produce heteroge-
neous data types. For example, data could be latitude/longitude values, time,
photographs, voice notes, accelerometer readings and/or GPS coordinates, the
last two being floating-point numbers. Therefore, in this thesis, crowd-sensed
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data are all the different types of data produced from the various kind of sensors
of mobile devices (see Table 2.1).
In this thesis, an Android mobile sensing app, called “SenseAll”, is developed
(see Appendix A). In this mobile app, the user will choose from different aspects
of the city, such as weather, traffic and road conditions, and then start to sense
depending on the data required for his/her selection. After that, data are sent
as a packet that has the following structure: application user ID, annotation
about the type of data (data description) in the packet, and after that will come
the data produced by the mobile sensors. For example:
1. If the user chooses to send simple traffic data, the packet will contain the
following:
(User Application ID-Traffic-Latitude-Longitude-Time-Accelerometer
reading).
2. If the user chooses to send road condition data, the packet will contain
the following:
(User Application ID-Road-Latitude-Longitude-Time-Accelerometer
reading-Photo- voice note).
3.2 Challenges
In this section, and after reviewing the literature chapter 2, the challenges that
can face crowd-sensed data and the ones that this research took into consider-
ation are:
• Data trustworthiness
The success of smart city applications depends on user involvement. How-
ever, with the openness of crowd-sensing and high user contributions,
smart city applications can be exposed to untrustworthy and malicious
data. For example, someone could contribute data that serve his/her own
interests or might unintentionally pass on incorrect data because the mo-
bile device has become decalibrated.
• Bandwidth consumption
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With crowd-sensing and utilizing cloud computing for processing and
analysing, a large amount of data is sent to the cloud, which requires
high bandwidth utilization, energy consumption and network traffic.
• Data usability
Useful crowd-sensed data are those that are vital and not redundant.
Therefore, there must be some kind of usability evaluation of crowdsensed
data, since sending these data without filtering and prioritizing them will
introduce high bandwidth consumption. Crowd-sensed data that are use-
ful will have high priority when data are sent to the cloud.
• Data management in the cloud
With the limited resources of mobile devices, crowd-sensed data are usu-
ally offloaded to the cloud. However, in smart city applications or sci-
entific applications, data volumes will increase at a very high speed and
this will introduce the challenge of storing these data as the costs are also
increased.
• Losing important data features
The previous challenge introduces a significant consideration, which is the
loss of important data. Therefore, the managing process must be efficient
enough to avoid the loss of critical features and values.
3.3 Requirements
Having defined the research challenges in the previous section, the require-
ments can now be identified into two sets of requirements: first, the general
requirements that should be part of any smart city architecture and second, the
specific requirements that can be identified for designing the system proposed
in this thesis. These requirements can improve the way in which crowd-sensed
data are trusted, scheduled, sent and organized in the cloud.
3.3.1 General Requirements
Cities usually have different characteristics due to their specific financial and
environmental constraints. However, there are essential requirements that need
to be met when designing and implementing the architecture for any smart city
application. These key requirements are [151]:
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1. Sensing objects: Including sensor objects that are either fixed or mobile
is one of the important requirements of smart city architecture. These
objects are important when sensing and collecting data in a city.
2. Real-time sensing: Continuous sensing and monitoring is another impor-
tant requirement for collecting data in order to use them to predict useful
information.
3. Sustainable policies: Every architecture must have clear and sustainable
policies regarding each domain (economic, environmental, etc.). For ex-
ample, the architecture needs to guarantee a minimal negative impact on
the city in terms of community, safety, environment, economy, etc.
4. Storing data: Architectures must include storage for the data collected in
order to use them in analysing and mining.
5. Availability: The availability of a centralizing middleware (cloud infras-
tructure) is highly important, since the middleware must continue to ob-
tain, store and analyse data.
6. Privacy: Privacy is a highly important and sensitive requirement. Privacy
policies must be clear on exactly the type of data that are going to be cap-
tured and what will be done with them. This requirement is a challenge
for every smart city architecture.
7. User involvement: Users must be part of the smart city architecture and
the deployment process of the system, since the purpose of smart city
applications is to increase the quality of life of the citizens.
8. Extensibility: The architecture should be flexible when adding new ser-
vices and new types of sensors.
3.3.2 Specific Requirements
The question now is how to achieve an architecture that can manage and re-
duce the large amount of crowd-sensed data contributed by different users. To
achieve this goal, a set of core requirements that can optimize the data transfer
and storage of crowd-sensed data in smart city architecture is listed below.
1. The crowed-sensed data must be filtered before they are sent to the cloud and
this filtration needs be located in the right spot.
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With the increasing volume of crowd-sensed data that is sent to the cloud,
the necessity to filter these data is increased. This filtering process must
be located in the right place in order to reduce the amount of data as
much as possible i.e. by locating the filtering process in the proximity of
the users (edge servers/public local servers).
2. Users and their data must be trusted.
Crowd-sensing and smart city applications include high levels of user con-
tributions and these applications could be exposed to untrustworthy and
malicious data. However, the success of these applications depends on
the originality and trustworthiness of the crowd-sensed data. Therefore,
ensuring data trustworthiness is essential in satisfying successful crowd-
sensing and smart city applications.
3. The origin of the crowd-sensed data needs to be traced.
In the cloud, large amounts of data are stored and used by different smart
city applications. If data are wrong and there is no information about their
origin, not only will applications return incorrect results, but there is also
no way of identifying the source(s) of the errors. Therefore, data trace-
ability is another important requirement when processing crowd-sensed
data.
4. The privacy of the user information must be ensured.
Tracing the origin of crowd-sensed data is essential (see requirement num-
ber 3). However, users’ identities and location could be exposed. There-
fore, ensuring anonymity is another important requirement in such a sys-
tem.
5. The approach has to minimize the bandwidth and network traffic.
Crowd-sensing applications upload a large amount of data from mobile
phones and other sensors to the cloud for processing. However, sending
a large amount of data to the cloud requires a high bandwidth and net-
work traffic and consumes a lot of energy. Therefore, the proposed system
needs to overcome these challenges.
6. The data should be managed and reduced efficiently in the cloud.
As increasing amounts of data are sent to the cloud, the size of the data
that need to be managed also increases. Sometimes, the free space in the
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cloud is limited; for example, Google Drive provides 5 GB. The crowd-
sensed data in the cloud then need to be managed and reduced periodi-
cally, as all cloud providers offer users pay-as-you-go storage.
3.3.3 Non-functional Requirement
• Availability: The system should function and be accessible at any time.
• Scalability: The system should be able to accommodate a large amount
of data at any time.
• Privacy: The system should protect users’ personal information from be-
ing exposed anywhere.
• Security: With the openness of crowd-sensing applications, the system
should provide some level of security in order to prevent attackers from
accessing users’ mobile devices and intentionally generating false data.
• Extensibility: The system should be able to add new services and features
without affecting or changing the current functionality.
• Cost-effectiveness: The system should efficiently minimize the costs re-
lated to data transfer and data storage.
• Data quality: The system should ensure the quality of the data received
in order to be beneficial in the context of a smart city.
3.3.4 Performance Requirements
• Bandwidth utilization: With the large amount of crowd-sensed data gen-
erated in the smart city context, the system should reduce the amount of
data transferred in order to decrease bandwidth utilization and network
traffic.
• Storage saving: Although the cloud offers data storage, there is a price
for this. Therefore, the system should manage the crowed-sensed data
received by the cloud efficiently in order to reduce the storage cost.
• Compression ratio: Since the system offers a compression service before
sending the crowd-sensed data to the cloud, this service should achieve a
reasonable compression ratio to decrease the size of the data transferred.
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• Robustness: The system should successfully cope with errors. In this
research, there are two kinds of errors that might occur: the first is on the
user side and the other is on the server/cloud side. The system should
have the right actions for the following questions:
– What if the sensors of the mobile device become decalibrated and
start to send false data?
– What if the server were to go down?
• Security and privacy: The system should provide a reasonable level of
protection and privacy for user accounts and prevent any personal infor-
mation exposure.
The following section presents a mobile cloud architecture design that can meet
the above requirements.
3.4 Design
This section discusses the system architecture, design overview, proposed ser-
vices and the users who can interact with the system. The architecture proposed
in this thesis aims to:
• Check the trustworthiness of the crowd-sensed data before they are sent
to the cloud.
• Manage the traffic in transferring crowd-sensed data to the cloud.
• Reduce the size of crowd-sensed data before they are sent to the cloud.
• Locate the services above as close to the crowd as possible.
• Reduce the amount of storage allocated to crowd-sensed data in the cloud.
The system is divided into four main components, as depicted in Figure 3.1 and
described in more details below.
1. Users
Users can be a subset of citizens, from two to what we call a crowd, lo-
cated in a particular area of a city, who use an Android sensing applica-
tion on their mobile devices and deploy data through a Wi-Fi connection.
Users will need to provide user credentials (i.e. user name and password)
in order to be able to send data to the cloud using their mobile devices.
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Figure 3.1: Architecture
2. Edge Servers
This component consists of public local servers that are distributed around
the city for the purpose of collecting crowd-sensed data, storing them
for a period of time and processing them locally before they are sent to
the cloud. These public servers also run other applications, such as traf-
fic or environmental monitoring. These local servers contain three sub-
components, as shown below in Figure 3.2. First, every user’s contribu-
tion (user ID and data) will have a data receiver instance that is managing
a buffer. The buffers are organized in FIFO (First In First Out) form. Then,
a general buffer will take users’ contributions from the individual buffers,
one at a time, and insert them to the local database for a limited period
of time, e.g., one day. The period of time is variable and might be short or
long depending on the application used and the amount of users’ contri-
butions received. The server will also record the meta-data, such as user
ID, sensor data types, etc., in a log file.
• Trust Manager
The trust manager will calculate the level of data trustworthiness.
The trust manager performs the trust calculation using four factors:
user status, data variety, loyalty and similarity. When considering a
specific user contribution, if the trust calculation is above a defined
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Figure 3.2: Edge server components and services
threshold, the data are trusted and sent to the cloud; otherwise, the
data are discarded. The details of this component are contained in
chapter 4 and parts of this work were published in this conference
paper [7].
• Scheduler
After calculating the level of trust, the scheduler component receives
the trusted data and calculates their priority depending on a number
of factors that vary depending on the application in use. After a
period of time e.g., one day, trusted crowd-sensed data of higher
priority are sent first and all the metadata for all the contributions
are removed from the log file. The details of this component are
presented in chapter 4 and parts of this work were published in this
conference paper [6].
• Local Reduction Unit
The reduction component focuses on single-precision floating-point
data and takes advantage of the distribution of local servers in smart
cities. There are two compression techniques in this component:
one for location-based data (latitude and longitude) and the other
considers three-dimensional accelerometer data. The details of this
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component are presented in chapter 4 and parts of this work were
published in this conference paper [5].
A task flow diagram that shows the order of the services in the public
local servers is shown in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Task flow diagram for the services on the edge servers
Edge servers distribution mechanism
In this thesis, only one server is taken into account in the design and eval-
uation phases. However, in this section, a number of considerations are listed
regarding the distribution of the servers around the city and the communication
between them, if needed. These considerations are:
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• The servers are distributed evenly around the city and the distribution is
based upon GPS coordinates. GPS coordinates for any two nearest servers
need to be different in decimal numbers in order to benefit most from the
services located on these servers. However, areas with a high and active
population can have two servers to avoid server overload.
• The cloud performs the server selection task. This event is triggered when-
ever users attempt to send their sensed data. The cloud locates the nearest
local server and sends its location to the user mobile application. If two
servers are considered appropriate for one user, the user can choose one
of them.
• Every server must have the physical address of the two nearest servers.
Then, when one of the servers is down, the other will be in charge of the
down server’s area.
• If one user senses data and then tries to send these data at a different time
and location (whenever Wi-Fi access is available), the cloud then chooses
the server nearest to the user’s current location. However, the data will
not receive the expected benefit from the services in the server since the
GPS coordinates for the sensed data are different from those in the server.
The importance of having the same GPS coordinates for both the sensed
data and the server will be highlighted in chapter 4.
3. Cloud
The cloud component in this architecture contains databases in which
users’ information, history and trusted crowd-sensed data are stored. With
the large amount of crowd-sensed data stored in the cloud, there is a
necessity to manage these data efficiently, since the data storage in the
cloud has a pay-as-you-go model. Therefore, the cloud component con-
tains three sub-components, outlined below
• Reputation Manager
Reputation management takes place in the cloud and updates users’
reputation values regularly. Therefore, trust is a value calculated in
the local server over a period of time. On the other hand, reputation
is a value calculated in the cloud, whereby the cloud takes a new
trust value received from the local server for a specific user and adds
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it to the previous reputation value to update it for that particular
user. The details of this component are presented in chapter 5.
• Partitioning Manager
The partitioning manager first partitions data depending on variable
parameters that can be defined by the user, the application or both,
such as time and access rate. These parameters logically partition the
database in order to the consumers (e.g. cloud administrators, city
council) to have a clear vision of what the limit of reduction might
be when applying reduction services to the data, since every smart
city database (as well as the databases of other domains) contains
important and often sensitive entries at specific times. The details
of this component are presented in chapter 5 and parts of this work
were published in this conference paper [3].
• Cloud Reduction Service
This service contains two different data reduction techniques: data
optimization and context extraction. These services are applied de-
pending on the sensitivity of the data, whereby sensitive data are
those that contain important values, for example, within the weather
database, data entries corresponding to days with flooding in a par-
ticular city are considered sensitive data. This service is strongly
related to the partition manager output, whereby every technique
will make use of the partitioning method to reduce data stored in
the cloud efficiently and, therefore, decrease the cost of storing these
data. Details of this component and the partition manager are pre-
sented in chapter 5.
4. Consumers
Consumers are citizens, cloud administrators, and private or public au-
thorities, who have access to the crowd-sensed data stored in the cloud.
There could be one, two or a large number of consumers. Consumers need
to register in the cloud in order to benefit from the data stored there.
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3.5 System Architecture Layers
Following the system architecture presented in the previous section in detail,
the five different layers contained in the system are now presented: Application,
Management, Service, Data and Servers. These layers are shown in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: System layers
The Application Layer contains users and their mobile devices or vehicles that
are used to sense different aspects of a city, such as its environment. Users then
use Wi-Fi connections to send the crowd-sensed data. The Wi-Fi connections
are distributed around the city to improve the quality of life of the citizens. The
Management Layer contains different components that are located in either
the cloud or the edge servers. These components manage the way data are
managed, sent, received and stored, as follows.
• Account Manager
The Account Manager, which is responsible for storing users’ application
IDs and passwords (credentials), is located in the cloud. In this thesis, the
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application IDs that are assigned by the mobile apps are used instead of
real names in order to ensure anonymity.
• Data Distribution Manager
The Data Distribution Manager receives the crowd-sensed data and stores
them in the corresponding database in the cloud. For example, if the
crowd-sensed data received by the cloud are for water quality, the Data
Distribution Manager will store these data in the Water Database.
• Local Manager
The Local Manager activity takes place in the public local server and is
responsible for dealing with data once received in the server in terms of
trust calculation, compression and scheduling. In more detail, and as
shown in Figure 3.2, when crowd-sensed data are received in the local
server, the Local Manager will first store the data in a local database for
a period of time, which is defined depending on the application in use. It
will then input the data to the Trust Manager. After that, passing through
Scheduler, it will send the trusted data to the Local Reduction Unit, which
will then pass trusted compressed data back to the Scheduler. The Local
Manager is also responsible for sending the trust values of the users to the
Reputation Manager in the cloud.
• Query Manager
The Query Manager is an interface that allows consumers to query the
Smart City databases located in the cloud. Using this interface, con-
sumers can manage data in terms of partitioning, optimizing and extract-
ing knowledge.
• Execution Manager
The Execution Manager is located in the cloud and will simply receive the
queries from the Query Manager and execute them.
The Service Layer includes all the different services in the local servers and
the cloud that were presented in the previous section (section 3.4). The Data
Layer contains all the databases needed in this thesis, which are all stored in
a relational form. The Users Database contains users’ account information and
the Reputation Database holds the users’ reputation values. The Smart City
Database contains different databases, such as Water, Weather and the Environ-
ment. Every Smart City Database corresponds to one Context Database. The
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Context Databases contain the knowledge extracted from the different Smart
City Databases.
Finally, the Servers Layer is basically the cloud and the edge servers (i.e. public
local servers) in this thesis.
The next section presents system featues that shows how the proposed archi-
tecture can meet the requirements outlined above.
3.6 Comprehensive System Features
The proposed system can tackle the requirements listed above and, therefore,
provide a solution to each of the challenges addressed earlier in this chapter.
Although the complete evaluation will take place in detail in the next chapters,
the following is a high-level evaluation:
• Instead of locating all the services in the cloud, and in an approach that
is different from previous work, some of the components of the proposed
system are located as close to the crowd as possible and the services will
run locally in local servers. This will increase the benefits of the sys-
tem components, the most important of which is reduced data size before
sending to the cloud (by removing untrusted data and compressing GPS
coordinates and Accelerometer readings) and therefore, reduced band-
width requirement and use.
• Trustworthiness of the crowd-sensed data is evaluated using four factors:
user status, data variety, loyalty and similarity. The calculation of these
factors decides whether the crowed-sensed data are trusted or not.
• The issue of exposing user identities when using traceability is overcome
by ensuring anonymity. This is because user identities are not sent to the
cloud in the first place. Since the only users’ IDs used are application IDs
that are assigned to every contributing user, these IDs are the ones sent to
the cloud.
• Depending on the application in use (Weather, Traffic, Pothole Detection,
etc.), the proposed system uses a scheduler to evaluate the usability and
priority of the crowd-sensed data before they are sent to the cloud.
• Crowd-sensed data size is reduced using compression. This compression
process is located in the proximity of the crowd (public local servers).
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• The crowed-sensed data are managed in the cloud using a partitioning
method that partitions data using a set of parameters, such as time and
access rate, which are introduced fully in chapter 5. After data are parti-
tioned, two reduction services are applied to the appropriate data parts to
avoid losing important data and values.
3.7 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, a set of challenges in the crowd-sensing and smart city applica-
tions domain were presented, as well as the challenges that will be addressed
using the system proposed. The design of the system, showing the different
components and services in both the public local servers and the cloud, was
also introduced. It was demonstrated that these components could operate to
complete the job required. The architecture and its five layers were also shown
in more details. Finally, the proposed system was analyzed to determine how it
could meet the requirements listed earlier.
The next chapter presents the implementation of the different components of
the public local servers. This will show how the crowd-sensed data are pro-
cessed once received to the local server. The implementation of the components
located in the cloud is then introduced in chapter 5, in order to show how the
crowd-sensed data are managed and reduced efficiently.
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Edge Services for Crowd-sensed
Data
4.1 Introduction
Crowd-sensing, which involves anonymous crowd data contribution, can be
used to develop a wide range of applications and systems, such as smart city
applications. The success of smart city applications depends on the users’ in-
volvement. However, with the open nature of crowd-sensing and high user
contributions, smart city applications can be exposed to untrustworthy and ma-
licious data. For example, some users may unintentionally contribute incorrect
data simply because the mobile device was in the wrong position or the sen-
sor had gone out of calibration. Other users may contribute data that serve
their own interest e.g., a leasing agent who sends fabricated low noise read-
ings in order to sell a particular property. Smart city applications are useless
for citizens in the community if data contributions cannot be trusted. Thus,
the trustworthiness of data contributed by users/devices must be evaluated to
identify a malicious contribution, i.e. ensuring data trustworthiness is essential
to satisfying successful smart city applications [66].
Another key aspect is the possibility of tracing the origin of data without affect-
ing contributors’ privacy. Over time, clouds store large amounts of data that will
be used by many different applications. If data are wrong and there is no in-
formation about their origin, not only will applications return incorrect results,
but there is also no way of identifying the source(s) of the errors. Therefore,
data traceability should be another feature of smart city applications when pro-
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cessing crowd-sensing data. This new feature of mobile cloud architecture is
important, even in the presence of a trust system as an additional check, iden-
tify and correct mechanism.
Furthermore, there is another challenge that lies in the context of the cloud:
the more data are sent to the cloud, the greater the size of data that needs to
be managed. Sometimes, the free space in the cloud is limited: for example,
Google Drive provides 5 GB, then users need to selectively send data to the
cloud as all cloud providers gave users pay as you go storage. Thus, data sent
to the cloud need to be reduced in size.
In this chapter, three different services (Trust, Scheduling, Compression) are
presented where these services are in the proximity of the crowd. Moreover,
the utilizing of local servers and the benefits behind it are presented in this
chapter as well.
4.2 Problem Formulation
This chapter is part of the work carried out to develop a crowd-sensing archi-
tecture that provides cost-effective services in the context of smart city. The
increasing volume of crowd-sensing data rises the necessity to adapt local pro-
cessing in order to send and store these data efficiently in clouds. The chal-
lenges presented in chapter 3 are important and can be overcome by processing
data at the edge (i.e. local processing). Therefore, in this chapter, the idea of
edge servers (i.e. public local server) will be utilized in order to have what so
called “local processing”. The users, contributing data in the sensing task, will
always send data to the nearest public local servers in order to perform local
processing to the data before the cloud. All of the services presented in this
chapter will take place in the public local servers.
4.3 Origin and Trustworthiness of Data
In this section, a reputation system for evaluating the trustworthiness of the
crowd-sensed data contributed by users/devices is presented. This reputation
system is different from previous work, discussed in section 4.3.1.
Instead of having the reputation system deployed in the cloud, its service will
run locally, on the public local servers. Local processing of crowd data has
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several benefits, especially in reducing the amount of traffic and data filtering.
This service allocation on local servers is reasonable in a city Wi-Fi network that
is designed to support the community. The following are the contributions in
this section:
• A data traceability service.
• A trust and reputation system that is located in the proximity of data
contributors using public local servers.
Definitions
In this thesis, “trust” and “reputation” are used as separate views, following an-
other work [176]. The term “trust” relates to building the user’s trust and level
of reliability in his/her current contribution accumulated by the local server,
i.e. data sensing contributions performed in a specific period of time, such as
one day. Reputation management takes place in the cloud to update the user
reputation for all of his/her contributions regularly. Therefore, trust is a value
calculated in the local server over a period of time, alongside the sensed data.
On the other hand, reputation is a value calculated in the cloud, whereby the
cloud takes the new trust value received from the local server for a specific user
and adds it to the previous reputation to update the reputation value for this
particular user. The history is considered in the reputation calculation process,
not in the trust process.
Motivation
Ultimately, the trustworthiness of the contributed data and establishing the ori-
gin of those data are very important in any crowd-sensing application in order
for the users (i.e. data consumers) to use the data confidently. Therefore, de-
tecting the trustworthiness of data is a major challenge, which, when overcome,
will help guarantee the success of the crowd-sensing application. The following
are some scenarios in which evaluating data is very important:
1) Events Reporting: Users could report events that occurred in malls, uni-
versities and other public places and share them with others. However,
malicious users could try to fabricate the appearance of a crowd at an
event in order to promote it [170].
2) Road Repairs: Suppose the City Hall of city “X” launched a mobile appli-
cation that helped users to send photographs and locations of the roads
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that need to be repaired in their neighborhood. Malicious users could
fabricate images in order to have their neighborhood repaired first [19].
3) Traffic Warning: Suppose there was an application that received traffic
jam warnings from users in a specific location and distributed these alerts
to other drivers. Untrustworthy users could send false warnings for some
location to reduce traffic congestion for themselves [65] [182].
4.3.1 Previous Studies
A widely used approach to the efficient assessment of the trustworthiness of
sensed data received from different users is to use a reputation system [66].
Researchers [67] have proposed a reputation system for participatory sensing
applications that measures user trust by giving a reputation value to each user
for his/her contributed data. They adopt a similar architecture to the Reputa-
tionbased Framework for Sensor Networks (RFSN) [51], a reputation frame-
work for traditional embedded wireless sensor networks. The downside of this
system is that the trust value of any user is only computed by taking into ac-
count the historical behavior of that user, unlike the approach in this thesis, in
which the trust value is calculated regardless of the previous contributions.
In the proposed Wi-Fi sensing system for smart city applications, authors [183]
address the trustworthiness of the data published in their system by forming
endorsement links between users so that the users can submit reviews of Wi-
Fi hotspots along with the data publishers. Their system is different than the
proposed approach in that trustworthiness is actually calculated in the cloud by
the number of submitted reviews and the number of endorsements earned, not
by testing the data itself (in their case, the strength of the Wi-Fi).
Another system addressing the trustworthiness of crowdsourcing systems,
called Trustworthy Sensing for Crowd Management (TSCM), has been pro-
posed as a cloud-centric crowd management scheme [78]. TSCM adopts the
MSensing auction and incentives system for smart phones [191] and improves
it by presenting the reputation awareness and trustworthiness of the smart
phone users. User reputation is updated regularly in the cloud in TSCM, where
reputation is used as a basis to pay users and assign tasks for them. The
reputation score calculation depends on the accuracy of the sensed data. The
authors’ system performs the auction and the calculation of the trustworthiness
in the cloud, while the system in this thesis undertakes the calculation of trust
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locally. Furthermore, in their case, the cloud receives all the sensing data,
whether trusted or not, from users, whereas for the system in this thesis only
the sensed data by users with a trust value above a specific threshold are sent
to the cloud.
ARTSense [177] is a framework that addresses the problem of trust and
anonymity in participatory sensing systems. The trustworthiness of the sensing
data is calculated using a trust assessment algorithm. Their algorithm is similar
to the proposed approach as they use different weighting factors (location,
time, sensor mode and traveling mode) to build trust but concentrate on
anonymous user reputation levels and preserving privacy for users. Unlike the
local processing in this thesis, ARTSense performs the anonymity and trust
algorithm in the cloud.
CrowdSC [19] is a crowdsourcing framework that uses citizen participation
in the context of a city. It transforms queries into simple tasks: collect, filter
the data provided by users, and provide as well as return the results to the
user. To make the right assessment of the data, authors propose a three-step
process. The data collection step collects photos from participants. The data
selection step asks other participants to select the photo that best represents
the problem. Finally, the data assessment step asks participants to assess each
photo selected from the data selection step. The proposed system performs all
of these steps for assessing data contributed by users in the cloud, which means
that the cloud will receive both useful and useless data during the process,
which is impractical, and not the case with the approach in this thesis. All of
the above systems use a cloud/server to compute the trustworthiness of the
data contributed. In the proposed system in this thesis, the trustworthiness
calculations take place locally in, for example, WLAN APs or a local server.
4.3.2 Design
When the sensed data are received by the local server, the data are cached and
stored in a log file, along with the user ID, for a determined period of time (e.g.,
one day) in order to start building trust. Four important factors are considered
for assessing trust with a weighting parameter for every factor:
1) The user status (i.e. not moving, walking, or moving fast) is an important
factor that could affect the quality of the sensed data being sent. The weighting
parameter (S) of every status is illustrated in Tab. 4.1. Every status is given
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a weight according to the quality of the data produced with it. This weight
reflects how important the status of the user is when he/she starts the sensing
process, where some statuses have higher weight than others. The numbers
in Tab. 4.1 are chosen to show the impact of the proposed trust system based
on the threshold assigned later in this section. For example, the quality of a
picture taken from a moving vehicle is different from that taken when the user
is stationary. Pictures may be shown to be blurry when someone is moving.
Someone taking a picture while walking will also have less chance of taking
a blurred picture than when running. Therefore, the “not moving” status is
accorded a higher weighting than “walking”, “walking” has a higher weighting
than “running”, etc.
Table 4.1: User status weighting parameter
User Status S
Not Moving 0.2
Walking 0.15
Running 0.1
Moving > 40 mph 0.05
2) The variety of sensed data will add more weight when building trust. There-
fore, the weight parameter is higher for a user who sends a photo along with a
recording and location than a user who sends a photo with a location only. The
weighting parameter for the different sensors is shown in Tab. 4.2. The dif-
ference in every weight assigned to every sensing style depends on the degree
of effort made by the user, where some styles have higher weight than others.
Recording voice notes and taking photos need more effort from the user than
location, since the location is sent by default from the user’s mobile phone. In
the “SenseAll” application (see Appendix A), the location needs to be turned on
before sensing in order to send the sensing data (voice, photo). The numbers
in Tab. 4.2 are chosen to show the impact of the proposed trust system based
on the threshold assigned later in this section
3) The user who contributes more to the sensing activity will add more weight
to his/her trustworthiness. If one user sends sensed data regularly during a
period of time (the time before the log file is sent to the cloud), the trustwor-
thiness of this user and the data he/she sends will be scored as 0.05 for every
contribution, excluding the current contribution. Loyalty is an important factor
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Table 4.2: Sensing style weighting parameter
Sensing Style SS
Location 0.05
Voice 0.2
Photo 0.2
Accelerometer 0.1
in the trust system proposed. It is calculated for this parameter for user “u”:
Nu = number of previous contributions in a predefined time ∗(0.05) (4.1)
4) Sensed data that are similar to each other are beneficial to each other. For
example, if user “X” and user “Y ” are in the same location and send data that
are similar to each other, this will add trust for both users. On the other hand, if
the two users are in the same location but their data are in conflict, the sensed
data of the user with the higher reputation, from previous contributions, will
be considered and the other one will be discarded. Therefore, similar data
will be weighted more heavily when calculating the trust value. The similarity
between two contributions varies from one application to another. For example,
one application considers two contributions as similar if they are captured in the
same location. Another application considers two contributions as similar if the
location and photos captured are for the same incident. This factor is calculated
as follows:
Sim =
 0.1 if two contributions are similar (∀u and u
′ ∈ LOG)
0.0 if two contributions are not similar (∀u and u′ ∈ LOG)
(4.2)
Where u and u′ are two different users, LOG is the log file in the local server
during the predefined time. The value (0.1) is chosen for similar contributions
based on the trust threshold shown next.
After these factors are calculated, (4.3) is performed to compute the trust for
the contribution for user “u”:
Tu = e(Su+SSu+Nu+Simu) (4.3)
This equation will produce a value Tu from (1.0) to (3.8). The value (1.0)
corresponds to when the user contribution contains only the location of some
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incident, then SS is (0.5) leading to a minimum value of (1.0) for Tu. Again,
if S is (0.5) and SS is (0.5), then adding these two values will make (0.1) and
leading to a value of (1.1) for Tu. The value (3.8) corresponds to when the
exponent is equal to (1.35), this is when S is (0.2), SS is (0.55), N is (0.3)
and Sim is (0.3). In other words, Tu will have the highest value (3.8) when
the contribution is captured while the user is “Not Moving”, the contribution
contains all Sensing Styles (SS), the user had (6) previous contributions (6 ∗
0.05 = 0.3) during the predefined time and 3 similar contributions (3∗0.1 = 0.3)
that are captured during the predefined time.
The value Tu is tested before sending it to the cloud (after the predefined period
of time, e.g., one day):
• If the value is below a specific threshold (below or equal to 1.2, where
this threshold is chosen based on the lowest accepted trust value when
the sum of the factors is (0.2). This happens in four different situations:
first, when S is (0.15) and SS is (0.5). Second, when S is (0.05) and SS
is (0.15). Third, when S is (0.05), SS is (0.05) and N is (0.1). Finally,
when S is (0.05), SS is (0.05) and Sim is (0.1). These cases produce the
lowest trusted values. This is because in these cases the user is considered
aware of the incident that needs to be captured, the incident is supported
by similar contributions, or the user is considered loyal (i.e. two previous
contributions during the predefined time), therefore, his/her contribution
needs to be trusted), then the contribution will be discarded and the trust
value Tu is re-calculated using the “penalty” equation in (4.4) and sent to
the cloud along with the user ID:
Tu = −eTu (4.4)
Note that Tu in (4.4) is a negative number. The reason behind this equa-
tion is to show that one untrusted contribution will have a negative expo-
nential impact on the reputation.
• If the value is above the threshold, then it will be sent to the cloud along
with the user ID and the crowd-sensed data. The user ID and the crowd-
sensed data are saved in the corresponding database
From above, it can be seen that calculating the exponential sum of all of the
factors in (4.3) will give more control of the numbers in order to highlight
what is accepted and what is not.
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The trust value is used to update the user reputation by adding it to the previous
value of the reputation:
Repu = Rep′u+Tu (4.5)
Where Repu is the new reputation value and Rep′u is the previous reputation
value. The reputation is in the range from (0) to (100).
The intuition behind how the trust is calculated is that consecutive high trust
values will build a reputation, but one low trust value will ruin it.
Figure 4.1: Task Flow Diagram in trust service. Trust threshold is denoted in δ
Example. User “X” downloads the SenseAll application, agrees to turn the lo-
cation on and wants to start sensing data. He/She takes a photo while walking
in an area of interest and sends it to the cloud. Before being received by the
cloud, the data are evaluated in the local server. User “X” will have a weightof
0.15 for user status, 0.05 and 0.2 for location and photo, respectively, 0 for
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the number of contributions made during the day (since this was the first) and
0 for similarity, as no similar sensing data have been taken in that specific lo-
cation. Then, Tx = e0.4 = 1.4, which means the data of user “X”, along with
his/her trust value Tx = 1.4 and user ID, are sent to the cloud, as Tx is above
the threshold.
4.3.2.1 Traceability Requirement
Depending on the application, tracing the origin of the data is a key factor in the
success of smart city applications since this helps in tracing the errors if any ap-
peared in the data. In this thesis, data traceability is taking into account when
users contribute in the sensing task but without affecting the user’s privacy con-
cerns. To illustrate how traceability is considered, “SenseAll” mobile app is the
android mobile app that is used through out this thesis for different data sens-
ing and gathering. “SenseAll” will have application ID assigned for every user
using the app along with a user-generated password. To support traceability,
users using this app will have location services turned on (by default) when
sensing. However, the user will have the choice to turn it off if he/she has some
privacy concerns. Full information about the app is presented in appendix A.
4.3.3 Use Cases
The use case below will demonstrate how the trust algorithm works:
• User “X”
User “X” downloads the SenseAll application, agrees to share his/her location
and wants to start sensing the environment in location “A”. During the first four
days of sensing, shown in Table 4.3, he/she gains trust values that are above the
threshold (1.2), which means that the reputation value is added every day (Day
1 = 1.3, Day 2 = 1.3+2.1 = 3.4, Day 3 = 3.4+1.9 = 5.3, Day 4 = 5.3+1.7 = 7.0).
However, on the fifth day, the user sends data that have a trust value equal to
the threshold, as the picture he/she sends is corrupted and only the location
counts.
Therefore, the trust value is calculated using (4.4):
Tx = −e1.2 = −3.3
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Table 4.3: Trust and reputation values for user "X"
Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7
Trust 1.3 2.1 1.9 1.7 1.2 1.4 1.6
Reputation 1.3 3.4 5.3 7.0 3.7 5.1 6.7
And the reputation is calculated using (4.5):
Repx = 7.0− 3.3 = 3.7
Note that one bad contribution will have a detrimental effect on reputation (see
Fig. 4.2). On the sixth and seventh days, the user contributes good data that
improve the reputation but the harm of that one bad contribution cannot be
recovered completely after two days.
Figure 4.2: User "X" and user "Y" reputation values in one week
• User “Y”
User “Y” downloads the SenseAll application, agrees to share his/her location,
and wants to start sensing the environment in location “B”. During the first
day, shown in Table 4.4, he/she contributes trusted data and has a reputation
value of 1.5 . The data contributed on the following two days are below the
threshold. This leads to negative reputation values that equate to a reputation
of zero. The reputation value is treated as zero because there is no scale for
negative numbers in the presented approach; These values are simply kept to
make the reputation calculations. These are the calculations that occurred on
the second and third days.
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Table 4.4: Trust and reputation values for user "Y"
Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7
Trust 1.5 1.2 1.1 1.7 1.9 1.4 1.7
Reputation 1.5 −1.8 −4.8 −3.1 −1.2 .2 1.9
In day 2, the trust value is calculated using (4.4):
Ty = −e1.2 = −3.3
And the reputation is calculated using (4.5):
Repy = 1.5− 3.3 = −1.8
In day 3, the trust value is calculated using (4.4):
Ty = −e1.1 = −3.0
And the reputation is calculated using (4.5):
Repy = (−1.8)− 3.0 = −4.8
Then, as shown in Table 4.4, the user took three days to recover from the two
consecutive pieces of untrustworthy data contributed (see Fig. 4.2). Therefore,
in this trust approach, building trust takes time but contributing malicious data
ruins a reputation.
4.3.4 Discussion
This simple but effective approach will reduce the amount of untruthful data
in the cloud by a large degree, since data with low scores (below a specific
threshold), according to the factors presented, are discarded and not sent to the
cloud. Unfortunately, existing solutions proposed in related works to solve the
issue mentioned in the scenarios in section 4.3.1 and others are weak because
they:
• Either require offloading all sensed data to the cloud and evaluating the
trustworthiness of the data there, which is unnecessary traffic and time
consuming, or
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• Add significant overheads to users’ mobile phones, since the processing
and evaluation takes place on the phone.
In the proposed solution, the sensed data are processed and evaluated locally.
Malicious data are immediately discarded when discovered, and not sent to the
cloud. Thus, more time is saved and traffic overheads are avoided when sending
data to the cloud. Furthermore, in this approach, that the location service in
the mobile device is required to be turned ON before the user starts sensing
in the “SenseAll” application in order to support traceability. With traceability,
smart city applications in the cloud will benefit the most from the data sensed.
In the proposed approach, the issue of exposing user identities to traceability
is overcame by ensuring anonymity. This is because user identities are not sent
to the cloud in the first place, since only use application IDs assigned to every
contributing user are used, and these IDs are the ones sent to the cloud.
4.4 Scheduling Data
In this section, a scheduler service for crowd-sensed data is presented that is
located in the public local servers. The scheduler calculates the priority factor
for each user’s sensor data in the local server before the data are ready to be
sent to the cloud. Data with a high priority are sent first and data with low
priority are scheduled for another time. Therefore, the scheduler will examine
the relevance of the crowd-sensed data and prioritize sending these data to the
cloud.
Data Usefulness definition in the context of the scheduler
Data usefulness is defined in terms of how important, and not redundant,
crowd-sensed data offered by users are in order to send them to the cloud.
Crowd-sensed data with high priority are sent first.
Motivational Example
Suppose the City Hall of city “X” launched a mobile application that let mobile
phones detect the locations of roads that need to be repaired in their neigh-
borhood and send this information to the cloud. In some cases, the cloud will
receive locations of secondary roads that need to be repaired (i.e. not main
or busy roads), or roads located in some area that is not of high risk e.g., no
schools or playgrounds nearby [19]. Thus, the cloud might receive locations
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of damaged roads that are not of high importance, thus raising the question
of calculating the priority of the crowd-sensed data before sending them to the
cloud. Furthermore, another significant case is when a number of citizens who
go along a busy route might send information for the same pothole(s) that they
pass to the cloud; these replicated data will consume bandwidth. The idea of
examining data usefulness (i.e. priority) is, therefore, important, meaning that
it is necessary to assess how urgently a road needs to be repaired before sending
the crowd-sensed data to the cloud. For that purpose, a scheduler is required
to be in proximity to the crowd in order to send the crowd-sensed data to the
cloud based on their priority and avoid transmitting the same data for the same
pothole a number of times.
4.4.1 Previous Studies
There are a number of works related to sensing the environment and cloud
computing integration. They all share the same model, which is to send all the
information to the cloud to be processed there, but differ from each other in
using mobile phones or wireless sensor networks. One of them is “CrowdSC”
[19], that uses citizen participation in the context of a city where the citizens
will respond to the queries by taking photos. Then, they are asked to select
the photos that best describe the issue and assess these photoes. Another work
presents CrowdOut [15], that engage users in reporting dangerous traffic situ-
ations (e.g., speeding) in real time and map it on a city. Furthermore, in [44],
authors present an application called PotHole Patrol that reflects road situation
by using data generated from the sensors deployed in vehicles.
In terms of examining data usability, other authors [197] have proposed time-
and priority-based selective data transmission (TPSDT) for a Wireless Sensor
Networks gateway that examines the usability of crowd-sensed data and de-
pended on a Point versus Time and Priority (PTP) table maintained in the cloud
using the data requested by each mobile user. Their system is similar to the ser-
vice presented in that the usefulness of data is examined before sending them
to the cloud in order to avoid network traffic and decrease transmission band-
width. However, their system is different from the proposed service in that they
maintain their PTP table by analysing mobile users’ behaviour in the cloud dur-
ing a period of time, while the service in this thesis uses users’ reputations and a
scheduling algorithm (see section 4.4.3) for the selective transmission of useful
data to the cloud.
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4.4.2 Scheduling Service Requirement
Once the crowd-sensed data received to the local server, the trust will be eval-
uated first by the trust service presented in section 4.3, then the scheduling
service will take place. The crowd-sensed data should be trusted (after evalu-
ation) in order to enter the scheduling service. Untrusted data are discarded
after the trust evaluation.
4.4.3 Design
Once received by the local server, data are cached. The meta-data for this
contribution, such as user ID, are registered in the log file for a set period of
time (i.e. one day) in order to collect more data and calculate the priority
of these data and start building trust. At the end of this period of time, the
local server will selectively send data to the cloud depending on their priority
and the user’s trust. First, the user’s trust is calculated using weighting factors
presented previously (section 4.3.2), whereby crowd-sensed data for trusted
users are kept in order to schedule sending them to the cloud and data that
are not trusted are discarded. After the trust is calculated for any particular
user, the reputation value for this user is updated in the cloud. The cloud has a
reputation reference for every user and that this is updated regularly and sent
to all local servers. Then, in the proposed scheduling method, there is a priority
weight (w) that has, by default, the value of zero for every user contribution at
the beginning. Its value is calculated by the local server using different factors
applied in the following order:
1. Untrusted data are discarded using a trust evaluation method; only
trusted data are considered for scheduling.
2. At the end of the determined time, i.e. one day, if there are two or more
trusted users who sent data for the same location, then only the crowd-
sensed data from the user with the higher reputation value are considered;
the other similar contributions will add weight to this user’s data using an
approach outlined in equation (4.6), called a similarity weight for user
“u” (simu):
simu = n− 1 (if n > 0) (4.6)
Where “n” represents the number of all contributions in the same location
as user “u”, including his/her contribution. For example, if there are three
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contributions from three users (including user “u”) in the same location
and only the contribution from user “u” is accepted (since he/she has the
highest reputation value), then n = 3 and simu = 2.
3. Applying the scheduling method to the crowd-sensed data left by calculat-
ing the priority depends on the application used. In this thesis, “SenseAll”
application that automatically detects potholes tagged with location and
time. The priority is calculated by assigning a weight value for every de-
cision question. These decision questions can be changed depending on
the city’s requirements or locations and are answered by the public local
servers using the city map that is installed in every local server around
the city. As an example, the decision questions for the application in this
thesis are:
• “Is the data received located in a children-designated area?”: this
decision is the highest in weight since the safety of children is the
most important.
• “Is the street considered a main/busy street?” It is important to know
if the road with a pothole is a main street (e.g„ a highway), a busy
street (not a highway) or neither (a sub-road), since potholes in main
or busy streets might increase congestion.
• “Is the data captured during the rush hour?” This question is impor-
tant because congestion might be increased or even caused by the
pothole.
• “Is it a rainy area?” This decision question is not as important as the
others but areas with a lot of rain and potholes covered by water
might be dangerous due to the unexpected reactions of traffic partic-
ipants, particularly cyclists.
All trusted not-redundant crowd-sensed data pass through these decision ques-
tions and acquire a weight, as depicted in 4.5. After that, these data are sent
to the compression service, if floating-point numbers exist, (section 4.5). Then,
the data after compression, if any, will be scheduled to be sent to the cloud de-
pending on their weight. Crowd-sensed data with a higher weight are sent first
in order to receive a fast response from the local authority, lowerweight data
are scheduled for a later time and, finally, data with zero weight are discarded.
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Table 4.5: Decision questions and the corresponding scheduling weight
Decision Questions Scheduling Weight (w)
Rainy area? w = 1
Main road? w = 2
Busy road? w = 2
Rush hour? w = 1
Child area? w = 3
The weight ranges from 0 to 7, where 7 is the highest weight and this happens
if the road is designated for children, busy, data were captured in rush hour, the
area is rainy and no similar data are detected; however, it can be more than 7
if similar data are detected.
Example. As an example, consider a pothole that is located in a rainy area on
a main road. User “X” (who used a pothole app on his mobile device) passed
by this pothole using his bicycle at 4 pm (which is considered part of the rush
hour). His mobile device detected the location and sent it to the nearest local
server “SERVER1”, along with the time and a voice note that recorded the envi-
ronmental noise at the time (the app records every period of time and the last
recording when the pothole is detected is the one that will be sent).
Another user, “Y” (who used the same pothole app), detected the same pothole
when passing it using his car at 4:30 pm (also rush hour). The mobile phone
of user “Y” will send the data to the nearest local server, “SERVER1”. Data for
“SERVER1” show that user “X” and user “Y” are trusted (using trust method
in section 4.3) and that user “Y” has a higher reputation value than user “X”.
Then, the data contribution from user “X” is discarded, and a value of w = 1
(similarity weight) is given to the data from user “Y”, which are considered for
scheduling. The scheduler computes a weight of 4 for user “Y”. Therefore, the
contribution of user “Y” is scheduled to be sent to the cloud with a weight of
4 + 1 = 5. However, if there are other crowd-sensed data with a higher priority
weight than 5, these data are scheduled to be sent to the cloud first.
4.4.4 Evaluation
4.4.4.1 Evaluation setup
To perform the evaluation, the effectiveness of the scheduling method is exa-
mined when scheduling important and unduplicated data regarding pothole
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detection. First, the proposed method will show how it deals with data when
received by local servers (before sending to the cloud) and then compare it
with the idea of sending all the crowd-sensed data to the cloud, as in all previ-
ous work. In the simulation, there is one cloud, one local server and 50 mobile
users (i.e. a crowd), with a total of 50 contributions in one day. There are two
assumptions, first, the cloud will send the updated reputation values for every
user to the local server every day and the other is that all the data received
in the local server are trusted. Furthermore, another assumption is that Wi-Fi
services are distributed in the city to support the community.
Table 4.6: Locations and descriptions
Location Description
LOC1 Rainy area+ Main road
LOC2 Rainy area+ Main road+ Rush Hour
LOC3 Rainy area+ Busy road+ Child area
LOC4 Rainy area+ Busy road+ Child area+ Rush hour
LOC5 Rainy area+ Sub-road
LOC6 Rainy area+ Sub-road+ Child area
The roads are categorized into three different types. First are Main roads, such
as highways. Second are Busy roads that are defined as roads with a large
number of vehicles passing every day. Third are Secondary roads, which are
neither Main nor Busy roads. For every type, there are 2n possibilities for road
descriptions, where n = 3 according, since there are three conditions for every
road type (Rainy area, Child area, Rush Hour). In this simulation, two cases for
every road type are covered. The Rainy road condition is included in every case,
since Cork is considered a rainy area. Furthermore, the road descriptions are
chosen after discarding unnecessary road conditions in the city. For example,
main roads are usually highways that are crowded during rush hour but there
are no child areas on highways; therefore, main roads during rush hour are the
ones examined. However, child area conditions are taken into consideration
for both busy roads and subroads. For the sub-roads, rush hour conditions are
not examined due to their stable condition during the day (they are quiet roads
all day long). The data were collected from six different locations that contain
potholes. The descriptions of these locations are shown in Table 4.6. There are
different numbers of contributions in each location as shown in Figure 4.3. All
the contributions from the same location will have the same weight value as
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they detected the same pothole; however, the users’ reputation values are used
in the final decision to determine which contribution is considered.
Figure 4.3: Number of contributions in every location
4.4.4.2 Evaluation result
The evaluation results with respect to the scheduling method and the usability
of the data are presented in Figure 4.4. The scheduling approach is highly
effective when a higher number of contributions are received from the same
location. For example, in locations 1, 2, 3 and 4, the amount of data sent to
the cloud is reduced by at least 90%, where only 10% or less of data are sent
(only one contribution in every location). In location 6, the amount of data
sent is reduced by 80% using the scheduling method. However, this approach
showed the same result as the “offloading all” method in locations where only
one contribution was sent due to the area being quiet (i.e. location 5).
For every location, only one contribution was chosen, depending on the rep-
utation values. The priority weight for the one contribution selected in every
location after performing the scheduling algorithm is indicated in Table 4.7.
Then, the contribution from location 2 was the first to be sent to the cloud,
followed by location 4, location 1, location 3, location 6 and, finally, location
5. The amount of time between contributions depends on several factors. One
factor is the priority threshold that is defined by the city council or municipality
(whoever is interested in the contributions). If one contribution exceeds the
threshold, it will be sent immediately to the cloud. For example, if the priority
weight of one contribution in this evaluation exceeds 100, this means that the
pothole is really dangerous and needs to be sent to the cloud immediately in
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Figure 4.4: Average of data sent (Y-axis) in every location (X-axis) using the
scheduling approach and offloading all the crowd-sensed data
order for the city to take a quick action. Network traffic is another factor that
can postpone the transfer of contributions with lower weight. Furthermore, the
number of contributions that can be sent to the cloud (bandwidth and network
specifications) in a predefined time is considered another factor. However, the
details of all of these factors are beyond the scope of this thesis.
Table 4.7: Priority weight (w) for every contribution considered for scheduling
in every location
Location Similarity (sim) Priority (w) Total
LOC1 14 3 17
LOC2 29 4 33
LOC3 9 6 15
LOC4 24 7 31
LOC5 0 1 1
LOC6 4 4 8
4.4.4.3 Discussion
The approach presented in this section is effective in reducing the amount of
data sent to the cloud to only data that are relevant to the application. Instead
of offloading all the crowd-sensed data to the cloud, only part of them are sent
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by the scheduler running on the distributed public local servers that are close
to the crowd. This scheduler performs two main jobs:
1. If the local server receives a number of contributions for the same location,
the scheduler will select the data that will be sent to the cloud based
on the reputation values of the users. Other data are discarded but the
number of contributions is considered as a value (similarity weight) that
is added to the priority factor.
2. Schedules the sending of useful data to the cloud based on their priority.
Data with high priority are sent first.
The scheduling approach is more effective in situations with a large number
of contributions for the same location. Then, the consumptions of network
bandwidth and network traffic are significantly reduced.
4.5 Single-precision Floating Point Compression
A compression method for single-precision floating-point data is the contribu-
tion presented in this section. This compression method is located in the Re-
duction Unit of the local server. The distribution of local servers in a smart
city is taken into account and therefore two compression techniques are pre-
sented: one for location-based data (latitude and longitude) and the other for
an accelerometer’s three-dimensional data.
IEEE floating-point numbers have three basic components: the sign, the expo-
nent, and the mantissa. The number of bits in single and double precision is
shown in Table 4.8. In this thesis, the focus is on single-precision floating-point
values (Fig. 4.5).
Table 4.8: Floating Point Representation
Precision Sign Exponent Mantissa
Single 1 8 23
Double 1 11 52
Figure 4.5: Single-precision floating-point format of IEEE 752 standard
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4.5.1 Previous Studies
Although data compression is an attractive topic in the literature, only a
small number of studies have focused on the floating-point compression that
is needed in big data scenarios, such as crowd-sensing, smart city data and
scientific data.
4.5.1.1 Scientific Data
In [96], authors propose a compression method for floating-point data streams.
They used a prediction method in order to find similar numbers in a stream
and use them as predictions. Then, after performing some operations on the
actual number and the predictions, the residuals are compressed using multi-
way compression. Furthermore, authors of [138] proposed an algorithm that
compresses sequences of IEEE double-precision floating-point values as follows.
First, the algorithm predicts each value in the sequence and XORs (Exclusive
ORs) it with the true value. If the predicted value is close to the true value, the
sign, the exponent, and the first few mantissa bits will be the same. The work
in this thesis has no prediction method; the compression was performed easily
without any prediction limitations (i.e. over-processing).
In [169], a floating-point compression approach (fzip) is proposed. It has two
stages: the first uses the coding scheme in Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT)
compression [21]; the second is value and prefix compression, in which fzip
uses arithmetic codes to encode the prefixes. Therefore, a different pattern is
compressed at each stage. Fzip achieves a good compression ratio but performs
badly in terms of runtime. Other work is proposed in [58], in which authors
offer a binary masking technique that partially increases the regularity of high-
performance computing data sets in order to create high compressible data sets
before applying it for compression. Their work shows a good improvement in
compression ratio. However, their masking performs well with data of high sim-
ilarity (neighbor elements in high-performance computing have close values).
Finally, in [43], authors propose a delta compression algorithm to compress 64-
bit floating-point values by storing the higher-order differences between values.
The majority of the works above took advantage of the similarities in some
scientific data sets and their work will not be as effective if the data set values
are random. In this thesis, the compression algorithms proposed will deal with
both cases: the repeated values in GPS coordinates and the randomness of
accelerometer readings.
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4.5.1.2 Audio and Image Compression
In terms of audio and image compression, Ghido proposes a compression algo-
rithm for floating-point audio data [56].
The algorithm transforms the floating-point values into integers, maintains the
properties of the original values and creates an extra binary stream used for the
decompression of the original floating-point values. In the presented approach,
neither transformation made nor an extra binary stream is added; the exponent
part is used for reconstruction in the cloud (in accelerometer readings only;
GPS coordinates are reconstructed in the cloud without the exponent or any
additional bit).
Another work that represents the floating point as an integer proposes an addi-
tion to the JPEG2000 standard in order to encode floating-point data efficiently
with bit-plane coding algorithms [173]. Furthermore, in [50], changes are per-
formed on JPEG2000 to adapt lossless floating-point compression, such as op-
timizations in the wavelet transformation and beforehand signaling of special
numbers.
In [71], authors use a context-based arithmetic coder for single-precision
floating-point coordinates. They use the exponent to shift between different
arithmetic contexts, while in the presented approach, the exponent is used to
represent the exponent number and classify the integer part (see section 4.5.2
for more details).
4.5.2 Compression Design
4.5.2.1 Location-based Data Compression
In this section, a compression method is proposed that takes advantage of the
smart city architecture introduced in chapter 3. Public local servers are dis-
tributed around the city to serve the citizens. Therefore, the following question
was asked: why do the architecture not benefit from the server distribution and
apply a compression method to GPS coordinates (latitude and longitude) that
are represented as single-precision floating-point numbers (32 bits)?
The servers serve an area that has a diameter not more than 130 kilometers
(approximately 130 km is the distance that changes the integer value in the co-
ordinates from x.0000 to y.0000, where x and y are two consecutive numbers).
This means that all contributions that are received by a particular server will
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have the same sign and integer part. However, some might receive a maximum
of two integers and the way this is handled will be shown.
• Case 1 – Servers cover an area that has the same integral part for both
latitude and longitude (Algorithm 1).
Algorithm 1: GPS coordinate compression (Case 1)
Input: x.y (x is the integer part and y is the decimal part)
Output: Result (the compressed number in binary form)
if x == num then //num is the integer part that
Result = (y0. . . .yn)b //is covered by the server
else
No compression applied, use the 32 bit IEEE float-point presentation
Latitude and longitude are float numbers that are represented in Figure
4.5. For the sake of simplicity, the latitude will be discussed and the same
will apply to longitude. Therefore, the sign part, the exponent part and
the variable number of bits in the mantissa part can be removed, since
they are the same for all contributions.
The contribution is then sent to the cloud, in which there is a table that
has every server and its corresponding integral number covered in order
to decompress.
The number of bits in the mantissa will differ depending on how large the
integer is, as shown in Table 4.9. The number of bits that are removed
for compression will be from 10 to 16 (if assumed that the highest integer
number is 255).
Table 4.9: The number of bits in the mantissa to compress
Integer numbers
Number of bits to
compress in mantissa
Sign + exponent + bits in
mantissa to compress
2, 3 1 bit 1 + 8 + 1 = 10
4-11 2 bits 1 + 8 + 2 = 11
8-15 3 bits 1 + 8 + 3 = 12
16-31 4 bits 1 + 8 + 4 = 13
32-63 5 bits 1 + 8 + 5 = 14
64-127 6 bits 1 + 8 + 6 = 15
128-255 7 bits 1 + 8 + 7 = 16
This means that the higher the integer the more bits to compress. The
reason for a missing bit is because of the IEEE float number presentation.
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For example, the number 13 is, in binary, 1101 but after normalization,
the most significant bit is hidden and only 3 bits from the mantissa are
eligible for the compression method.
• Case 2 – If the server covers an area that has two different integral parts
(Algorithm 2).
The same procedure as that for Case 1 will be applied, but with a minor
difference: the server needs to add 1 bit (called a decision bit) at the
beginning of the compressed value in order for the cloud to determine
which integral part is considered for decompression. For example, if the
server always receives GPS coordinates that can have two possible integer
parts, x and y, the server will assign 0 for the integer x and 1 for integer
y and add it as the most significant bit in order for the cloud to decide
which integer is needed. Thus, this case is different only in the decision
bit that is added as the most significant bit (see Algorithm 2).
Algorithm 2: GPS coordinate compression (Case 2)
Input: x.y (x is the integer part and y is the decimal part)
Output: Result (the compressed number in binary form)
if x == num1 then //num1 is the first integer
Result = (0 y0 . . . yn)b //covered by the server
else if x== num2 then //num2 is the second integer
Result = (1 y0 . . . yn)b //covered by the server
else
No compression applied, use the 32 bit IEEE float-point presentation
4.5.2.2 Accelerometer Data Compression
During a single event, an accelerometer will return data for three coordinate
axes (x, y and z). These data values are single-precision floating-point numbers.
In this section, a compression method is proposed that will reduce the size of
these float numbers by attempting to remove some bits that can be recovered
easily later in the cloud.
The integral number is considered (the integer part of the float number) to be
from 0 to 39. This is based on the experiment presented in section 4.5.4 and
the android accelerometer Sensor.getMaximumRange() API (i.e. android hard-
ware restrictions), in which 39 was the highest integer in all axes. However,
this method will also work with any number higher than 39. The sign, expo-
nent and mantissa of the 32-bit floating-point numbers are treated as follows
(Algorithm 3):
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1. The sign bit is left unchanged in this method, in which 0 corresponds to a
positive number and 1 corresponds to a negative number.
2. The exponent is mainly 8 bits. If the exponent is negative, the number is
left uncompressed since there is no way to predict the numbers after the
float point. On the other hand, if the exponent is positive, then the num-
ber of bits in the exponent is decreased to 3 bits. These 3 bits represent
the number of bits moved after the float point during the normalization
process. For example, in number 13.1857, the mantissa part will look
like this before normalization: 1101.0011. After normalization, the num-
ber will look like this: 1.1010011 X 23, whereby the point is moved to
the most significant 1. Since the number of bits moved after the point is
three, then the exponent will only represent number 3. In the integer part
range (1 − 39), the exponent range is from 0 to 5. Therefore, 3 bits are
reasonable to present the exponent part and there is no need to add 127
(single-precision bias). The bias addition will take place later in the cloud
in the decompression process. Table 4.10 shows the numbers and their
corresponding exponent values that will be stored in the exponent part.
Table 4.10: Exponent values for every integer number
Number Exponent
0 Negative exponents
1 0 (000)b
2 and 3 1(001)b
4-7 2(010)b
8-15 3(011)b
16-31 4(100)b
32-39 5(101)b
3. In the mantissa, the exponent is used to categorize the integers and de-
crease the number of bits that represent the integer number (1− 39). The
categorization of the integers is presented in Table 4.11. The reduction of
the number of bits will take place in two steps:
3.1) The most significant bit for all integers under the exponents from 1
to 5 is always 1. This bit is going to be removed all the time (the
hidden bit in IEEE floating-point). Thus, all the numbers with an
exponent from 1 to 5 have one bit removed.
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Table 4.11: Integer categories
Exponent Integer Binary
0 1 1
1 2 and 3 10 and 11
2 4-7 100-111
3 8-15 1000-1111
4 16-31 10000-11111
5 32-39 100000-100111
3.2) After removing the most significant bit “1” from all the numbers, the
exponents 1 and 2 will have 1 bit and 2 bits, respectively, to repre-
sent their integer numbers (Table 4.11). Therefore, these integers
are left unchanged. On the other hand, the integers covered by the
exponents 3, 4 and 5 can be further altered. Starting from numbers
covered by exponent 5 (32−39), the new most significant bit after re-
moving “1” will always be “0”. Thus, this bit can also be removed and
the numbers from 32 to 39 are represented only in 4 bits. Numbers
covered by the exponent 3 are slightly different. The new most sig-
nificant bit (after removing 1) can be either 0 or 1. Therefore, there
need to be some indication if this bit needs to be removed. Since
the exponent is represented in 3 bits and only exponents from 0 to 5
remain, the exponent 6 can be used to help indicating the bit in the
decompression. The exponents 3 and 6 are used in the compression
process for the integer values from 8 to 15. Exponent 3 indicates
that the removal of “0”, while exponent 6 indicates the removal of
“1”. Therefore, numbers from 8 to 15 can be represented in only 2
bits. The same will happen to numbers from 16 to 31, for which ex-
ponent 4 is used to indicate that the removal of “0” and exponent 7
to indicate the removal of the bit “1”. Thereafter, the numbers from
16 to 31 are represented by only 3 bits. For an illustration, see Table
4.12.
4.5.3 Decompression
In this section, the decompression processes for both location-based and Ac-
celerometer data are presented. The decompression process will take place in
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Table 4.12: Number of bits after steps 3.1 and 3.2
Number Exponent
Number of bits after
step 3.1
Number of bits after
step 3.2
2-3 1(001)b 1 bit 1 bit
4-7 2(010)b 2 bits 2 bits
8-15 3(011)b and 6(110)b 3 bits 2 bits
16-31 4(100)b and 7(111)b 4 bits 3 bits
32-39 5(101)b 5 bits 4 bits
the cloud and it will re-construct the compressed single-precision floating point
numbers in a cost-less and easy way as shown below:
Algorithm 3: Accelerometer Data Compression
Input: x.y (x is the integer part and y is the decimal part)
Output: Result (the compressed number in binary form)
if x == 1 then
Exponent = 000
Mantissa=(y0 . . . yn)b
else if x== 2 OR x==3 then
Exponent = 001
Mantissa=(x1)b(y0 . . . yn)b //x0 is removed
else if x >=4 AND x<= 7 then
Exponent = 010
Mantissa=(x1x2)b(y0 . . . yn)b //x0 is removed
else if x >=8 AND x<= 11 then
Exponent = 011
Mantissa=(x2x3)b(y0 . . . yn)b //x0 and x1 are removed
else if x >=12 AND x<= 15 then
Exponent = 110
Mantissa=(x2x3)b(y0 . . . yn)b //x0 and x1 are removed
else if x >=16 AND x<= 23 then
Exponent = 100
Mantissa=(x2x3x4)b(y0 . . . yn)b //x0 and x1 are removed
else if x >=24 AND x<= 31 then
Exponent = 111
Mantissa=(x2x3x4)b(y0 . . . yn)b //x0 and x1 are removed
else if x >=32 AND x<= 39 then
Exponent = 101
Mantissa=(x2x3x4x5)b(y0 . . . yn)b //x0 and x1 are removed
no compression applied, use the 32 bit IEEE float-point presentation
Exponent= (c0c1c2c3c4c5c6c7)b
Mantissa= (x1 . . . xn)b(y0 . . . yn)b
End if
Result=(Signbit)(Exponent)(Mantissa)
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4.5.3.1 Location-based Decompression
The cloud will have a table that contains the ID of every public local server
around the city and the integer part(s) for both the latitude and longitude that
are covered. Therefore, when the compressed positive latitude and longitude
values are received to the cloud and attached with the local server ID (in the
Http request), the cloud will look up the ID in the table and re-construct the
latitude and longitude. The re-construction process is by returning the removed
bits that corresponds to the removed integer part.
Negative values are not compressed by algorithm 3, they are received by the
cloud as they are in which no processing needed.
4.5.3.2 Accelerometer Decompression
The cloud will receive the compressed accelerometer readings in a binary for-
mat then it will use algorithm 4 to reconstruct the removed bits.
Algorithm 4: Accelerometer Data Decompression
Input: (Sign)(Exponent) (Mantissa) (The output of algorithm 3)
Output: Result (IEEE single precision in binary format (32 bits))
if Exponent = 000 then
Mantissa=(1 y0 . . . yn)b
end if
if Exponent = 001 then
Mantissa=(1x1)b(y0 . . . yn)b //x0 is added
end if
if Exponent = 010 then
Mantissa=(1x1x2)b(y0 . . . yn)b //x0 is added
end if
if Exponent = 011 then
Mantissa=(10x2x3)b(y0 . . . yn)b //x0 and x1 are added
end if
if Exponent = 110 then
Mantissa=(11x2x3)b(y0 . . . yn)b //x0 and x1 are added
end if
if Exponent = 100 then
Mantissa=(10x2x3x4)b(y0 . . . yn)b //x0 and x1 are added
end if
if Exponent = 111 then
Mantissa=(11x2x3x4)b(y0 . . . yn)b //x0 and x1 are added
end if
if Exponent = 101 then
Mantissa=(10x2x3x4x5)b(y0 . . . yn)b //x0 and x1 are added
end if
Result=(Signbit)2((Exponent)10 + 127)2(Mantissa)2
In algorithm 4 and after returning the removed bit(s), the Sign bit, Exponent
and Mantissa are put together but first some work need to be done on the
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Exponent to be compatible with IEEE single- precision floating point format.
First, the bias (127) is added to the Exponent decimal value then the resulted
value is converted to a binary form (8 bits).
4.5.4 Evaluation
In the evaluation, the effectiveness of the compression method is assessed by
first comparing the size of the data before and after performing the compression
for both GPS coordinates and accelerometer readings. Then, the method is
compared with some of the existing compression algorithms.
4.5.4.1 Evaluation setup
The compression ratio described above was first evaluated with a data set that
contains GPS and accelerometer readings (i.e. both GPS coordinates (latitude
and longitude) and three axes (x, y and z) of accelerometer readings). Then,
there are five entries (latitude, longitude, x, y and z) for every sensing contri-
bution. These entries are represented as a single-precision floating point and
this is how it is received by the server. The data set is obtained by an Android
app developed for this thesis (the details are in appendix A). In the evaluation,
there are the cloud and one local server that received the crowd-sensed data
and started performing on compression on the set. The data set consisted of
2,000 readings and was about 1.2 MB (even though the data set was not large,
the intention is to examine the compression method on real crowed-sensed
data): the GPS coordinates data were 0.51 MB and the accelerometer data was
0.72 MB.
4.5.4.2 Evaluation Result
The proposed compression method is implemented and ran on the data set. The
location-based data reduction (step 1) was performed on the GPS coordinates
and the accelerometer data reduction was applied to the accelerometer axes.
The data set size was reduced to 0.82 MB, which means the method removed
up to 33% of the data.
4.5.4.3 Comparison
The proposed compression method is compared in terms of compression perfor-
mance with one general-purpose compression algorithm (zlib) [200] and one
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floating-point data compression algorithm (Szip) [194]. Zlib offers general-
purpose lossless data compression and is an abstraction of the deflate algo-
rithm. Szip is a predictive compression algorithm based on the extended-Rice
algorithm that uses Golomb-Rice codes for entropy coding. Table 4.13 demon-
strates that the proposed approach is more effective, as the data size after
Table 4.13: Comparison of the data size after compression
Compression algorithm Data size (MB)
zlib 0.98
Szip 0.91
Presented approach 0.82
compression appears to be the lowest. Furthermore, the comparison is per-
formed on the GPS coordinates and accelerometer readings separately. Table
4.14 shows the data size after performing each compression algorithm. The
compression approach in this paper and Szip have a similar GPS data size after
compression due to the high similarity of the GPS data received on one server.
However, the approach proposed in this thesis shows a better result than the
other two algorithms for the accelerometer readings, where the data are ran-
dom. The proposed approach deals with every data entry as a separate entry
and does not use the history of the previous entries to predict the next value.
Therefore, this method shows its effectiveness for similar and random values.
Table 4.14: Detailed data size after compression
Compression algorithm GPS data size (MB) Accelerometer data size (MB)
zlib 0.292 0.691
Szip 0.265 0.645
Presented approach 0.261 0.562
4.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter presented the different middleware services in the smart city en-
vironment, where this middleware is in the proximity of the crowd. The mid-
dleware is offered as public local servers that are located next to the crowd and
offered by the city to improve the quality of life for citizens. Theses services
are:
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1. Trust Service that calculates the trust for every contribution received using
four factors, then if this contribution is trusted, it will be moved to the
scheduler service but the trust value and the user ID will be sent to the
cloud. If the contribution is not trusted, it will be discarded but the trust
value will be recalculated and sent to the cloud along with the user ID.
2. The Scheduler will schedule sending the data to the cloud depending on
their priority and it differs depending on the application in use. Further-
more, it removes similar contributions from the same location. Before
data are scheduled to the cloud, they are sent to the reduction unit first.
3. The Reduction Unit that contains a compression unit for single precision
floating point i.e. location-based numbers and accelerometer numbers.
Even though the reduction in size is technically occurred in the Reduction Unit
(section 4.5), all of the other services contain reductions in data in their own
way. In more details, in the Trust Service, the untrusted data are discarded
and not sent to the cloud. If the Scheduler, in a specific application, receives a
number of contributions for the same location, it will just pick one contribution
for that location instead of sending all of these similar data to the cloud. The
Scheduler will choose this contribution depending on the highest reputation
values for the user contributed.
The following chapter will present the data partitioning approach and the ser-
vices provided by the cloud. The data partitioning approach will logically par-
tition the data depending on a number of parameters. The two services, then,
will apply to the data depending on the result of the data partitioning approach.
Chapter 6 will present a use case and experimental work for the whole services
existed in this thesis.
Section 4.2 and all subsections were published in [7]. Section 4.3 and all sub-
sections were published in [6]. Section 4.5 and all subsections (except section
4.5.3) were published in [5].
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Data Management in the Cloud:
Cloud Services
5.1 Introduction
In recent years, the substantial increase in mobile device capabilities has led
to the introduction of the crowd-sensing paradigm. Mobile crowd-sensing used
Mobile cloud computing (MCC) technology in different application including
Smart City applications. However, due to the limited resources of mobile de-
vices, sensed data are usually offloaded and processed in data centres – clouds.
Clouds receive a large amount of sensed data from mobile phones and other
sensors to serve these smart city applications.
However, the increasing volume of crowd-sensing data in the cloud raises two
challenges. The first is that sending a large amount of data to the cloud requires
high bandwidth and consumes a lot of energy. Second is managing and storing
these data efficiently in clouds, then optimizing data without losing important
features and values.
To overcome the first challenge, middleware services are presented in chapter
4 that resides in public local servers and showed the importance of local pro-
cessing in a smart city context. Furthermore, the previous chapter showed how
the amount of data is reduced effectively on the edge and as close to the crowd
devices as possible. With these middleware services, data sent to the cloud are
reduced in numbers and size and, therefore, the amount of traffic and trans-
mission cost are reduced as well.
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Regarding the second challenge, clouds offer storage and computing resources
for many applications, such as smart city applications. However, this new model
needs to reconsider database management principles in order to provide scal-
able and efficient storage that takes into account the pay-as-you-use model.
Storage optimization has been studied for years in databases using methods
such as compression [147] [117] [77] [190] [46] [135]. The more data stored
in the cloud, the higher the cost. Therefore, to overcome the second challenge, a
relational database storage management in the cloud is proposed in this chapter
using, first, a proposed method to partition the databases into two logical parts
and, second, a set of proposed reduction services. The partitioning method is
performed using a number of parameters defined by the user such as time, ac-
cess rate etc. With the proposed partitioning method, one can identify the level
of importance and sensitivity of the data entries in a specific database and this
will help the user when applying different operations such as data reduction
operations.
The partitioning method that is located in the cloud is presented in this chap-
ter as well as the cloud reduction services i.e. data optimization and context
extraction.
5.2 Partitioning Method
The partitioning method is performed on smart city relational databases located
in the cloud in order to efficiently reduce the cost and the amount of data
stored. This method highlights the importance and sensitivity of data chunks
in order to perform reduction services. Using this method, users can perform
reduction services on unnecessary data, which will improve storage and reduce
costs without losing any important data.
The goal of using this method is to reduce the amount of stored data without
loosing important or sensitive data. Upon partitioned data, new services such
as optimization and context extraction are offered; these services will run in
the cloud and make use of the partitioning method to reduce data stored in
the cloud efficiently and therefore will decrease the cost. These services apply
to data chunks that are not as important as others, where a data chunk is any
number of data entries that is part of a database; for example, the first 1000
data entries in a weather database can be considered as a data chunk.
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Data Storage in the cloud
Smart city data in the cloud are stored into relational databases and they con-
sist of all types of crowd-sensed data (Longitude, Latitude, Time, Accelerometer
readings, etc.) obtained from different smart city applications such as Weather,
Environment etc. For simplicity, throughout this chapter, an assumption is con-
sidered that every database contains only one table, e.g., water database con-
tains only one table. Sensitive data refer to several things depending on the
database. Sensitive data defined as data that contain important values, per-
sonal information, cover critical areas or was captured at a critical time. These
features vary between different databases. For example, within the weather
database, data entries corresponding to days with flooding in city “X” are con-
sidered sensitive data. Immutable data are defined as data that are considered
sensitive, newly added to the database or frequently accessed by users. Muta-
ble data are data that are flexible to change, contain no sensitive data and not
frequently accessed. All of these features are shown in details in section 5.2.2.
Every database “Y” maps to a log file and a context database. The log file keeps
track of the number of accesses to different data chunks in “Y” (see section
5.4). The context database contains the knowledge-extracted from database
“Y”, such as the circumstances around a particular event. Figure 5.1 presents
the proposed architecture, which works as follows:
1. The user enters a specific time period (such as 1/1/2010 to 31/12/2010)
and specifies a smart city database (for simplicity, the assumption is that
every smart city relational database contains only one table) to check the
sensitivity of the data in which he/she wants to apply the reduction ser-
vices on and sends it to the cloud using the interface.
2. In the cloud, data are checked as to whether they are immutable or mu-
table, according to algorithm 7. The user then will receive the response
about the data.
3. The user will now have a clear idea about what services need to be applied
on the data requested (see section 5.4.1 for services and when to apply
them) and then can request these service(s). Depending on the decision
in step 2, the user can choose to either optimize data entries in a specific
database or extract context from this database. The context data are saved
into separate context tables where every smart city database maps to one
context database (i.e. table).
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4. After the service(s) execution is complete, the cloud acknowledges the
user.
Another important feature of this architecture is the schedule service, which
will allow the user to schedule the periodic communication of either raw or
context data to different users (i.e. consumers).
Motivational Example
Suppose the city council of city “X” collects air pollution data around the city
using mobile phones and vehicles, and data collected are stored in a cloud.
After a period of time (e.g. five years), the city council (IT department) realizes
the need to optimize the air pollution database in terms of cloud storage, since
it contains a huge number of entries that include unnecessary data collected
during the previous five years. The council then needs to find a way to reduce
the cost of storing the air pollution data and increase data storage efficiency.
However, the air pollution database (i.e. table) contains data entries that are
considered important since they might contain singularities or were captured
during an important time frame.
Figure 5.1: System Architecture
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Therefore, the council needs to be careful when optimizing the storage to avoid
removing any important data from the database. To overcome this issue, it
agrees to choose a number of parameters and use them as a basis for distin-
guishing the important from the less important data. Section 5.4 introduces the
partitioning criteria.
5.3 Previous Studies
In cloud environments and with the increasing volume of data sent to the cloud,
data need to be managed efficiently in order to reduce cost and save storage.
Most of the research published to date proposed to manage data in the cloud
either by virtual machine (VM) utilization, or replication and parallel process-
ing.
In [186], authors propose a data replication approach to reduce the cost of data
storage and transfer for workflow applications. They categorize dataset types
into three groups, fixed dataset, free-flexible dataset and constrained-flexible
dataset, to build a connection between datasets and each data centre. They also
developed a data replication algorithm that takes place in a build-time phase
with distinct levels of data dependency, size of the data, access rate, and storage
capacities of the data centres. If dataset “d1” is located in data centre “X”, but
there is a task “t1” located in data centre “Y” where this task will frequently
invoke “d1”, then replicating “d1” in data centre “Y” will reduce the total cost C
where C = data storage cost for “d1” + data transfer cost for “d1”. Their work
is similar to the work in this chapter in terms of partitioning but is different
with regard to what is partitioned and why. They partitioned whole datasets in
order to decide what to replicate in distributed servers, but in this chapter, the
partitioning is applied for every database in order to optimize the storage in the
current cloud.
Furthermore, in replication, a DARE (distributed adaptive data replication) al-
gorithm, created by a scheduler for improved data locality measures is pre-
sented in [1]. The model uses an adaptive data replication technique that pro-
duces additional replicas for popular data and minimizes replicas for unpopular
data. In dynamic data replicas, their work uses a replication plan to save extra
storage and reduce overheads.
Authors of [153] define a smart city framework for data management using a
fog to cloud architecture. They propose a data acquisition block where data
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aggregation is performed, such as removing redundant data, and use existing
data compression techniques (e.g. zip format).
In [35], authors present a Software-Defined Networking (SDN-based) frame-
work for Virtual Machine (VM) management. Their framework uses time-based
network information to transfer VMs. With their framework, the communica-
tion cost is reduced and the throughput is increased since their system trans-
ferred VMs that are around 50%. Their work concentrates mainly on communi-
cation cost reduction, however, not storage reduction. Another work, presented
in [99], focuses on the processing of smart meter data streams in a cloud in-
tegrated framework. The scenario states that, as the hardware utilization is
increased, it could accommodate more virtual machines for real-time pricing
applications. The analysis demonstrates the suitability of the cloud environ-
ment for frequently updating data streams.
In [17], the authors proposed a cloud data management system using Hadoop
that analyses sensor data requirements and overcomes the limits in the tra-
ditional relational database management system by providing parallel storage
and processing in the cloud. Authors proved how capable is their framework
in data management tasks in cloud systems. In [24] and [23], authors propose
a hierarchical Hadoop framework (H2F). This framework considers the hetero-
geneity of nodes and the geographic data distribution in order to overcome
limitations in the original Hadoop job-scheduling algorithm.
Furthermore, a distributed storage system for high data access concurrency is
proposed in [116]. Authors use a Hadoop MapReduce framework and a set
of versioning algorithms. Another work is UniHadoop [18], which combines a
grid middleware tool called Unicore with the Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS) to improve data storage in terms of duration, elasticity and disaster
recovery. All the previous works utilize parallel storage to manage the data,
which is unlike the proposed work in this chapter.
Finally, in [145], authors propose to automate data management in cloud com-
puting by using a storage selection system. This system chooses between dif-
ferent storage providers (i.e. Amazon, Azure and local clouds) based on user
requirements and general features of the storage providers, such as cost or per-
formance. Their work is interesting as it deals with data before storing them in
the cloud. On the other hand, the partition method proposed examines differ-
ent parameters of the data after they are stored in the cloud. The design of the
partitioning method is presented in section 5.4.
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5.4 Design
Data volumes increase at a high speed in smart city applications as well as in
scientific applications. The challenges of storing these data and the costs are
also increased. Therefore, in this chapter, the need to optimize data storage
has led to a partitioning method, which will help users to apply data reduction
services, such as optimization to data chunks that are not particularly impor-
tant. This is advantageous, as the data storage in use is reduced without losing
important data and the cost also decreases.
Using a relational database model, first, the data are partitioned depending on
variable parameters that can be defined by the user, the application or both.
These parameters logically partition the database into immutable and mutable
part. The reason for these logical partitions is to have a clear vision of what the
limit of data reduction is when applying reduction services to the data, since
every smart city database (as well as the databases of other domains) contains
important and often sensitive entries at specific times. Therefore, by having
these immutable and mutable parts, the proposed services, such as context ex-
traction, can be applied to the mutable part and not to the immutable one.
In this work, the mutable part can be changed, optimized or sometimes deleted
if needed, whereas the immutable part cannot be changed (for a determined
period of time, at least) unless there is a need to remove redundancy.
Data entries for which the parameters are examined throughout this chapter
are called “di,y”, which indicates data entries that start from entry ‘‘i” to entry
“y”. In the smart city domain in use, the partition parameters are defined as:
time (T), access rate (AR), and singularities.
A. Time
Time simply represents the time stamp of the crowdsensed data entries in a
specific database. Specifically, the time stamp is needed for the first and last
entries of “di,y”.
Ti = time stamp for entry “i”, which is the first entry in the data part “di,y”.
Ty = time stamp for entry “y”, which is the last entry in the data part “di,y”.
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B. Access Rate
Access rate shows how frequently data are accessed. The lower the values re-
sulting from equation (5.1), the better, since having a large number of accesses
will give small values using equation (5.1):
(AR)di,y = (log2 (NA)di,y)/(NU)di,y (5.1)
where (AR)di,y denotes the access rate to a piece of a database called “di,y”;
(NA)di,y is the number of accesses registered for “di,y” in a log file that is called
“Access Log”, and (NU)di,y is the number of different users who accessed “di,y”.
Figure 5.2: Database “DB1” with the associated Access Log
The logarithm function is a convenient way to handle large numbers. Therefore,
it is used in equation (5.1) where the number of accesses (NA) can be a large
number as there is no limit for the number of accesses every user can have. For
example, there can be 20 users who accessed a particular database for 1000
times. Futhermore, the reason behind dividing the logarithm of NA by NU and
not the other way around is to guarantee small values for AR.
B.1) Access Log
Every database is associated with a log file that keeps the number of accesses
to every data chunk in this particular database – see Figure 5.2. In the log file,
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there are two columns, the first one captures the equal-sized data chunks in a
particular database while the other one keeps track of the number of accesses to
every chunk. For example, A chunk in the Weather database can be considered
as data entries in every month, or every six months. The user defines the size
of these data chunks. The size of “di,y” can be less, equal or larger than the
size of a data chunk. The number of accesses to a specific data part “di,y” can
be captured by checking what data chunks it belongs to and then returning the
number of accesses registered in the log for these data chunks (see algorithm 5).
Algorithm 5: Number of accesses to a data chunk
Input: Access Log with n logical chunks (chunk1, chunk2,.., chunkn) for database “DB1”, di,y
(requested data part)
Output: NAdi,y(the number of accesses to di,y)
Assumptions: n>1, sizeof(di,y) <= sizeof(chunk)
//which chunk di,y belongs to? Start the checking process starting from the
first chunk
z=1
while (z<= n AND (z+1) <=n) do
if (di,y ∈ chunkz AND di,y ∈ chunkz+1) then //di,y in two consecutive chunks
NAdi,y =access_num (chunkz) + access_num (chunkz+1)
Break //exit the loop
end if //di,y belongs to only one chunk
if (di,y ∈ chunkz OR equal_chunk(di,y, chunkz)) then
NAdi,y=access_num (chunkz)
Break //exit the loop
end if
z++
end while
if (z==n) then //checking the last chunk
if (di,y ∈ chunkz OR equal_chunk(di,y, chunkz)) then
NAdi,y =access_num (chunkz)
end if
end if
C. Singularities
Some entries in the database contain unique values that need to be identified
and cannot be changed or deleted. From this point, it is important to check
if the requested data entries “di,y” contain these important values. The singu-
larities (such as minimum, maximum or sensitive values) are defined by the
user depending on the smart city domain, such as, weather, traffic or urban
planning. Algorithm 6 demonstrates this parameter.
After calculating the access rate and capturing the time stamp for “di,y”, it is
necessary to check if one or more singularities exist and examine the result
using defined thresholds. With these thresholds, one can decide if “di,y” belongs
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Algorithm 6: Check for important values (Exist_singular)
Input: di,y, Singular1, Singular2
Output: True if it contains singularities and False otherwise
x=i;
while (x<= y) do
if (dx contains Singular1 OR dx contains Singular2) then
return True
end if
x++
end while
return False;
to the immutable part of the particular database (SD) or to the mutable part
(NSD). If the data time stamp is higher than the time threshold, this means that
“di,y” is new data and not considered old. Furthermore, if the value of the access
rate is lower than the access rate threshold, this means that “di,y” is an active
part and accessed frequently. The data partitioning decisions are illustrated in
algorithm 7.
In algorithm 7, different options are checked with the three defined parameters.
The options are as follows:
1. Check if data are timely new (i.e. recently added to the database).
2. Check if data were captured for a long time but with a high number of
accesses (time and access rate thresholds are defined by the user).
3. Check if data were captured over a long time with a low number of ac-
cesses but some important values i.e. singularities exist.
From the algorithm above, it is necessary to outline that a data chunk is con-
sidered as a mutable part (NSD) if, according to the defined thresholds, it is
outdated, not frequently accessed and does not include any singularities. Oth-
erwise, the data part is considered immutable.
The algorithm above can be applied whenever the user wants to check a specific
data part (before applying the reduction services). However, this idea can be
extended by applying the algorithm periodically on the data chunks that are
defined in the log file. Therefore, algorithm 7 can be applied as follow:
1. Occasionally: the user needs to specify the data part to be checked. In this
case, the user will decide, depending on the flexibility of the data, what
are the reduction services that can be applied on the data part. then
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Algorithm 7: Data are immutable or mutable
Input: Ti (time stamp for entry i), Ty (time stamp for entry y), ARdi,y, α (time threshold), δ
(Access rate threshold)
Output: di,y is immutable or mutable
//1//time is higher than threshold
if Ti > α AND Ty > α then
di,y ∈ SD //immutable
end if
//2//time stamp is less than threshold but access rate is high
if Ty <= α AND ARdi,y < δ then
di,y ∈ SD //immutable
end if
//3// time stamp is less than threshold and access rate is low,
then singularities need to be checked
if Ty <= α AND ARdi,y >= δ then
if not (exist_singular (di,y)) then
di,y ∈ NSD //mutable
else
di,y ∈ SD //immutable
end if
end if
//4// if the time stamp of the first entry is lower than the threshold but
the last entry is not, access rate will be examined.
If access rate is high, no need to check for singularities
if (Ti <= α) AND (Ty > α) AND (ARdi,y < δ) then
di,y ∈ SD //immutable
end if
//5// access rate is low (check for singularities)
if (Ti <= α) AND (Ty > α) AND (ARdi,y >= δ) then
if not (exist_singular (di,y)) then
di,y ∈ NSD //mutable
else
di,y ∈ SD //immutable
end if
end if
2. Periodically: the algorithm is applied every period of time (specified by
the user) on the data chunks that are defined in the log file. Therefore,
after defining the data chunks in the log file as immutable or mutable,
the optimization service is applied automatically on both the immutable
and mutable chunks. On the other hand, the user needs to specify when
to apply the context extraction service on themutable chunks (not auto-
matically). The reason for that is to be more cautious when applying the
context extraction service since it requires removing the whole mutable
data chunk after extracting the context (see section 5.4.1). It is impor-
tant to note that the classification of the data chunks (in this case) as
immutable or mutable is not permanent since it can be changed when the
partitioning parameters are changed after a period of time.
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Changes made in the databases by the partitioning method and the reduction
services are seen by all users who have access to the databases in the cloud,
even when the changes are performed automatically by the system.
5.4.1 Services
After deciding in what database part “di,y” is included (i.e immutable or mu-
table), some services will be presented. These can be carried out on the im-
mutable part, mutable part or both.
1. Data Entry Optimization
Users can optimize a specific database in a specific period by removing
the consecutive rows that have the same value for one or two columns
(these are considered key columns as defined by the user). For example,
if two or more rows with different time stamps have the same value for
one or two key columns, then only the first row is left in the database,
while the rest are removed. This service will improve storage, particularly
in smart city databases, such as weather databases, since these will have
the same values for different columns on different days, such as summer
days. This service can be applied to both immutable and mutable parti-
tions. However, if the data requested to be optimized “di,y” are considered
immutable, there is a need to check whether they include singularities by
using algorithm 6. If “di,y” includes singularities, this optimization ser-
vice cannot be applied since there is a risk of losing important data, or
it can applied with restrictions (e.g. checking every entry if it contains
important value or not before applying the optimization service). Chan-
ges made by this service are permanent since deleted data can be easily
determined. The optimization process is shown in algorithm 8 where only
one key column is used. However, if more than one key columns are used,
they will simply be checked as well in the “if conditions” in algorithm 8.
2. Context Extraction
Users will select key columns they actually need (i.e. temperature in the
Weather database) then, based on their selection, the context is extracted
and inserted into the corresponding context database. Every database
(Weather DB, Water DB, etc.) has its own context database. In this ser-
vice, users will have the choice to delete the original data and keep only
the extracted data in the context database, which will save a significant
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Algorithm 8: Optimization using one key column
Input: DB (Database), key (key column), DB_length (the number of rows in the database.
Output: Optimized DB
while (the current row != DB_length) do
if (key in the current row == key in the next row) then
Delete the next row
end if
if (key in the current row != key in the next row) then
Move to the next row
end if
end while
amount of storage. This service can be applied only to mutable partitions
of the database. The changes made by this service are semi-permanent.
The original data are deleted from the original database but kept for some
defined time in the cloud to make sure there are no requests on those
deleted data. After this period of time, the data are deleted permanently.
The highest value in the column, the lowest value and average values are
some examples of the context information that can be extracted from a
database. The context extraction process is a linear search in the database
where the extraction process used in this work is shown in algorithm 9.
Algorithm 9: Context Extraction using one key column
Input: DB (Database), key (key column), DB_length (the number of rows in the database,
Average= 0, Temp= key in the first row, Highest= key in the first row, Lowest= key in the
first row.
Output: time_frame= DB_timeframe, Average, Smallest, Largest
Move to the next row
while (the current row != DB_length) do
Temp= Temp + key in current row
if (key in the current row > Highest) then
Highest = key in the current row
end if
if (key in the current row < Lowest) then
Lowest = key in the current row
end if
Move to the next row
end while
Average = temp/DB_length
3. Scheduling
Users can schedule sending data to themselves in any time range they
specify (e.g. the data can be sent every month or every two months). The
data sent can be raw data from the original databases or knowledge data
from the context databases. This service can be applied to both immutable
and mutable partitions.
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5.4.2 Use Cases
In this section, the way the partitioning method is performed is presented using
Weather database of [180]. Specifically, the partitioning method will be applied
on the entries from 1/1/2010 to 31/12/2011. In these use cases, the time
threshold is defined as α and it should be above 1/6/2011 and access rate
threshold as δ = .39 where the lower the number the better. Furthermore, the
log file is presented in table 5.1 where there is an assumption that every three
months is considered as a data chunk. For simplicity, the number of different
users’ accesses to a chunk (NU) is assumed to be equal to the number of accesses
(NA) registered in the log file for that chunk. Using table 5.1, there will be four
different cases according to algorithm 7:
1. The user wants to check data entries from 1/8/2011 to 31/8/2011:
First, the time is checked using the time threshold α. The month of August
in 2011 is larger than α, then this user entry is considered immutable and
thus no need to check any other parameters.
2. The user wants to check data entries from 1/1/2011 to 29/2/2011:
The time is below the threshold α, then there is a need to check the
access rate. Access rate in the months of January and February equals
.314(log2(11)/(11) and this value is below the δ (this indicates large num-
ber of accesses), then this user entry is considered immutable.
3. The user wants to check data entries from 1/10/2010 to 30/11/2010:
The time is below the threshold α and the access rate is above δ (access
rate = log2(2)/2 = .5). In this situation it is necessary to check if the
data entries in this time range contain important values (singularities).
If not, the user entry is considered flexible and mutable, otherwise it is
immutable.
4. The user wants to check data entries from 1/5/2011 to 30/6/2011:
The user entry in this case is quite different. The time for some entries is
below the time threshold α and other entries are above it. In this case,
it is necessary to examine the access rate to decide. The access rate for
this user entry is .375(log2(8)/8) which is below the access rate threshold
δ, then this user entry is considered immutable. If the access rate value is
above the threshold δ, then it is important to check for singularities.
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Table 5.1: Log File Example
Data Chunk Time Range No. of Accesses
Chunk1 1/1/2010- 31/3/2010 8
Chunk2 1/4/2010- 30/6/2010 7
Chunk3 1/7/2010- 30/9/2010 5
Chunk4 1/10/2010- 31/12/2010 2
Chunk5 1/1/2011- 31/3/2011 11
Chunk6 1/4/2011- 30/6/2011 8
Chunk7 1/7/2011- 30/9/2011 4
Chunk8 1/10/2011- 31/12/2011 9
The time stamps for chunks 2, 3 and 4 are below the time threshold and
their access frequencies are above the threshold, but when the singularities are
checked, chunk 3 found to have singularities and this makes it an immutable
chunk. Therefore, 6 out of 8 chunks are considered immutable using the parti-
tioning parameters (around 75%). Since chunks 2 and 4 have no singularities,
these two chunks are the only chunks that are considered as mutable. On these
chunks all the reduction services (optimization and context extraction) can be
freely performed without worrying about loosing sensitive data. Therefore, if
the user decides to apply the context extraction service on these chunks, then
around 180 data entries are removed from the Weather database (in the case
study 2010 and 2011) and the context of these entries are extracted and in-
serted into the context database. This means that around 24.65% of the data
are removed from the Weather database in 2010 and 2011 using this service.
The reduction percentage can further be increased if there are more mutable
data chunks in the database. The more mutable data chunks, the more room
for data reduction. So, if there is an assumption that chunk 3 contains no sin-
gularities, then the percentage after applying the context extraction service is
increased to 36.98%.
If the optimization service is applied on the immutable chunks that contain no
singularities, there will be further reduction. Chunks 6 and 7 are the only im-
mutable chunks with no singularities. After applying the optimization service
and using the temperature as the key column, the followings are achieved: in
chunk 6 data is reduced by 15.38% (14 data entries removed from chunk 6),
while chunk 7 is reduced by 30.43% (28 data entries removed from chunk 7),
since the weather in summer days is almost the same. This means that around
5.75% of data are removed from the Weather database in 2010 and 2011 using
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the optimization service. With the two reduction services combined, data are
reduced by 30.4%. From the percentages above, the effectiveness of the pro-
posed partitioning method is seen and how this method can successfully and
easily help in reducing the amount of data without loosing important features.
5.5 Evaluations
For evaluation, the Weather database is deployed using Amazon Relational
Database Service [10] offered in Amazon Web Services (AWS) [11]. To be
more specific, only the entries from 2010 and 2011 are deployed; the size of
this Weather database is 1.7 MB.
Even though there is a lack of similar techniques where they can be compared
with the functionality of the proposed approach, compression techniques can
be the best fit in terms of data reduction and storage saving. Therefore, the
proposed approach is compared with two compression techniques. The first
is a general-purpose compression algorithm (zlib) [200]. The second is an
SQL supported compression method, called page compression [36], that stores
data efficiently in a row and removes redundancy. Table 5.2 shows that the
petitioning approach applied with the reduction services outperforms the other
two techniques; this is because this approach does not only remove repetitions,
it removes mutable entries too while extracting knowledge from the removed
data. Note that, storing the removed data for a period of time after applying
context extraction is not considered in this evaluation since these data will be
deleted permanently.
Table 5.2: Comparing database size after reduction
Reduction Method Size After Reduction
General-purpose Compression 1.51 MB
Page Compression 1.39 MB
Presented Approach 1.18 MB
5.6 Discussion
Even though the proposed approach accomplished a large percentage in storage
savings, this will introduce two new requirements:
1. Users’ agreements on reduction:
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There will be a tradeoff between users’ agreement and reduction. As dif-
ferent users have access to the databases and one of them, let’s call him
“USER1”, applied the reduction services on the Weather database, the
others are not aware of that change. In this case, all the users who have
access to the database need to confirm their agreement to this reduction.
To overcome this issue, a database flag can be developed or notifications
are sent to all users asking them to confirm their agreement to the reduc-
tion applied by “USER1”. If all users confirm the reduction, then it will be
applied. Some may not and decide to maintain the original copy of the
database and pay for the service accordingly. This issue is solved in details
in section 5.7 using a user agreement agent.
2. CPU Load:
With the new data reduction service, the load on the CPU will increase due
to partitioning and reduction services. However, utilizing the cloud with
its powerful processors will drop the impact of this penalty. Furthermore,
the main goal in this chapter is data reduction and storage saving, and this
on the other hand will decrease I/O operations and execute the queries on
the databases faster. The storage cost can be determined using equation
(5.2) below. For simplicity, the data transfer cost is ignored and only the
storage cost is considered.
Cost=
((
GB per month * data size
)
* no. of months
)
(5.2)
The cost of storing the data in the cloud for a year is .0015$. The cost savings is
not that different after using the partitioning approach and reduction services
since the size of the database is small. However, there can be a big saving in
cost with large databases as there is more chance for data to be reduced after
applying reduction services. The complete evaluation of data reduction services
is presented in chapter 6.
5.7 User Agreement Agent (Notification Agent)
User agent is a notification component that can be located in the cloud or in
the consumer’s side (i.e. interface). This agent is triggered when a reduction
event (i.e. context extraction service) occurs. All the users who have access to
the data are registered in the cloud, therefore when one user attempts to apply
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the reduction services on the data; the user agreement agent will send email
notifications to all other users. The main purpose behind this is to make sure
that all the users agreed on the reduction attempt and the data removed are
not necessary for all of them. With the agent, there are two scenarios:
1. At least one user refused the reduction: then the reduction attempt will
be declined and the data will be left unchanged.
2. All the users agreed upon the reduction: then the reduction query is per-
formed and the data are removed from this database. However, to ensure
reliability and robustness, the data removed are kept for a period of time
e.g. one month before being deleted permanently.
5.8 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, a smart city data management architecture is proposed that
takes into account storage optimization in the cloud. Data are partitioned
by utilizing user-defined parameters to distinguish sensitive from non-sensitive
data in a specific database. First, users will check to which part belongs the
data chunk they want to apply reduction services to, in order to avoid losing
important data. The partitioning method and the reduction services applied
to not-so-important data chunks lead to important database storage savings. A
number of services are proposed that can efficiently reduce the amount of smart
city data saved in the cloud. The proposed approach is an effective process of
reducing the smart city data storage of the cloud without losing important data
as shown in the use case earlier. Extended evaluations are conducted in the
next chapter.
The following chapter will present two different use cases and their evaluations.
The evaluations will be held for the whole services in the local servers and the
services in the cloud. Chapter 7 concludes the thesis.
Sections 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 (except algorithms in section 5.4.1), 5.5 and 5.6 were
published in [3].
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Experimental Evaluations
6.1 Introduction
There are two main sets of purposes behind the work presented in this thesis:
the first set involves assessing the smart city data produced from crowd-sensing
in terms of truthfulness and usefulness and reducing the amount and size of
the data before sending them to the cloud; the second set resides in the cloud,
where different users attempt to manage the smart city data located there. In
this chapter, evaluations of the performance of both edge services and cloud
services are undertaken to understand the effectiveness of the solutions pro-
posed.
Chapter 4 showed the performance of each service located on the edge as a
stand-alone unit. In this chapter, the performance of all the services on the edge
as a whole unit is presented in section 6.2, as well as the results of receiving
and filtering the crowd-sensed data using these services. A use case study is
also undertaken in section 6.3, in which different consumers utilize a user-
friendly web page to exploit the reduction services in the cloud. Consumers
send queries that are applied to the smart city data located in the cloud to
show how efficiently these services can manage the data storage. After the
evaluations are completed, the chapter outlines if the different edge and cloud
services will meet the requirements outlined in chapter 3.
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6.2 Use Case 1: Exploiting Edge Services
This section presents an evaluation of the services located on the edge (i.e. the
trust manager, local reduction unit and scheduler) which is conducted for all
the services as a whole unit. Thus, if the edge services are regarded as a black
box, this section presents a use case that shows in detail the form and amount
of the crowd-sensed data entered into the black box and the amount and size
of the filtered data output.
6.2.1 Experiment Setup
An Android app called “SenseAll” was developed for sensing potholes around
a city. This Android app was installed on 14 Android devices (two HTC and
12 Samsung Galaxy devices) in order to start the pothole-sensing activity using
Wi-Fi. More details of the Android app can be found in Appendix A.
For the sake of simplicity and completion of the evaluation work, and due to
the unavailability of public local servers around the city in the meantime, a
Windows desktop is used as a local server and contains the three edge services
(i.e. the trust manager, local reduction unit and scheduler). This local server
runs a Java platform and is coded using Java Server Pages (JSP) in order to
receive the crowd-sensed data and store them using the MySQL database.
The server receives the data sent from every device whenever a Wi-Fi connec-
tion is available. The server stores the data in the database and starts the ser-
vices. For simplicity, the reputation calculation takes place in the server, as it
contains a table that has all the reputation values for all the users. The repu-
tation values at the beginning of the evaluation are all zero. The users build a
reputation as they start to sense.
The experiment took one week. The users were asked to use their mobile de-
vices every day to sense potholes whenever detected. Users can employ the
app easily while walking, running or driving, simply by opening the app (the
login process is only performed the first time) and placing the mobile device
on a surface or shaking it if a pothole is detected. The user can send a photo
as supporting evidence but this is an optional data entry. The data produced
by the app contain the time, GPS coordinates (latitude and longitude), three-
dimensional accelerometer readings, the status of the user (e.g., at a standstill,
walking, etc.) and, sometimes, a photo.
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The server will have a predefined time, which is one day, meaning that, every
day at 11:59 pm, the filtered data are sent to the cloud. Defining the local server
time as one day is not the case in a wide range of smart city applications, in
which hundreds or sometimes thousands of people are sensing data during the
day. However, in this evaluation, due to the small number of mobile devices, the
local server schedules sending the data only once a day in order to understand
the benefit of the edge services.
The data are passed to the server by sending an HTTP request and using JSON
markup. The trust calculation factors work as follows:
• The “user status” factor is chosen by the user from a drop-down list, where
the default value is “driving”.
• The “sensing style” factor depends on the variety of crowd-sensed data. In
this evaluation, the data contributed can be GPS coordinates, accelerom-
eter readings and photos.
• The “loyalty” factor is added up if the user made previous contributions
during the predefined time in this evaluation, which is one day. For exam-
ple, if the user had two previous contributions during the same day and,
later, the server received a third, this factor will have the value 0.1.
• The “similarity” factor checks if any of the previous contributions received
had the same GPS coordinates. If yes, this factor will have the value 0.1
for this contribution and all similar contributions; otherwise, it is 0.0.
The trust service performs two different calculations: the first is the calculation
of every factor for one contribution; and the other is the calculation of the trust
of that contribution using equation (4.3) in chapter 4. The first calculation is
performed once the contribution is received, while the second calculation is
undertaken at the end of the predefined time. The trust service calculates ev-
ery factor for the contribution received and saves the values of the factors in
a temporary database until the predefined time (one day) is over. This is to
ensure the addition of a similarity value for all previous contributions, not only
those currently available. Furthermore, postponing the trust calculation (the
second type of calculation) until the end of the day eliminates extra compu-
tations that occur when the trust is calculated for a specific contribution at a
specific time and similar data are detected later and the trust value needs to be
updated. Therefore, at the end of the day and after making sure that every con-
tribution has a similarity factor value that it deserves, trust is calculated using
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equation (4.3). Untrusted data are then discarded and the reputation scores
are updated. After that, the scheduler checks all the trusted contributions in
the temporary database and searches for similarities using the similarity factor.
If similar trusted data are detected, only the contribution with the highest user
reputation score is kept, while the others are discarded.
6.2.2 Experiment Results
The results of the experiment are shown on a daily basis below and lead to
the final analysis of the amount of data removed and reduced when sending
these data to the cloud. Every day, the trust and reputation value calculations
are shown, as well as the compression process for both location-based data and
accelerometer-based data and, finally, the scheduler process. It is important to
note that the trust and reputation calculations undertaken every day appear in
a table that corresponds to each day. The tables do not show the flow and order
of the trust calculations; they only show the final values for all the factors, as
well as the trust and reputation scores that are calculated at the end of the day.
Note that the reputation values are all zero before starting the experiment and
then the values build up or down depending on the trust values. The number
of contributions for every user on each day is shown in Table 6.1. The trust
calculations and reputation scores for all users for each day are shown in detail
in Appendix B.
1st Day
On the first day, the server received data from all the users in different time
frames. The server starts applying the services to the data once they are received
in the local database. Therefore, the server started with the data from User 3,
since it was the first contribution received. However, the time stamp for when
the data are received will not be taken into consideration in this evaluation
except for the purpose of analysis. Trust is calculated using the parameters
given in chapter 4.
After a trust value is calculated for every user, it is compared with the threshold.
If the value is above this threshold, the data are trusted and taken to the sched-
uler; otherwise, the data are simply discarded but the trust value is still used for
building reputation, as shown in Appendix B. Note that the number of contri-
butions received for the first day is 18, as users 6 and 11 had two contributions,
user 12 made three contributions and user 9 made none. The majority of the
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Table 6.1: Number of contributions for every user on each day
Users Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7
User1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
User2 2 1 1 2 1 1 1
User3 1 1 1 0 1 2 1
User4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
User5 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
User6 2 2 1 2 2 1 1
User7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
User8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
User9 0 1 1 1 0 1 1
User10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
User11 2 2 2 1 2 1 1
User12 3 2 1 2 2 1 1
User13 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
User14 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
users had the same score for “sensing style”, since they sent both location and
accelerometer data successfully. However, users 11 and 5 had different scores.
User 11’s pothole detection is supported with a photo and that increased the
value of the sensing style for that specific contribution. User 5 failed to send
accelerometer readings and only the default values of zero are received along
with the location. Furthermore, the more a user uses the app to send data, the
higher the “loyalty” factor. Therefore, the maximum number of contributions
made by a single user on the first day was three and these were performed by
user 12. Regarding the “similarity” factor, none of the contributions received
on the first day had the same location (GPS coordinates) for potholes received
by the time of this contribution; thus, this factor will have the value zero for all
contributions.
Three contributions were removed from the trust service as they were consid-
ered untrustworthy and did not provide enough evidence for potholes. The trust
values for these untrusted contributions were re-calculated using the penalty
equation presented in chapter 4, whereby these trust values are transformed
into negative exponential numbers. Therefore, the new penalty trust values will
ruin the reputation scores gained thus far and, in order for the users to recover
their scores, they need to improve their sensing contributions over the follow-
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ing days. Therefore, the trust service makes some reductions in the amount of
data received from the first day when the untrusted data are discarded.
The scheduler established if there were similar contributions by checking the
“similarity” factor of the 15 trusted contributions. However, on the first day,
no similar data were detected. The scheduler sent the trusted data to the local
reduction unit, where only the GPS coordinates and accelerometer readings are
compressed. The size of the trusted data before they entered the reduction unit
was 38.1 KB and, after the compression took place, the size of the data was 30
KB.
2nd Day
On the second day, the server received 18 contributions, as all the users con-
tributed data when potholes were detected. Users 5, 6, 11 and 12 contributed
twice, which added a value of 0.05 to their “loyalty” factor. User 5 showed great
improvement with the data contributed as both contributions are trusted but,
unfortunately, the reputation score for this user is still affected by the untrusted
data received on the first day. Therefore, user 5’s reputation value was still
negative and the following days will determine if this user’s reputation can be
rebuilt or not. The “similarity” factor indicates that there are two contributions
in the same location for users 2 and 8, which adds a value of 0.1 for both users
since this similarity indicates the truthfulness of the existence of the pothole.
Two contributions were discarded on the second day, from users 7 and 13.
Unfortunately, the reputation of user 7 is getting really low, since this user had
two consecutive untrusted contributions on the first and second days.
At the end of the day, the trusted data are checked by the scheduler for simi-
larities. The scheduler chooses between two similar pieces of data detected by
the trust service. The scheduler chose data from user 2, since this user had a
higher reputation value on the second day than user 8. This means that three
contributions were discarded: two were discarded from the trust service due to
low trust scores and one was discarded from the scheduler due to similarity.
After that, the compression methods were performed on the GPS coordinates
and accelerometer readings in the remaining 15 contributions. The size of the
trusted data before they entered the reduction unit was 40.4 KB and, after the
compression took place, the size of the data was 32.3 KB.
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3rd Day
On the third day, the server received 15 contributions and all the users con-
tributed data when potholes were detected. User 11 was the only one who
contributed twice on that day and, therefore, this user is eligible for receiving
the value 0.5 for the “loyalty” factor that will count for the second contribution.
Only one contribution was discarded on the third day, from user 4. This con-
tribution affected the reputation score for that user and degraded the score
from 2.6 to −0.7. User 5 started to recover from the untrusted contribution
made on the first day, as three trusted contributions were needed in order for
that user to transform the reputation score from a negative to a positive value.
However, users 7, 13 and 14 still needed more trusted contributions to recover
their reputations. User 7 had the lowest reputation score thus far, due to the
two consecutive untrusted contributions that user made on the first and second
days.
The “similarity” factor indicated that there were two pairs of similar contribu-
tions: the data from users 2 and 8 again and from users 12 and 6. Users 2
and 8 were very likely to have been walking together on both the second and
third days, as they had a similar location for the pothole detected and their
contributions were captured at the same time. The scheduler chose between
these similar data, taking into account the higher reputation score. Therefore,
the scheduler kept the data from users 12 and 2; the contributions from users 8
and 6 were removed. This means that three contributions were discarded: one
was discarded from the trust service due to a low trust score and the other two
were discarded from the scheduler due to similarity.
After that, the GPS coordinates and accelerometer readings for the 12 contribu-
tions were compressed in the local reduction unit. The size of the trusted data
before they entered the reduction unit was 18.4 KB and, after the compression
took place, the size of the data was 12.1 KB.
4th Day
On the fourth day, the server received 16 contributions and all the users (except
for user 3) contributed data when potholes were detected. All the data received
were considered trusted and no data were discarded. Users 4, 13 and 14 re-
covered their negative scores and started to build their reputations. User 7 still
had a negative score, even with two consecutive trusted contributions on days
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3 and 4; again, this was due to two untrusted data contributions on the first
and second days. Therefore, this shows how difficult it is to gain a reputation
having made consecutive untrusted contributions.
The “similarity” factor indicated that there were two similar contributions from
users 2 and 8. The scheduler then chose between these similar data, taking into
account the higher reputation score. Therefore, the scheduler kept the data
from user 2. This means that only one contribution was discarded and this was
done by the scheduler due to similarity. After that, the GPS coordinates and
accelerometer readings for the 15 contributions were compressed in the local
reduction unit. The size of the trusted data before they entered the reduction
unit was 23.3 KB and, after the compression took place, the size of the data was
15.4 KB.
5th Day
On the fifth day, the server received 16 contributions, where all the users con-
tributed data (except for user 9) when potholes were detected. Users 6, 11
and 12 contributed twice on that day and were, therefore, eligible for receiving
the loyalty value 0.5 that would count towards the “loyalty” factor with their
second contribution.
Only one untrusted contribution was discarded on the fifth day: that from user
13. This contribution affected the reputation score for user 13 and degraded
the score from 0.7 to −2.6, returning this user to a negative reputation value.
Although user 7’s contribution on day 5 is trusted, the reputation score is still
negative.
The “similarity” factor indicated that the contributions from users 2, 3 and 8
were similar, as well as the contributions from user 5 and the second contribu-
tion from user 11. This added the similarity value 0.1 to all five contributions.
At the end of the day, the scheduler chooses from the similar contributions,
taking into account the highest reputation. Therefore, the scheduler chose the
contributions from users 2 and 11, as they had the highest reputations of those
considered. This means that four contributions were discarded: one was dis-
carded from the trust service due to a low trust score and the other three were
discarded by the scheduler due to similarity.
After that, the GPS coordinates and accelerometer readings for the 12 contribu-
tions were compressed in the local reduction unit. The size of the trusted data
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before they entered the reduction unit was 19.6 KB and, after the compression
took place, the size of the data was 14.2 KB.
6th Day
On the sixth day, the server received 15 contributions, where all the users con-
tributed data once and user 3 contributed twice; this added the loyalty value
0.5 to the “loyalty” factor for the second contribution. Note that users 11 and
13 received the value 0.35 for the sensing style factor because these two sent
photos alongside GPS coordinates and accelerometer readings.
Three untrusted contributions were discarded on that day: those from users 5,
6 and 9. Their reputation scores were affected accordingly.
The “similarity” factor indicated that the contributions from users 3, 8 and 10
were similar. This added the similarity value 0.1 to all three contributions.
At the end of the day, the scheduler chooses from these similar contributions,
taking the highest reputation into account. Therefore, the scheduler chose the
contribution from user 8 and discarded the other two contributions. This means
that five contributions were discarded: three were discarded from the trust
service due to low trust scores, while the other two were discarded from the
scheduler due to similarity.
After that, the GPS coordinates and accelerometer readings for the 10 contribu-
tions were compressed in the local reduction unit. The size of the trusted data
before they entered the reduction unit was 45.8 KB and, after the compression
took place, the size of the data was 41 KB.
7th Day
On the last day, the server received 14 contributions, where all the users con-
tributed only once. Again, user 11 received the value 0.35 in the “sensing style”
factor because this user sent a photo alongside the GPS coordinates and ac-
celerometer readings.
Only one untrusted contribution was discarded on that day: that from user 6.
User 7 finally overcame the two consecutive untrusted contributions made on
the first two days. Therefore, it took five consecutive trusted contributions from
user 7 in order to regain a positive value.
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The “similarity” factor indicated that the contributions from users 2 and 8 were
similar. This added the similarity value 0.1 to these two contributions. At the
end of the day, the scheduler will choose from similar contributions, taking the
highest reputation into account. Therefore, the scheduler chose the contribu-
tion from user 2 and discarded the other contribution. This means that two
contributions were discarded: one was discarded from the trust service due to
a low trust score and the other was discarded by the scheduler due to similarity.
After that, the GPS coordinates and accelerometer readings for the 12 contribu-
tions were compressed in the local reduction unit. The size of the trusted data
before they entered the reduction unit was 33.2 KB and, after the compression
took place, the size of the data was 27.5 KB.
6.2.3 Edge Services Analysis
In this section, the analysis and evaluation of the experiment conducted in the
previous section are presented. This analysis will summarize the goals of the
above experiment, which were as follows:
• To evaluate the performance of the trust and scheduler services in terms
of reducing the amount of data received on the edge.
• To evaluate the performance of the local reduction service (i.e. compres-
sion) in reducing the size of the trusted data before sending them to the
cloud.
• To show how the reputation scores are affected by trusted and untrusted
data for every user on each day.
The main goal in this thesis is to reduce the amount and size of crowd-sensed
data received by the local server to minimize bandwidth utilization and reduce
network latency. In terms of data transfer, this architecture uses JSON markup,
as it is more lightweight than XML, which is an important factor in terms of
reducing the amount of data transferred and network delays.
The data reduction goal in this thesis is achieved at different stages of the exper-
iment above. The first stage is the trust service, which discards untrusted data.
The second stage is the scheduler, which removes similar data. The last stage
is the local reduction unit, which compresses the trusted data and thus reduces
the size of these data. Table 6.2 and Figure 6.1 summarize the first two stages
by showing the number of contributions discarded by both the trust and sched-
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uler services. Figure 6.2 shows the total size of the trusted data when received
by the local reduction unit and the size of the data after compression on each
day of the experiment. Furthermore, Figure 6.3 shows the size of the data once
received in the local server before applying any service and the size of the data
after applying all the edge services (i.e. trust, scheduling and compression).
Table 6.2: Number of contributions before and after applying the trust and
scheduler services
Days
Number of
contributions
received in
the local
server
Number of
untrusted
contributions
removed by the
trust service
Number of
similar
contributions
removed by the
scheduler
Total number of
contributions
after removing
untrusted and
similar data
Day 1 18 3 0 15
Day 2 18 2 1 15
Day 3 15 1 2 12
Day 4 16 0 1 15
Day 5 16 1 3 12
Day 6 15 3 2 10
Day 7 14 1 1 12
Figure 6.1: Amount of data reduction after the trust service and scheduler are
applied
Figure 6.4 shows the reputation score value changes for all 14 users over the
seven days of the experiment. User 7 has the lowest value, since this user
made two consecutive untrusted contributions on the first and second days.
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Figure 6.2: Size of trusted non-similar data before and after compression is
performed
Figure 6.3: Size of the data before performing any service and after applying
all the services
The proposed approach shows how difficult it is to regain reputation, as it takes
five trusted contributions from user 7 in order for that user to gain a value
above zero. User 6 was doing very well in the first five days but this user
sent two consecutive untrusted contributions on the sixth and seventh days,
which reduced the reputation score for user 6 by around 50% (from 12.5 to
6.2). All the contributions from users 1, 2, 3, 8, 10, 11 and 12 are trusted
and this explains the gradual increase in their reputation scores. However, the
increase differs from one user to another because some users (e.g., 11 and
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12) contributed more than once on some days and used more sensing styles
(e.g., photos) than others. This explains their high reputation scores compared
with the other users. Furthermore, users 2 and 8 contributed similar data,
which were captured in the same place at the same time. Thus, there is a high
probability that these two users were walking together on some days and this
added the similarity value for the similar contributions they sent.
Figure 6.4: Reputation score changes for every user over seven days
Execution time
In order to understand the time delay for the services in completing a task, the
execution time needs to be calculated. The execution time for the whole of the
edge services is the time from the data being received to the local server and the
time the data are sent to the cloud after applying the services. However, the ex-
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ecution time cannot be captured precisely since the services are executed in dif-
ferent time frames. This is because the trust service will calculate trust as soon
as the data are received in the server, but the scheduler will not be performed
until the end of the predefined time (one day in the experiment above). In this
section, the execution time for every service is calculated separately and then
the sum of the values will represent the execution time of the edge architecture.
However, the time of every service needs to be defined precisely. The trust ex-
ecution time (trust_runtime) is the average time this service needs to calculate
trust for every contribution. The scheduler execution time (scheduler_runtime)
is the time this service needs to remove similarities. The compression execu-
tion time (compression_runtime) is the time this service needs to compress all
the contributions. Therefore, the approximate architecture execution time for
one day can be calculated as follows, where the time values for every service
correspond to Day 7:
time = trust_runtime + scheduler_runtime + compression_runtime
= (14 ∗ .91 s) + 1.14 s + 3.7 s
= 17.58 s
In this evaluation, one day is the predefined time and this time frame must
be determined by the city. This time varies (e.g., 1 hour, 12 hours or 1 day)
depending on the criticality of the data. If the crowd-sensed data received in
the server are not critical (weather, traffic, etc.), the predefined time can be
as long as 1 day or so. However, the predefined time might change when the
number of contributions exceeds the capacity of the server. In this case, the
server will minimize the predefined time value and send the data to the cloud
in order to be able to receive new contributions. On the other hand, if the data
received are critical (e.g., a poisonous atmosphere or pollution), the time will
be as low as 30 minutes or even lower (depending on the population in the
place covered by the server).
However, the runtime for some services is proportional to the amount and type
of data received. Therefore, time complexity (big O notation) will also be used
to describe the time for the algorithms in this architecture, since the fixed time
overhead for the predefined time will not be counted.
The worst-case time complexity for the trust service is O(n); this is when there
are similar data and some users send data more than once during the predefined
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time frame. On the other hand, the best-case time complexity for trust service is
O(1), when there are no similar data and every user sends data only once during
the predefined time frame. For the scheduler, the worst-case time-complexity is
O(n) and the best-case is O(1), when there are no similar data detected during
the predefined time frame. Therefore, the worst-case time complexity for the
services all together is O(n) and the best-case time complexity is O(1).
Memory usage is another performance factor that captures the amount of data
stored during the implementation of edge services. However, since the amount
of data received in the evaluation above is very low and data are stored only for
a period of time (i.e. temporarily), the memory usage in the evaluation above
will not affect the performance on the edge.
6.2.4 From the Edge to the Cloud
After the cloud receives the crowd-sensed data, consumers can apply the cloud
services (i.e. optimization, context extraction and scheduling) presented in
chapter 5 to the data. However, the amount of data collected in the evaluation
above is very small. Therefore, the reduction services (optimization and context
extraction) will be applied and evaluated in the following section (6.3) using a
weather database that contains a large number of data entries to demonstrate
the effectiveness of these services.
Consumers can still use the schedule service to schedule sending the data in the
cloud to any interested organization. In this evaluation, for example, pothole
data can be sent to the municipal authorities regularly in order for them to take
the required actions. Therefore, consumers can schedule sending the data from
the cloud using the user interface illustrated in section 6.3.1.1. However, since
no organization is involved at this stage of the research, the data entries were
sent as an attached file to an email address created for evaluation purposes: .
6.3 Use Case 2: Exploiting Data Reduction Ser-
vices in the Cloud
This section presents an evaluation of the partitioning method that is located
in the cloud, as well as the reduction services (optimization and context ex-
traction). This experiment is in the form of consumers who are interested in
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the smart city data located in the cloud and have access to those data. These
consumers can partition the data and perform queries on them.
This section will not only show how the consumers interact with the data stored
in the cloud, but also how any attempt to delete the data will be treated by the
notification agent. The experiment has two sections: the first section shows
different scenarios for partitioning the data (section 6.3.2); while the other
demonstrates the output of the cloud services (optimization and context ex-
traction) after partitioning.
6.3.1 Experiment Setup
In this experiment, there is a web interface that is used by consumers to inter-
act with the cloud. This web interface was developed using WordPress, which
is written in PHP. The interface is deployed and hosted on the AWS Amazon
cloud (where the data are stored) using AWS Elastic Beanstalk and the Amazon
Relational Database Service. The queries that are sent from the web page to
the cloud are in HTTP format. The data are stored in the cloud using MySQL,
which is provided by the Amazon Relational Database Service. The sequence of
operations is outlined below:
1. The consumer will first log in.
2. The consumer will send a request to partition the data in a specific time
frame and wait for a response.
3. The cloud will process this request and then send the type of data entries
requested to be partitioned.
4. Depending on the response, the consumer will choose the desired service
(optimization, context extraction and schedule) and send the query to the
cloud.
5. If an optimization service is requested, the cloud will implement this query
once it has been received.
6. If a context extraction service is requested, the notification agent will be
triggered and emails sent to the other registered consumers asking their
permission to attempt the deletion that is associated with this service. If
only one consumer rejects the attempt, the query will be discarded. If all
the consumers agree to the deletion associated with the service, the query
will be applied to the data entries desired. These data entries will be
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deleted but the context of these data will be saved in a context database.
However, the data deleted are kept in the cloud as a backup for a period
of time, such as one month, before they are deleted permanently.
6.3.1.1 Consumers Interface Setup
In this experiment, three users are registered in the cloud as consumers. The
emails for the three consumers are: , , and . The three consumers are the only
users who can use the web interface designed for partitioning and reduction
purposes. The web interface contains three pages, as depicted in Figures 6.5,
6.6 and 6.7. The first page is the authentication page, where the consumer en-
Figure 6.5: Screenshot of the first page (Login page)
ters the email and password that are registered in the cloud. After the consumer
is granted access, the second page will appear. The second page contains all the
information that the consumer needs for partitioning requests (i.e. database
name and time frame) in a user-friendly way (i.e. drop-down lists). This will
be an easy way for the consumer to send a well-written query and avoid the
difficulty of typing queries. After the consumer chooses the database name and
the time frame of the data entries required for partitioning, the consumer can
press the “OK” button in order to send the query to the cloud. After performing
the query, the cloud will return the result to the consumer. The result will be
that the data entries are either immutable or mutable data. Depending on the
result of the partition method, the consumer can navigate to the third page in
order to perform the services (optimization, context extraction and schedule).
The third page is also designed in a user-friendly way (i.e. drop-down lists) to
make it easier for the consumer to build the query. In order to avoid network
traffic and bandwidth utilization, the notification agent in this experiment is
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located on the consumer side and is triggered if a context extraction service is
requested. This agent will send email notifications to the other two consumers
using an SMPT plugin in WordPress and wait for their responses. If both con-
sumers agree to apply the context extraction query, the query will be sent to the
cloud. If only one user rejects the query, it will be discarded.
Figure 6.6: Screenshot of the second page (Data Type page)
Figure 6.7: Screenshots of the third page (Service page). The parameters will
change depending on the database.
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6.3.1.2 Cloud Data Storage Setup
Weather buoy data in [181] are used in this experiment. These data are cap-
tured from February/2001 until April/2018 with 633,066 entries (size = 62.5
MB). These data are stored using the Amazon Relational Database service in
a database called “weather”. The reason these data are used instead of real
crowd-sensed data is the lack of a satisfying amount of crowd-sensed data that
can show the performance of the partitioning method and the cloud services.
A context database called “contextWeather” is associated with the “weather”
database in order to save the context of the data entries removed from the
“weather” database.
There are two managers in the cloud: the partition manager and the execution
manager. These managers are simply Java programs that are running on a Java
platform. The partitioning manager will receive requests from page two (i.e.
the Data Type page) in the consumer interface. This manager will receive the
data in an HTTP message, extract the request and start examining the data re-
quired. The execution manager is responsible for the request coming from page
three (i.e. Service page) in the consumer interface. The execution manager will
receive the data, extract the query and apply the query.
6.3.2 Partitioning Scenarios and Output
Before evaluating the partitioning method, the partition factors (time, access
rate and singularities) need to be identified. Regarding the Time factor, the
time threshold is assumed to be any data entry that has a time stamp that is
equal to or later than 1/1/2013, which means that the data that are captured
in the last five years are considered new.
For the access rate factor, the cloud will contain a log file table that contains
random values for both the number of accesses (NA) to every chunk and the
number of distinct users (NU) accessing that chunk (NU values are from 0 to 3
since only three consumers are registered). The partitioning manager will use
this log file to capture the NA and NU values in order to calculate the access rate
factor. The access rate threshold should be below 1.45 (assuming the highest
number of accesses is 20) and larger than 0.49. The number of users accessing
the data chunk should not be equal to 0. If it is, the data chunk will apparently
be considered as not being accessed frequently.
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Table 6.3: Log file in the cloud
Data chunk Time range No. of accesses No. of different users
Chunk 1 6/2/2001- 30/6/2001 1 1
Chunk 2 1/7/2001- 31/12/2001 0 0
Chunk 3 1/1/2002- 30/6/2002 2 2
Chunk 4 1/7/2002- 31/12/2002 5 1
Chunk 5 1/1/2003- 30/6/2003 2 1
Chunk 6 1/7/2003- 31/12/2003 0 0
Chunk 7 1/1/2004- 30/6/2004 7 3
Chunk 8 1/7/2004- 31/12/2004 8 3
Chunk 9 1/1/2005- 30/6/2005 5 2
Chunk 10 1/7/2005- 31/12/2005 0 0
Chunk 11 1/1/2006- 30/6/2006 0 0
Chunk 12 1/7/2006- 31/12/2006 1 1
Chunk 13 1/1/2007- 30/6/2007 2 2
Chunk 14 1/7/2007- 31/12/2007 0 0
Chunk 15 1/1/2008- 30/6/2008 0 0
Chunk 16 1/7/2008- 31/12/2008 5 2
Chunk 17 1/1/2009- 30/6/2009 0 0
Chunk 18 1/7/2009- 31/12/2009 0 0
Chunk 19 1/1/2010- 30/6/2010 0 0
Chunk 20 1/7/2010- 31/12/2010 2 2
Chunk 21 1/1/2011- 30/6/2011 1 1
Chunk 22 1/7/2011- 31/12/2011 2 1
Chunk 23 1/1/2012- 30/6/2012 1 1
Chunk 24 1/7/2012- 31/12/2012 4 2
Chunk 25 1/1/2013- 30/6/2013 1 1
Chunk 26 1/7/2013- 31/12/2013 2 2
Chunk 27 1/1/2014- 30/6/2014 4 2
Chunk 28 1/7/2014- 31/12/2014 1 1
Chunk 29 1/1/2015- 30/6/2015 8 3
Chunk 30 1/7/2015- 31/12/2015 4 3
Chunk 31 1/1/2016- 30/6/2016 3 3
Chunk 32 1/7/2016- 31/12/2016 2 2
Chunk 33 1/1/2017- 30/6/2017 5 2
Chunk 34 1/7/2017- 31/12/2017 4 2
Chunk 35 1/1/2018- 30/6/2018 3 1
Chunk 36 1/7/2018- 31/12/2018 2 2
In the log file, every 6 months is considered a data chunk. The log file was
created with assumed values in order to complete the experiment. This log file
is defined in Table 6.3.
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The Singularities factor in this experiment is only considered for one parame-
ter (i.e. column) in the “weather” database: this column is “airTemperature”.
Therefore, the values that are below 6◦C or above 17◦C in the “airTemperature”
column are assumed to be important (i.e. singularities).
In this experiment, there are five different requests to examine data entries in
the “weather” database. These requests are sent by user . All requests’ screen-
shots are appeared in Appendix C. The requests are:
1. Test the entries from 5/5/2015 to 5/7/2015. In this case, the only fac-
tor tested is Time. The times for these data entries are above the time
threshold and, therefore, these data entries are immutable.
2. Test the entries from 7/7/2004 to 7/10/2004. In this case, two factors
are tested: time and access rate. The time stamp for these entries is
below the threshold and, therefore, the access rate needs to be tested.
Access rate will be calculated as log 2(8)/(3) = 1. The value is below the
threshold, which means that the data chunk containing these data entries
is frequently accessed. Therefore, the data entries are immutable.
3. Test the entries from 1/7/2009 to 1/10/2009. In this case, all the factors
are tested, since the Time is below the time threshold and the number of
accesses to the data chunk is equal to zero (which means the consumers
had no interest in that chunk). Therefore, the system must search for
singularities in order to decide whether these data entries are immutable
or not. However, these data entries contain no singularities, which results
in these entries being considered as mutable data.
4. Test the entries from 1/4/2001 to 1/8/2001. In this case, two chunks are
included and all the factors are tested. This is because the Time for both
data chunks is below the time threshold and the access rate equals zero,
according to the following calculation: log2(1+ 0)/(1+ 0) = log2(1)/(1) =
0. Therefore, the system must search for singularities in order to decide
whether these data entries are immutable or not. However, these data
entries contain no singularities, which means that these entries are con-
sidered as mutable data.
5. Test the entries from 1/10/2012 to 1/2/2013. In this case, two chunks
are included and only two factors are tested. Regarding the Time fac-
tor, the time for some entries is below the time threshold and the other
entries are above it. Therefore, the access rate factor needs to be tested
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to decide whether or not the entries are frequently accessed and there is
no need to check for singularities. Access rate is calculated as follows:
log2(4 + 1)/(2 + 1) = log2(5)/(3) = 0.77. The value is below the threshold,
which indicates that these data entries are frequently accessed and are,
therefore, considered immutable.
6.3.2.1 Partitioning Analysis
The aim of this evaluation is to show how the partitioning method running on
cloud infrastructure works with a large database (633,066 entries) in terms of
response time and the correctness of the result. The reliability of the architec-
ture is shown in section 6.3.2, in which the factors are tested manually and the
answers are compared with the response of the architecture. Each of the five
cases tested above has shown the correct and expected output.
The response time can be defined as the time from the consumer sending a
request until the response is received from the cloud. The average response
time for each case is shown in Table 6.4, where every case has been tested
five times to guarantee the same result and avoid any network latency. The
average response time for each case differs because some cases require more
computations and calculations than others. The table shows that case 1 has the
lowest response time compared with the other cases because the only factor
tested is “Time”, as the data entries are considered to have been newly added.
On the other hand, case 4 has the highest response time, since all the factors
are tested and two chunks are included (a 4- month period) and the search for
singularities with more data entries will take some time. Table 6.4 shown that,
the less parameter tested or entries involved will result in less response time.
Table 6.4: Response times for the tested cases
Cases Response time (seconds)
Case 1 3.17 (lowest)
Case 2 3.51
Case 3 5.27
Case 4 6.18 (highest)
Case 5 3.90
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6.3.2.2 Comprehensive Services Evaluation
More evaluations were conducted for the partitioning method. This time, ev-
ery chunk in the database is tested for whether it is immutable or mutable, in
order to understand the amount of unnecessary (i.e. not important) chunks in
the database. Therefore, unnecessary chunks can be reduced or even removed
under certain conditions (e.g., saving a backup for a period of time).
There are 11 mutable data chunks and the rest are considered immutable, as
shown in Table 6.5. In the mutable data chunks, consumers are free to apply the
reduction services (context extraction and optimization) without restrictions.
There might be more mutable data chunks if the size of the chunks is reduced.
For example, reducing the size of a chunk to three months will give more spe-
cific results regarding the importance of that chunk. Chunk 12 is considered
immutable simply because it contains an important value (i.e. a singularity).
However, if this singularity exists only once in the first three months of that
chunk, the second three months would be considered mutable as they contain
no singularities, the time is below the threshold and the access rate is above the
threshold.
6.3.3 Reduction Services Scenarios and Output
Two scenarios are taken into consideration in this experiment:
1. When the data entries are immutable, only the optimization service can
be applied to these entries.
2. When the data entries are mutable, both the optimization service and the
context extraction service can be applied to these entries.
However, in the second scenario, applying optimization and context extraction
for the same data entries will add more time and unnecessary computations.
This is because the context extraction will result in the removal of all the data
entries and, therefore, there is no point in optimizing them. Therefore, when
data entries are mutable, only the context extraction service will be tested.
For the first scenario, the consumer will optimize the data entries contained in
the first partition request (from 5/5/2015 to 5/7/2015) in section 6.3.2. The
consumer will use the Service web page to apply the optimization (see Appendix
C for screenshots). The data chunk is reduced by around 19% and 1,409 data
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Table 6.5: Type of every chunk
Data chunk
Immutable or
Mutable
Chunk 1 Mutable
Chunk 2 Mutable
Chunk 3 Immutable
Chunk 4 Immutable
Chunk 5 Immutable
Chunk 6 Mutable
Chunk 7 Immutable
Chunk 8 Immutable
Chunk 9 Immutable
Chunk 10 Mutable
Chunk 11 Mutable
Chunk 12 Immutable
Chunk 13 Immutable
Chunk 14 Mutable
Chunk 15 Mutable
Chunk 16 Immutable
Chunk 17 Mutable
Chunk 18 Mutable
Chunk 19 Mutable
Chunk 20 Immutable
Chunk 21 Immutable
Chunk 22 Immutable
Chunk 23 Mutable
Chunk 24 Immutable
Chunk 25 Immutable
Chunk 26 Immutable
Chunk 27 Immutable
Chunk 28 Immutable
Chunk 29 Immutable
Chunk 30 Immutable
Chunk 31 Immutable
Chunk 32 Immutable
Chunk 33 Immutable
Chunk 34 Immutable
Chunk 35 Immutable
Chunk 36 Immutable
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entries are removed. The whole database is reduced by .22% after applying the
optimization service to that data chunk.
For the second scenario, the consumer will send a request to apply the context
extraction service in the Service web page to the third request (1/7/2009 to
1/10/2009) contained in section 6.3.2 (see Appendix C for screenshots).
Once the consumer () clicks the “submit” button on the Service page, the notifi-
cation agent will be triggered, since the service requested is context extraction.
The notification agent will send notification emails to the other two consumers
( and ) notifying them of the request and asking their permission (see Appendix
C for screenshots). If both users agree to the request, the context extraction re-
quest will be sent to the cloud. However, if only one of the consumers rejects
the request, the context extraction request will be discarded. However, in this
scenario, both users agree to the request. Then the context extraction request
will be sent to the cloud and applied to the data entries by the execution man-
ager. All the data entries in this time frame are removed from the “weather”
database but inserted into a backup database for a period of time determined
by the consumers. The number of data entries removed was 8,297 rows, which
means that 1.31% of the data entries are removed (although not permanently)
as they are considered old data, not frequently accessed and contain no singu-
larities. However, the context of these data entries is extracted.
The context of these data entries, using the attribute “airTemperature”, is in-
serted in the “contextWeather” database. The “contextWeather” database con-
tains the average temperature for the time period for which the data entries are
removed, as well as the highest and lowest values that occurred in that period.
The attributes of any context database are different from one database (i.e.
weather, water, traffic) to another. The context database can also be different
when extracted from the same database if the parameters taken into account
are different. For example, one consumer can choose the context database
to be extracted from the “weather” database using “airTemperature”; another
consumer might choose “windSpeed”. The decision of which attribute to use
depends on the attribute(s) that best describe the data entries removed. These
kinds of decisions are made by the consumers and their departments but the
criteria for these decisions are beyond the scope of this thesis. However, for the
sake of simplicity and completion of the experiment, only one attribute is used
in this evaluation to demonstrate the work presented.
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6.3.3.1 Reduction Services Analysis
The aim of this initial evaluation (section 6.3.3) is to show the performance of
the reduction services in terms of data reduction and execution time after ap-
plying the partitioning method. The evaluation shows that the amount of data
reduced (after applying reduction services on only the first and third requests
in section 6.3.2) is around 1.53%. This percentage shows the effectiveness
of these reduction services with the partitioning method. The comprehensive
evaluations for all data chunks are shown in section 6.3.3.2.
Execution time can be defined as the time from when a request is received by
the cloud to when the request is fully performed in the cloud. The services ex-
ecution time for both scenarios presented in section 6.3.3 is around the same,
since both services need to check every entry. Thus, the first scenario (optimiza-
tion service) takes 5.26 seconds and the second scenario (context extraction
service) takes 5.57 seconds. The number of data entries affects the execution
time when the services are applied. The more data entries there are, the more
time is needed for execution.
6.3.3.2 Comprehensive Services Evaluation
More evaluations of the data chunks were performed to demonstrate the
amount of data that can be reduced using the partitioning method along with
the reduction services. This time, the optimization service will be applied to all
Figure 6.8: Size of the whole database after implementing the context extrac-
tion service for the mutable data chunks and the optimization service for the
immutable data chunks
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the immutable data chunks (25 chunks), whereas the context extraction will be
applied to the mutable data chunks (11 chunks). The size of the database after
applying the context extraction service to the mutable data chunks (11 chunks)
is reduced from 62.5 MB to 42.7 MB, which means that the database is reduced
by 31.68%. The size of the database after applying the optimization service on
the remaining data chunks (25 immutable chunks) is reduced from 42.7 MB
to 35.93 MB. Therefore, the size of the database after applying both services
is reduced by around 42.51%, as shown in Figure 6.8. This demonstrates how
effective the partitioning method and the services are at reducing the amount
of smart city data stored in the cloud.
6.4 Architecture Highlights
After showing the different edge and cloud services of the architecture, there
are several differences that distinguish them from those previously listed in
chapter 2 (section 2.3.2.5). The first and major difference is the utilization
of public local servers as an intermediate step between mobile devices and the
cloud. The services allocation in this intermediate step increases the worthiness
and importance of these services and thus increases the effectiveness of the ar-
chitecture. Another difference is that, although previous architectures might
contain similar services in terms of functionality, these are located either in a
mobile device or the cloud. However, although there are no right answers re-
garding where to allocate crowd-sensing services, in the architecture presented
in this thesis, the effectiveness of the services is increased since there are no en-
ergy or battery constraints in mobile devices, the crowd-sensed data are filtered
and hence reduced before they reach the cloud. Another difference is that all
the various services in the proposed architecture are distributed between local
servers and the cloud. This decreases the intensity of a centralized approach in
which all services are located in the same place regardless of the users’ different
locations.
6.4.1 Does the Architecture Meet the Performance Require-
ments?
Based on the evaluations and experiments presented in chapters 4 and 5 and
in this chapter, this section reconsiders the performance requirements in chap-
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ter 3 to evaluate how the work in this thesis meets these requirements. The
assessment is as follows.
1. Reducing the amount of data transferred
One important goal in this thesis is to reduce the amount of data trans-
ferred from mobile devices to the cloud. This goal is achieved by intro-
ducing edge services. Even though the crowd will send data from their
mobile devices to the edge with no data reduction, this transmission is
local and by the use of Wi-Fi Access Points (i.e. no transmission cost).
Also, choosing to have data reduction services located on the edge and
not on mobile devices is due to storage and battery constraints of mobile
devices where the edge servers have no such constraints. Therefore, in
this thesis, the reduction of data transferred is taken into consideration
from the edge to the cloud, where a large number of contributions needs
to be transferred to the cloud not only a single one (from mobile device
to local server). Edge services perform data reduction at different levels,
as shown in the evaluation results of the first use case in section 6.2. The
first step is to discard untrusted contributions and consider only trusted
ones. The second step is to discard similar data that represent the same
location in a predefined time frame. The third step is to apply compres-
sion algorithms to single-precision floating-point numbers that achieve a
good compression ratio when compared with other techniques, as shown
in chapter 4. All the different levels in reducing the data transferred will
reduce bandwidth utilization and network traffic.
2. Ensuring storage saving in the cloud
Another important goal in this thesis is to manage the crowd-sensed data
in the cloud efficiently in order to remove unwanted data and save stor-
age. This goal is achieved by introducing a partitioning method and the
reduction services that are applied to data based on the output of the
partitioning method. The evaluation results of the storage data manage-
ment in the cloud are shown in the second use case in section 6.3. The
partitioning method demonstrated its effectiveness when applying the re-
duction services without losing important data or values.
3. Ensuring robustness
When utilizing local servers to act as edge servers before the cloud, there
is a possibility of a server being down. Therefore, a recovery plan that can
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be adopted by the city is introduced in chapter 3, whereby the nearest
available server can be in charge of receiving the crowd-sensed data that
belong to the stopped server.
Another error might occur on the user side whereby a mobile device starts
to send false data. To avoid this kind of error, the trust service located
in the edge servers will examine the trust and truthfulness of the data,
as shown in chapter 4. The trust service demonstrated its usefulness in
reducing the amount of untrusted data by a reasonable percentage.
4. Providing a reasonable level of privacy With crowd-sensing, privacy con-
cerns towards users’ personal information are introduced. In this research,
privacy concerns are taken into considerations on the user’s side. The mo-
bile app (i.e. SenseAll) was developed to use only application IDs when
data are sent to the cloud in order to guarantee anonymity and ensure
privacy.
6.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter has presented the results of the experiments conducted in this
thesis in order to evaluate the edge and cloud services. The aim of these ex-
periments is to understand the performance of these services in terms of data
reduction before data are sent to the cloud and after data are received in the
cloud.
The first evaluation was conducted on edge services in order to show the per-
formance of each service and how those data are reduced at every stage. This
evaluation ensured that the data that are sent to the cloud are trusted, distinct
and compressed. The experiment was applied on real crowd-sensing data gath-
ered from 14 different users using the “SenseAll” mobile application installed
on their Android devices.
The second evaluation took place in the cloud and was applied on a weather
database in order to show how consumers can partition data based upon the
importance of the data. This evaluation also shows how consumers can then
apply reduction services to weather data after partitioning. However, one of
these reduction services (context extraction) will not be applied until the other
consumers have agreed the outcome of this service.
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Finally, the analysis shows that the proposed system met all the requirements
mentioned during the design stage and reduced the amount and size of data in
both the edge and the cloud by a reasonable percentage. The next chapter will
conclude this thesis by summarizing the research work presented. Furthermore,
the chapter will present the limitations in the architecture and improvements
to the edge and cloud services that can be undertaken as future work.
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Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter presents the conclusions of this thesis by summarizing the research
work conducted, showing the limitations of the work and research that needs
to be undertaken in the future.
7.1 Research Summary and Benefits
This thesis presents a crowd-sensing architecture that overcomes certain chal-
lenges, such as the need to transfer a large amount of data to the cloud and
manage the data there. Therefore, two sets of services are provided. The first
set include the services that are located on the edge and pre-process the crowd-
sensed data received in order to reduce the amount of data sent to the cloud.
A smart city architecture that is located as close to the crowd as possible is
presented in chapter 4. This architecture consists of three different services:
the trust service, a scheduler and the reduction service (i.e. compression). The
trust service calculates the trust of every contribution received using four factors
(status, style, loyalty and similarity) and then updates the reputation score for
every user in order to build the reputation. The scheduler will re- move similar
data that are received from the same area and schedule sending distinct data
to the cloud after a predefined time depending on their priority. The reduction
unit service is a lossless compression step that is applied to GPS coordinates and
accelerometer data. With these services, it is possible to ensure that data sent
to the cloud from the edge are trusted, distinct and com- pressed. Then, the
crowdsensed data that are sent to the cloud are reduced in amount and size.
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The second set of services is located in the cloud and manages the data stored
efficiently. These services are optimization and context extraction. Consumers
of the data (e.g., a city council, cloud administrators, etc.) will first need to
partition data entries to which they need to apply the services logically. De-
pending on the form of these data entries (immutable or mutable), consumers
can choose which service to apply. The partitioning method depends on three
factors to decide whether data entries are immutable or not: time, access rate
and singularity. Therefore, data entries are immutable if they are newly inserted
into the database, frequently accessed by consumers or contain important val-
ues. Data entries are mutable if they are old data (i.e. not newly inserted into
the database), not frequently accessed by consumers and do not contain any
important values.
Services are applied depending on the type of data. Thus, the optimization
service can be applied to immutable and mutable parts since the data removed
can be recovered. However, the context extraction service can only be applied
to mutable data entries, since these will be removed from the database and the
context of these data is extracted and stored. However, the removal of data
is not a decision that can be made by only one consumer; this decision needs
the approval of the other consumers who are involved and have access to the
database. This kind of user-agreement decision is made using the notification
agent. Therefore, if only one consumer rejects the removal of data entries (us-
ing a context extraction service), the service will not be applied and data will be
left unchanged. Furthermore, if all the other consumers agree to the removal of
data entries, these data entries are kept for a period of time as a backup in the
cloud before they are permanently removed. The proposed system was evalu-
ated and tested by deploying it on an Amazon EC2 instance, one local server
and Android-based mobile devices. The system showed that it could success-
fully achieve the following:
• Reducing the amount of data on the edge by removing untrusted and
similar data every day (i.e. a predefined period of time) from around
6.25% to 33.33%
• Reducing the size of data on the edge by compressing GPS coordinates and
accelerometer readings every day (i.e. a predefined time) from around
10.48% to 34.24%.
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• Improving cloud storage and reducing the cost associated with data
storage by the partition method, whereby data were reduced by around
42.51% after applying both reduction services.
• Enhancing data quality so that data sent to the cloud are trusted, distinct
and compressed.
• Ensuring traceability and users’ privacy at the same time by tracking the
origin of data and using only application IDs.
7.2 Limitations and Future Work
The results of the evaluations and experiments conducted in this thesis have
successfully shown that the proposed system can reduce the amount of data
transferred from mobile devices to the cloud and the amount of data stored
in the cloud under certain constraints. However, the work still contains some
limitations, which can be addressed and implemented in future work. These
limitations are referred to briefly as follows.
7.2.1 Implementing More Services
Two types of services were implemented in this thesis. The first type took place
on the edge in the form of public local servers or access points. These services
act as a reduction and filtration of the crowd-sensed data in order to make
them ready for the second type of services that take place in the cloud. In
future work, edge services could be optimized by merging the services together
in order to reduce the computations. The system could benefit further from
adding more services in the cloud that could optimize the data management
and reduce the cost of saving a large amount of data in the cloud. For example,
the cloud could have a periodic suggestion agent that could interact with users
and highlight the importance of data stored in the cloud.
7.2.2 Improving Existing Services
The proposed cloud services need to be improved to perform the same func-
tionality with different databases and different domains. Therefore, the ser-
vices need to apply different aspects when performing the reductions, such as
applying more parameters (not only one) from the database. Furthermore, the
notification agent showed good functionality when located on the consumer
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side in terms of bandwidth utilization and network latency. By allocating a no-
tification agent on the consumer side, the query will not be sent to the cloud
if only one consumer rejects the query. However, with a large number of con-
sumers, it might be more efficient if the notification agent is located in the cloud
and could exploit the cloud’s powerful resources.
7.2.3 Conducting More Evaluations and Experiments
The proposed edge services were evaluated in a real-world scenario but with a
small-scale crowd (14 users i.e. 14 devices). This is due to the complexity of
having a large number of Android devices with which to conduct experiments
(where a large number of users were using different operating systems) and the
complexity of convincing some Android users (i.e. a crowd) to download the
mobile app and conduct the experiment in the desired time frame (one week)
and in the desired area (the city of Cork). Therefore, in future work, the system
could be tested with the help of a larger crowd in order to observe how the
system behaves when interacting with a large number of users.
Furthermore, cloud services were tested using available open source weather
data, not data that are filtered and sent from the edge. This is due to the short-
age of crowd-sensed data that could highlight the benefits of the cloud services
proposed. However, in future work, cloud services could be implemented with
real crowd-sensed data that are sent from the edge (i.e. local servers) in order
to implement a complete chain of edge and cloud services that could show how
the system would work in such situations.
7.2.4 Extending the Crowd-sensing Area
Today, the notion is that the IoT depends heavily on cloud computing to
store and process data due to its unlimited storage and powerful processing.
Crowd-sensing data could be extended to include any other data, such as those
produced by light bulbs, wearable devices, kitchen appliances and buildings.
Therefore, in future work, the data produced from crowd-sensing and IoT need
to be combined and tested using the architecture proposed in this thesis to
show how the system would act with heterogeneous data.
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7.2.5 Using Different Operating Systems
The work in this thesis could be extended using different operating systems,
such as Apple iOS and Windows. This extension would raise the number of
users and thus increase the size of the crowd in which the mobile app could be
installed and start the sensing activity.
7.2.6 Privacy and Security
This thesis did not focus on security and privacy features when implementing
the proposed system since a smart city is by nature an open source domain.
However, privacy was taken into account when users were sending their data to
the local server, as the mobile app will assign unique application IDs to different
users when they first register. These application IDs are the user IDs that will
be encapsulated in the HTTP message and sent to the cloud. By using only
application IDs, the system can ensure anonymity and hide users’ identities.
However, in some smart city domains, such as health, more security techniques,
such as encryption, should be applied to the data saved in the cloud in order to
protect those data from unauthorized users.
7.2.7 Offering Incentive Mechanisms
Persuading users to be part of the evaluation process in chapter 6 was not an
easy task, which unfortunately resulted in a small crowd (i.e. 14 users). There-
fore, to increase crowd involvement and the amount of crowd-sensed data re-
ceived to demonstrate the architecture, there must be some kind of incentive
mechanism. Such a mechanism would encourage users to install the mobile
app and be part of the sensing process. Increasing user involvement will result
in improving the quality of life in a city.
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Appendix A
“SenseAll” Mobile App
This appendix presents the “SenseAll” Android mobile app. This app was de-
veloped and installed in users’ mobile devices in order to conduct the sensing
activity used throughout this thesis. Therefore, this appendix will show how
users can sense using this mobile app.
The different screens in the mobile app are listed with their functionalities in
this appendix. These screens are:
1. Login and registration
2. Dashboard
3. Sensing
4. Logout
A.1 Login and Registration Screen
In order for users to use the app, they need to register in the cloud, where their
details will be validated. On the first screen (the Login screen), the user will
press the “register” button to navigate to the registration screen, where the user
will insert the required details. These details are:
1. Username
2. Password
3. Password validation
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After filling in the required details, the user will press the “register” button in
order to send the details to the cloud and complete the registration process, but
first the app will check if all the details are in the desired form. The desired
forms are in terms of username and password length and Internet connection.
If the app verifies all the details, it will send these details to the cloud encapsu-
lated in an HTTP request. Otherwise, an error message will appear.
When the cloud receives the details, it will insert the user into the database and
assign a random ID if this user does not exist. This user ID is the ID used when
the user starts sensing. However, if the user is already registered in the cloud,
the cloud will send an error message to the app.
If the cloud verifies the user details, the user can go back to the Login screen
and insert the details to grant access to the app.
A.2 Dashboard Screen
The Dashboard screen contains several icons (i.e. buttons), each of which rep-
resents a smart city domain, such as weather, water, traffic, etc. As an exam-
ple, one icon is called “Weather”, which will transfer the user to the sensing
screen where the user can sense data that are related to the weather context.
Then, when these data are sent to the cloud, they are inserted into the weather
database. The Dashboard screen is shown below.
In this thesis, the only icon used is a “Roads” icon, with which users can sense
data related to road situations such as potholes. If the user presses this icon,
the Sensing screen for that icon will appear. The characteristics of the Sensing
screen that is related to the “Roads” icon are shown in section A.3.
A.3 Sensing Screen
The Sensing screen is the screen on which users can exploit the device sen-
sors and start to sense. The data produced by the app for all icons contains
time, GPS coordinates (latitude and longitude), three-dimensional accelerome-
ter readings, the status of the user (e.g., at a standstill, walking, etc.), photos
and voice notes. However, “Roads” is the only icon used throughout this thesis.
With this icon, users can send GPS coordinates (latitude and longitude), three-
dimensional accelerometer readings, the status of the user (e.g., at a standstill,
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Figure A.1: Dashboard screen
walking, etc.) and photos. The status “Driving” is the default, in order to ensure
user safety and reduce the usage of mobile devices while driving. Thus, in order
to capture the accelerometer entries, the user will have to either shake the mo-
bile device or simply place it on a surface in a car or on a bike, for example. The
user status and photo entries are done by the user. However, a photograph is an
optional entry and has a separate activity that is obtained when the user clicks
“Photo?” button. GPS coordinates are attached once the user clicks “Send”
button.
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Figure A.2: Sensing screen of “Roads” icon
Figure A.3: Adding a photo
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A.4 Logout Screen
The user can sign out from the “SenseAll” app by clicking the “Logout” button,
as shown below. By clicking this button, a message will be sent to the cloud
indicating that this user is no longer active and will not be part of the sensing
activity. Then, the app will navigate the user to the Login screen.
Figure A.4: Logout button Figure A.5: Logging out
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Appendix B
Trust and Reputation Scores
Day 1:
Users
Users
Status
Sensing
Style
Loyalty Similarity
Trust
value
Trusted?
Final
reputation
User1 0.2 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.4 YES 1.4
User2
0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES
1.3 + 1.4 = 2.7
0.15 0.15 0.05 0.0 1.4 YES
User3 0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES 1.3
User4 0.1 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES 1.3
User5 0.05 0.05 0.0 0.0 1.1 NO −3.0
User6
0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES
1.3 + 1.5 = 2.8
0.2 0.15 0.05 0.0 1.5 YES
User7 0.05 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.2 NO −3.3
User8 0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES 1.3
User9 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
User10 0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES 1.3
User11
0.2 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.4 YES
1.4 + 1.8 = 3.2
0.2 0.35 0.05 0.0 1.8 YES
User12
0.2 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.4 YES
1.4 + 1.5 +
1.6 = 4.5
0.2 0.15 0.05 0.0 1.5 YES
0.2 0.15 0.1 0.0 1.6 YES
User13 0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES 1.3
User14 0.05 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.2 NO −3.3
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Day 2:
Users Users
Status
Sensing
Style
Loyalty Similarity Trust
value
Trusted? Final
reputation
User1 0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES 1.4 + 1.3 = 2.7
User2 0.15 0.15 0.0 0.1 1.5 YES 2.7 + 1.5 = 4.2
User3 0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES 1.3 + 1.3 = 2.6
User4 0.1 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES 1.3 + 1.3 = 2.6
User5 0.2 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.4 YES −3.0 + 1.4
+1.5 = −0.1
0.2 0.15 0.05 0.0 1.5 YES
2.8 + 1.4+
1.4 = 5.6User6 0.2 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.4 YES
0.15 0.15 0.05 0.0 1.4 YES
User7 0.05 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.2 NO −3.3− 3.3 = −6.6
User8 0.2 0.15 0.0 0.1 1.6 YES 1.3 + 1.6 = 2.9
User9 0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES 1.3
User10 0.2 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.4 YES 1.3 + 1.4 = 2.7
User11
0.15 0.35 0.0 0.0 1.6 YES 3.2 + 1.6+
1.5 = 6.30.2 0.15 0.05 0.0 1.5 YES
User12
0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES 4.5 + 1.3+
1.5 = 7.30.2 0.15 0.05 0.0 1.5 YES
User13 0.05 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.2 NO 1.3− 3.3 = −2.0
User14 0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES −3.3 + 1.3 = −2.0
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Day 3:
Users Users
Status
Sensing
Style
Loyalty Similarity Trust
value
Trusted? Final
reputation
User1 0.2 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.4 YES 2.7 + 1.4 = 4.1
User2 0.2 0.15 0.0 0.1 (8) 1.6 YES 4.2 + 1.6 = 5.8
User3 0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES 2.6 + 1.3 = 3.9
User4 0.05 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.2 NO 2.6− 3.3 = −0.7
User5 0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES −0.1 + 1.3 = 1.2
User6 0.15 0.15 0.0 0.1 (12) 1.5 YES 5.6 + 1.5 = 7.1
User7 0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES −6.6 + 1.3 = −5.3
User8 0.2 0.15 0.0 0.1 1.6 YES 2.9 + 1.6 = 4.5
User9 0.1 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES 1.3 + 1.3 = 2.6
User10 0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES 2.7 + 1.3 = 4.0
User11
0.2 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.4 YES 6.3 + 1.4+
1.5 = 9.20.2 0.15 0.05 0.0 1.5 YES
User12 0.2 0.15 0.0 0.1 1.6 YES 7.3 + 1.6 = 8.9
User13 0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES −2.0 + 1.3 = −0.7
User14 0.2 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.4 YES −2.0 + 1.4 = −0.6
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Day 4:
Users Users
Status
Sensing
Style
Loyalty Similarity Trust
value
Trusted? Final
reputation
User1 0.1 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES 4.1 + 1.3 = 5.4
User2 0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES 5.8 + 1.3+
1.6 = 8.7
User3
0.15 0.15 0.05 0.1 1.6 YES
3.9
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
User4 0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES −0.7 + 1.3 = 0.6
User5 0.2 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.4 YES 1.2 + 1.4 = 2.6
User6
0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES 7.1 + 1.3+
1.4 = 9.80.15 0.15 0.05 0.0 1.4 YES
User7 0.2 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.4 YES −5.3 + 1.4 = −3.9
User8 0.2 0.15 0.0 0.1 1.6 YES 4.5 + 1.6 = 6.1
User9 0.1 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES 2.6 + 1.3 = 3.9
User10 0.2 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.4 YES 4.0 + 1.4 = 5.4
User11 0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES 9.2 + 1.3 = 10.5
User12
0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES 8.9 + 1.3+
1.5 = 11.70.2 0.15 0.05 0.0 1.5 YES
User13 0.2 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.4 YES −0.7 + 1.4 = 0.7
User14 0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES −0.6 + 1.3 = 0.7
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Day 5:
Users Users
Status
Sensing
Style
Loyalty Similarity Trust
value
Trusted? Final
reputation
User1 0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES 5.4 + 1.3 = 6.7
User2 0.2 0.15 0.0 0.1 (8) 1.6 YES 8.7 + 1.6 = 10.3
User3 0.2 0.15 0.0 0.1 (8) 1.6 YES 3.9 + 1.6 = 5.5
User4 0.2 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.4 YES 0.6 + 1.4 = 2.0
User5 0.05 0.15 0.0 0.1 (11) 1.3 YES 2.6 + 1.3 = 3.9
User6
0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES 9.8 + 1.3+
1.4 = 12.50.15 0.15 0.05 0.0 1.4 YES
User7 0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES −3.9 + 1.3 = −2.6
User8 0.2 0.15 0.0 0.1 1.6 YES 6.1 + 1.6 = 7.7
User9 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 3.9
User10 0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES 5.4 + 1.3 = 6.7
User11
0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES 10.5 + 1.3+
1.4 = 13.20.05 0.15 0.05 0.1 1.4 YES
User12
0.2 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.4 YES 11.7 + 1.4+
1.4 = 14.50.15 0.15 0.05 0.0 1.4 YES
User13 0.1 0.05 0.0 0.0 1.2 NO 0.7− 3.3 = −2.6
User14 0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES 0.7 + 1.3 = 2.0
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Day 6:
Users Users
Status
Sensing
Style
Loyalty Similarity Trust
value
Trusted? Final
reputation
User1 0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES 6.7 + 1.3 = 8.0
User2 0.2 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.4 YES 10.3 + 1.4 = 11.7
User3
0.2 0.15 0.0 0.1 (8) 1.6 YES 5.5 + 1.6+
1.4 = 8.50.15 0.15 0.05 0.0 1.4 YES
User4 0.2 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.4 YES 2.0 + 1.4 = 3.4
User5 0.05 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.2 NO 3.9− 3.3 = 0.6
User6 0.05 0.05 0.0 0.0 1.1 NO 12.5− 3.0 = 9.5
User7 0.2 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.4 YES −2.6 + 1.4 = −1.2
User8 0.15 0.15 0.0 0.1 1.5 YES 7.7 + 1.5 = 9.2
User9 0.1 0.05 0.0 0.0 1.2 NO 3.9− 3.3 = 0.6
User10 0.15 0.15 0.0 0.1 1.5 YES 6.7 + 1.5 = 8.2
User11 0.15 0.35 0.0 0.0 1.6 YES 13.2 + 1.6 = 14.8
User12 0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES 14.5 + 1.3 = 15.8
User13 0.15 0.35 0.0 0.0 1.6 YES −2.6 + 1.6 = −1.0
User14 0.2 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.4 YES 2.0 + 1.4 = 3.4
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Day 7:
Users Users
Status
Sensing
Style
Loyalty Similarity Trust
value
Trusted? Final
reputation
User1 0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES 8.0 + 1.3 = 9.3
User2 0.2 0.15 0.0 0.1 1.6 YES 11.7 + 1.6 = 13.3
User3 0.1 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES 8.5 + 1.3 = 9.8
User4 0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES 3.4 + 1.3 = 4.7
User5 0.2 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.4 YES 0.6 + 1.4 = 2.0
User6 0.05 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.2 NO 9.5− 3.3 = 6.2
User7 0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES −1.2 + 1.3 = 0.1
User8 0.2 0.15 0.0 0.1 1.6 YES 9.2 + 1.6 = 10.8
User9 0.1 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES 0.6 + 1.3 = 1.9
User10 0.2 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.4 YES 8.2 + 1.4 = 9.6
User11 0.15 0.35 0.0 0.0 1.6 YES 14.8 + 1.6 = 16.4
User12 0.2 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.4 YES 15.8 + 1.4 = 17.2
User13 0.15 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.3 YES −1.0 + 1.3 = 0.3
User14 0.2 0.15 0.0 0.0 1.4 YES 3.4 + 1.4 = 4.8
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Appendix C
Consumers Interface Screenshots
Figure C.1: Screenshot of the Data Type page (first request)
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Figure C.2: Screenshot of the Data Type page (second request)
Figure C.3: Screenshot of the Data Type page (third request)
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C. CONSUMERS INTERFACE SCREENSHOTS
Figure C.4: Screenshot of the Data Type page (fourth request)
Figure C.5: Screenshot of the Data Type page (fifth request)
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C. CONSUMERS INTERFACE SCREENSHOTS
Figure C.6: Screenshot of the Service page using “Optimize” service
Figure C.7: Screenshot of the Service page using “Extract” service
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C. CONSUMERS INTERFACE SCREENSHOTS
Figure C.8: Screenshot of the notification email received by the second consumer
“test_aseel1@outlook.com”
Figure C.9: Screenshot of the notification email received by the third consumer
“test_aseel2@outlook.com”
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Appendix D
Symbols and Definitions
Symbol Definition
S User status (i.e. not moving, walking, or moving fast).
SS Sensing Style (i.e. location, voice, photo, accelerometer).
Nu Loyalty factor for user “u”.
S’
Similarity function, returns “0” for no similarity and “0.1” for
similarity.
Sim Similarity factor in the trust service.
Tu Trust value for user “u”.
Repu Reputation value for user.
simu Similarity weight for user ”u” in the scheduler service
di,y data entries that start from entry “i” to entry “y”
T Time
AR Access Rate
SD Immutable part
NSD Mutable part
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